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CASE 2019-478 (Council District - 1) 
 

COCHRUM, ROBERT G, appellant and COCHRUM, ROBERT G, owner of the property 

located at 650 PUTNAM DR, requesting a variance from front street setback requirements 

in the RS15 District, to construct a porch on existing single-family residence. Referred to 

the Board under Section 17.12.030. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction 

under Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 05811019500 

RESULT - 
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CASE 2020-004 (Council District - 11) 
 

THE OLD HICKORY NO-TOWER COMMISION, appellant, requesting an Item A 

appeal challenging the issuance of building permit 2019044881 for a telecommunication 

tower at the property located at 4321 OLD HICKORY BLVD in the R15 District. 

Referred to the Board under Section 17.40.010. The appellant alleged the Board would 

have jurisdiction under Section 17.40.180 A. 

 

Use-Telecommunication facility Map Parcel 06400010400 

RESULT - 
 

 

CASE 2020-005 (Council District - 16) 
 

LOPEZ, ROLANDO M., appellant and owner of the property located at 104 DESOTO 

DR, requesting variances from side setback, rear setback, and building coverage 

restrictions in the RS10 District, to maintain two existing sheds and one existing carport. 

Referred to the Board under Section 17.12.020.A, 17.12.040.E.1.b, 17.12.050.A. The 

appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 11903000900 

RESULT - 
 

CASE 2020-024 (Council District - 17) 
 

BAIRD GRAHAM, appellant and LONE OAK PROPERTIES, LLC, owner of the 

property located at 1033 WEDGEWOOD AVE 6, requesting variances from step back, 

height in the build-to-zone, maximum height, primary entrance location, glazing and 

building frontage requirements in the RM20-A District, to complete the sixth unit in a 6-

unit building. Referred to the Board under Section 17.12.020.D and 17.12.020.D notes 3.c, 

3.g, and 3.h.ii.  The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Commercial Map Parcel 105092I00100CO 

RESULT - 
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CASE 2020-026 (Council District - 19) 
 

FARD, ASAD NARANGI & HAGHNEGAHDAR, AMIR appellants and owners of the 

property located at 1533 ARTHUR AVE, requesting a variance from driveway 

requirements in the R6-A District, to construct a single-family residence. Referred to the 

Board under Section 17.12.020. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction 

under Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 08112025700 

RESULT - 
 

 

 

CASE 2020-028 (Council District - 21) 
 

VERLERIA BRIDGES, appellant and ATTAR, JIM A., owner of the property located 

at 2618 BUCHANAN ST, requesting a special exception in the RS5 District, to use a 

residential space for a fellowship hall. Referred to the Board under Section 17.16.170.E.3. 

The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 17.40.180 C. 

 

Use-Religious Institution Map Parcel 08106016800 

RESULT - 

 

CASE 2020-030 (Council District - 18) 
 

CUMMINGS, ROBERT H., JR. ET UX, owner of the property located at 523 

CHESTERFIELD AVE, requesting a variance from front setback requirements in the 

RM20 District, to construct a detached accessory dwelling unit. Referred to the Board 

under Section 17.12.030.A. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under 

Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Map Parcel 10414000900 

RESULT - 
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CASE 2020-031 (Council District - 23) 
 

TERRY, ROBERT J. & PATRICK W., appellants and owners of property located at 841 

CLEMATIS DR, requesting a variance from street setback requirements in the RS15 

District, to construct an addition to a single-family residence. Referred to the Board under 

Section 17.12.030.C. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under 

Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 10214006000 

RESULT - 
 

 

 

 

CASE 2020-032 (Council District - 26) 
 

LIND, JON & RAMSEY, TERRI L., appellants and owners of the property located at 

4810 BRIARWOOD DR, requesting a variance from front setback requirements in the 

RS10 District, to construct a front porch addition. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.12.030. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 14604008900 

RESULT - 

 

 

CASE 2020-036 (Council District - 8) 
 

PAUL BOULIFARD, appellant and BLUE HERON HOLDINGS, LLC, owner of the 

property located at 906 HART LN, requesting a variance from distance requirements in 

the IR District, to open an animal boarding facility. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.16.070.B.1. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Animal Boarding Facility Map Parcel 07202006800 

RESULT –  
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CASE 2020-037 (Council District - 7) 
 

SCOTT MORTON, appellant and BD. TRS. EASTMINSTER PRES. CH., owner of the 

property located at 3928, 3930 & 3932 GALLATIN PIKE, requesting variances from 

parking and build to zone requirements in the MUL-A District, to construct an office 

building. Referred to the Board under Section 17.12.020.D and 17.20.030. The appellant 

alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Office Map Parcel 06115022700 

RESULT -                                                                                      Map Parcel 06115016200 

                              

                                                                                                          Map Parcel 06115016300        

 

 

CASE 2020-038 (Council District - 19) 
 

SCOTT MORTON, appellant and 14TH AVENUE NORTH, LLC, owner of the property 

located at 806 16TH AVE N, requesting special exceptions for height and step-back 

requirements in the MUL-A, UZO District, to construct a multi-family unit. Referred to the 

Board under Section 17.12.020.D. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction 

under Section 17.40.180 C. 

 

Use-Multi-family Map Parcel 09204031800 

RESULT – Deferred 2/20/20 
                                                                    

 

CASE 2020-039 (Council District - 1) 
 

SCOTT MORTON, appellant and VILLALOBOS, AMANDA TARASA, owner of the 

property located at 3804 FAIRVIEW DR, requesting a variance from sidewalk 

requirements in the RS15 District, to construct a single-family residence without building 

sidewalks or paying into the sidewalk fund. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.20.120. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 06904000300 

RESULT - 
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CASE 2020-040 (Council District - 21) 
 

AZIZ ASHROV, appellant and HILL, RICHARD, owner of the property located at 823 & 

825 21ST AVE N, requesting variances from rear setback requirements in the RM20, UZO 

District, to construct two single family residences. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.12.020.A. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 09207014000 

RESULT -                                                                                      Map Parcel 09207013900 
 

 

 

 

CASE 2020-042 (Council District - 11) 
 

ELMINGTON CAPITAL GROUP, appellant and MDHA, owner of the property located 

at 415 CREEDMORE DR, requesting a variance from side setback variance in the R10 

District, to permit an existing single-family residence. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.12.020.A. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section  

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 044140D01100CO 

RESULT - 
 

 

 

 

CASE 2020-043 (Council District - 24) 
 

NORTON, JAMESON K. & ANNA K., appellants and owners of the property located at 

905 WILSON BLVD, requesting a variance from setback requirements in the RS15 

Dis t r ic t , to construct an attached garage. Referred to the Board under Section  

17.12.020z A.   The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Single Family Map Parcel 11608014100 

RESULT - 
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SHORT TERM RENTAL CASES TO BE HEARD 
 

 

 

CASE 2020-029 (Council District - 10) 
 

GLENN SMITH, appellant and owner of the property located at 208 NORTHSIDE DR, 

requesting an Item A appeal, challenging the zoning administrator's denial of a short-term 

rental permit. Appellant operated after the issued STRP permit expired in the RS40 District. 

Referred to the Board under Section 17.16.250.E. The appellant alleged the Board would 

have jurisdiction under Section 17.40.180 A. 

 

Use-Short Term Rental Map Parcel 02615001400 

RESULT – 
 

 

 

 

CASE 2020-033 (Council District - 23) 
 

 

SHADBURNE, JAMES E. & JULIE A., appellant and owner of the property located at 

979 WINDROWE DR, requesting an Item A appeal, challenging the zoning administrator's 

denial of a short-term rental permit. Appellant operated prior to obtaining the legally 

required short term rental permit in the RS40 District. Referred to the Board under Section 

17.16.250 E. The appellant alleged the Board would have jurisdiction under Section 

17.40.180 B. 

 

Use-Short Term Rental Map Parcel 11506000300 

RESULT – 
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From: CONAN CURRY
To: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes)
Subject: Zoning Appeal Case: 2020-004
Date: Sunday, January 26, 2020 8:35:39 AM

To Whom it May Concern,

I am writing this communication because I do not plan on appearing in person on
Thursday 2/6 for the hearing regarding the Old Hickory No-Tower Commission.  This
communication is to show my support for the appeal in hopes that the tower will not
be built. 

Thank you,
Conan Curry

645 Hardin Shire Drive
Old Hickory, TN
37138
Contact: 609-346-7446

Case # 2020-004

mailto:curry27@comcast.net
mailto:bza@nashville.gov
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From: Laura Harris Smith
To: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes); Michael, Jon (Codes); Lamb, Emily (Codes)
Cc: Cooper, Jon (Council Office); Hagar, Larry (Council Member)
Subject: Urgent Appeal for METRO PERMIT NO. CATC 2019044881
Date: Friday, December 6, 2019 1:30:41 PM
Attachments: OH NO-TOWER BRIEF.pdf

Laura Signature.png
Laura Email pic.tiff

To: Emily Lamb, Jon Michael, and the Metro Board of Zoning Appeals:
Ms. Chappell
Ms. Davis
Ms. Karpynec
Mr. Lawless
Mr. Pepper
Ms. Sanford
Mr. Taylor

(cc: City Attorney Jon Cooper for reasons stated below, although I have also been in touch
with him separately. Also cc:d is Councilman Larry Hagar since he is mentioned herein.)

My name is Laura Harris Smith and I represent the Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission.
We are the group of 930+ citizens in Old Hickory, TN who are in opposition to a cell tower
being placed at 4321 Old Hickory Boulevard in Old Hickory. 

First, I trust that your Holiday season is off to a good start. 

By now, each of you have on your desks a hardcopy of our 49 page individually-notarized
legal brief (plus 90 pages of exhibits) that we sent by U.S. certified mail last month. It outlines
our 12 legal arguments, none of which center around health concerns or which violate the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 or any other FCC ruling.  Some of our 12 arguments address
zoning ordinances which we believe are in danger of being violated, some outline the FCC’s
own requirements for an Environmental Impact Assessment according to The FCC’s Title 47
CFR § 1.1307, and others address a wide variety of developing facts about this particular case.
The brief also cites more than 25 court cases very similar to ours in which precedent was set
which would result in a ruling in our favor should this go to trial.

One of those is that landowner, LEVOG (James Levin), after learning for the first time
that there was such a community uprising (not against cell towers in general but against
this one at its dangerously close location) has said to me in writing that he is willing to
“negotiate an equitable exit” for SCI Towers if they are willing. Meanwhile, as I’m sure
Councilman Larry Hagar has told you, Mike Eller (owner of Hermitage Golf Course) is
open to discussions about receiving SCI's tower onto his golf course. I have confirmed
this myself by speaking to the golf course’s president, Ashley Eller-Cottrell (the owner’s
daughter). There is absolutely no reason at this point why this equitable exit cannot be
negotiated. And as long as the tower is placed in the Northwest tip of the golf course, it
would not be in danger of repeating the same exact situation all over again for the close-
by subdivision residents of Cleveland Hall, Brandywine and more. If it is placed in the
lower south tip of the golf course, it would present a similar violation to the people of
Southfork and Hopewell subdivisions.  Southfork is the place where Native American
bones were exhumed and boxed up in 1995 during construction. The same has happened
in my subdivision, Hampton Park where I have lived for 30 years (just 1/2 a football field

Case # 2020-004

mailto:laura@lauraharrissmith.com
mailto:bza@nashville.gov
mailto:Jon.Michael@nashville.gov
mailto:Emily.Lamb@nashville.gov
mailto:Jon.Cooper@nashville.gov
mailto:Larry.Hagar@nashville.gov
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 5. Town Meeting #2 Takes Place with 150 person opposition turnout, Aug. 22 


 6. Local Media Gets Involved, Does Two News Stories (WKRN, WSMV) 


 7. Laura Smith Visits Codes to Appeal, is Denied on Grounds of No Permit        
    Yet Issued. Told by Examiner How to Watch Daily Permit Progress Online. 


 8. Neighbors Come Together By The Hundreds To Oppose Tower and  
      They Spend The Summer Organizing and Researching. 


 9. Neighbors Protest That a 140-150’ Tower Should Not Be 85’ from the    
     Property Line of a Children’s Trampoline Park, Nor Steps Away From a   
     Gas Station, Which Sits on Same Property. These Present Dangers To Life. 


 10. All Community, City, State and Congressional Elected Officials Notified    


 11. Smith Reaches Out to James Levin  (of LEVOG) in NY Seeking Inter-  
      vention. Levin Offers To “Negotiate An Equitable Exit” for SCI Towers.                   
      He Mentions an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) Being Needed.  


 12. Residents (Appellants) Request Environmental Impact Assessment  
      (request is enclosed in this packet.) 


Arguments...................…..………………………………………….…………………15 
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1. Permit Should Be Revoked Because From The Affected 1,000 Homes,       
900+ People and Business Owners Have Signed the Online Petition Opposing 
Tower (see Exhibits A, B) and Involved Media (Exhibit C).    
          


2. Permit Should be Revoked Because Possible Metro Ordinance Violations 
By The Tower Will Endanger Nearby Residents And Cause Death If  
“Breakpoint Technology” Fails (see Exhibits D, E and F). 


 3.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Precedent is Set in Multiple Court  
      Rulings for Negative Aesthetic Impact Being Taken Into Account for  
      Permit Denial; also: Local Realtor Letters Are Submitted Herein to  
      Testify to The Truth of Cell Towers Devaluing Properties (see Exhibit G). 


 4.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Circulating Site Plans and Photos Do  
      Not Adequately Show the Close Proximity to the 1,000 Homes Within the  
      100 ft. - ½ mile Radius of Tower and are Misleading (see Exhibit H). 


 5. Permit Should Be Revoked Because the Tower Could be Later Increased 
     in Height Without Community Consent Under The Middle Class Tax   
     Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat.  
     156) and Appellants Submit Evidence of These Intentions (See Exhibit I). 


 6.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Burden Of Proof by SCI to Prove  
      Coverage Gaps Has Not Been Properly Met, Per Cited Court Precedent(s).  


 7.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Appellees Never Disclosed Alternate    
      Tower Sites That Was Requested on 8/8/19 & 8/22/19. Proof is Submitted  
      Herein of 36 Towers/Antennas Found in a 2 Mile Radius (see Exhibit J). 


 8. Permit Should Be Revoked or at Least “Stayed/Delayed” As Appellants   
    Are Requesting an EIA based on Multiple Allowable Reasons In NEPA’s   
    Own Requirements Per The FCC’s Rules in 47 CFR §1.1307 (See Ex. K, L) 


 9.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Property is not In a Right of Way  
     (ROW) and Owner (LEVOG) James Levin has offered to Negotiate An  
     Equitable  Contract Exit for SCI Towers in Light of Overwhelming   
     Evidence of Community Opposition (letter available upon request). 


            10. Permit Should Be Revoked Because Land is on Sacred Indian Site (Ex.M). 


            11. Permit Should Be Revoked Because Local Officials Failed to Act. 


 12. Permit Should Be Revoked WITHOUT Fear that Metro Will Be    
       Penalized  By The FCC Since Precedent Has Been Set in Multiple Court  
       Rulings Protecting the Authority of Local Zoning Boards. 
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Closing Statements............………………………………………….…………………48 


Exhibits: 


A. Petition of 900+ Signors Opposing the Proposed Tower  


B. Old Hickory NO-TOWER Logo and Apparel 


C. Images of and Links to Local Media Coverage  


D. Codes Memo from Examiner David Diaz-Barriga 


E. Stills From Video of Failing Breakpoint Technology map 


F. Letter from Tower Engineer Michael Plahovinsak  


G. Negative Property-Value Impact Letters from Realtors  


H. Maps and Area Pictures of Proposed Site and Affected Homes 


I. Evidence of Appellee’s Plans to Increase Tower Height 


J. Evidence of 36 Cell Towers or Antennas in 2 Mile Radius of Site 


K. Environmental Impact Request Statement (EIA) 


L. Proof of Area Being Home to Wildlife Habitats 


M. Proof of Tower’s Close Proximity to Sacred Indian Site 


N. Negative Impact Statements from Residents   
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


Appellants (900+ residents comprising the Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission) are 


seeking revocation of Permit #CATC 2019044881, issued by Nashville Metro Codes 


Dept. to Empire Construction and SCI Towers, Inc. on November 6, 2019 for a telecom-


munications tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, TN. This motion is 


supported by 12 arguments, one of which is that property owner, James Levin, (LEVOG), 


has learned that of the 1,000 homes within a 100 ft.-½ mile of the tower, more than 900 


people have signed a petition opposing it for serious property setback and safety issues, 


and he has offered in writing to “negotiate an equitable exit strategy” for SCI Towers. The 


other 11 arguments focus on said setback safety issues, breakpoint technology failure 


concerns, unproven coverage gaps, undisclosed alternative sites, and other such 


arguments, none of which violate the 1996 Telecommunications Act but half of which do 


violate Metro Ordinances cited herein. Others violate FCC allowances made for sacred 


Indian sites, seeing as how said property rests on The Trail of Tears (State Route 45). 


Missing amongst the arguments are claims of human health hazards, which the Appellant 


acknowledges compromise the TCA of 1996. Exhibit N is of Resident’s Negative Impact 


Statements, some of which do cite very personal health concerns, but those citizens do so 


under their 1st Amendment “right to petition” and not as part of the overall appeal. 


Accumulatively, these 12 arguments represent the genuine concerns and fears of the 900+ 


petition signors, hundreds of which say they must move if the tower is built. These 


individuals are not anti-cell tower or pro-community prohibition, but merely petition 


Metro Codes to advise SCI Towers to pursue one of their other considered sites for this 


tower, preferably one not steps away from such a densely populated residential area.  
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 


 In early July of 2019, citizens of Old Hickory, Tennessee were finally hearing 


rumors of a proposed cell tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd., a project that was already 


months in the works without proper notice to them. A few of them researched and 


discovered that under METRO SUBSTITUTE ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v),  


their local council member was supposed to be notified by the zoning administrator, “prior 


to the issuance of a zoning permit (was pre-approved) and immediately after receiving an 


application for a new tower.” That did not happen “immediately after receiving the 


application” and the law says it is “required when a tower is proposed within a residential 


district (which it is), a district permitting residential uses (which it does), or within one 


thousand feet of the zoning boundary line of a residential district or a district permitting 


residential uses (which it is). Such notification shall also be required when a 


telecommunications facility is within a Historic Overlay District or right of way abutting a 


Historic Overlay District (which it does w/Andrew Jackson’s The Hermitage.) 


 The ordinance goes on to say: “within thirty days from the date on which the tower 


application was filed, the district councilmember may hold a community meeting on the 


proposed tower” (which Larry Hagar did, but residents were only alerted about a related 


sidewalk dispute). Eventually, Councilman Hagar did call a community meeting as much 


as four months after the application was filed, but the meeting did not meet ordinance 


requirements.  Residents learned that ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v),  states “if a 


meeting is held, the applicant shall attend and provide information about the tower's 


safety, technical necessity, visual aspects, and alternative tower sites and designs 
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considered,” and while SCI Tower’s attorney, Joel Hargis, did attend this August 8th 


meeting at Berryville Baptist Church, he did not answer residents’ heated questions about 


these issues. Residents videoed this meeting for the purposes of documentation and are 


ready to present it as evidence to show the failure to comply with this ordinance by not 


answering questions about anything besides basic tower measurements. 


 Since the Councilman was not notified by the zoning administrator “immediately 


after receiving the application” and since the Councilman’s office did not notify all 


residents “within one thousand feet of the zoning boundary line” about the called town-


meeting as the ordinance requires, this caused residents to learn about it too late to have a 


strong show. Nonetheless, one local 30-year homeowner couple closest to the proposed 


tower, Chris and Laura Smith, quickly designed flyers and personally funded not only the 


printing of hundreds of copies but the delivery on-foot to neighbors’ doors—300 to be 


exact—in almost 100º weather. As a result, about 50 residents did show to the meeting 


and it proved to be those who had the most spirit-opinions about the issue. It should be 


noted that not a single resident was present who was in favor of the tower. That same day, 


Smith had started an online petition (see Exhibit A) for tower-opponents to be represented 


by, and the URL was listed on the distributed flyers that day just hours prior to the 


meeting. So even though only about 50 people attended the meeting, by the time it 


adjourned and the petition was checked, another 40 people had signed it, meaning that by 


the end of the first day people even learned about the tower, almost 100 were already 


rallying to oppose it. The Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission was born (see Exhibit B 


for logo). From that emerged a small team of leaders, which refer to themselves as the Old 


Hickory NO-TOWER Committee. 
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 Two days later, another resident, 70-year old Linda Guffee, set out on foot again 


door to door in near 100º weather, fell while canvassing and was cut, bruised her ribs, and 


required several days in bed to recover. Other residents, John and Tamatha Boyle, spent 


hundreds of both dollars and hours hand delivering notices to neighbors, a job that should 


have been done by local officials in compliance with previously cited Metro Ordinances. 


 Due to Metro Ordinance’s required information not being provided by SCI 


Tower’s representative at the meeting, citizens requested another meeting at which a 


better-informed representative could be present to answer important questions. Again, 


questions that are required to be answered in compliance with Metro Ordinance 


ORDINANCE  NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v).   


 Two days before the second meeting, Smith visited Metro Codes to express 


concern over the dangers of failing “Breakpoint Technology” so close to human life and to 


file a permit appeal but was told by Examiner David Diaz-Barriga that appeals could only 


be filed after the permit was issued. Smith was given an online link where she could daily 


monitor tower progress, which she did throughout the summer. Diaz-Barriga presented 


Smith with a memo recognizing her attempt to file (See Exhibit D, which included 


original emails between Zoning Attorney Jon Michael to Laura Smith on 7/12/19). 


 The second town meeting was held two weeks after the first--on August 22nd 2019-


-- at Eastgate Creative Christian Fellowship in Old Hickory, TN. Present were about 150 


residents who opposed the tower, without one person present who spoke in favor of it. 


Also present was Councilman Larry Hagar and Metro Codes Attorney Emily Lamb. So 


were members of the local television media and on the news that night were two feature 
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stories about the citizens organizing against the tower1 (see Exhibit C). Although that 


meeting had been requested specifically to receive more answers about the tower, no new 


ones were given, and even Ms. Lamb admitted she could not answer certain questions 


with specificity. To her defense, it did not appear she had been informed that this meeting 


was called specifically to receive such answers. A full video documentation of this 


meeting is offered as evidence if so required of Appellant.  


 The Summer of 2019 became—for hundreds of Old Hickory residents—the 


summer that they learned to write their elected officials, discovered their 1st Amendment 


“right to petition”, researched how to better protect their health in the face of expanding 


technology, and connected with neighbors beside whom they had lived for decades and in 


some cases, had never met. These neighbors say they are already connecting better 


without the help of a telecommunications tower. They comprise the Old Hickory NO-


TOWER Commission and are an army rallying in 100% agreement about their opposition 


to this tower.  


 Reasons for their strong opposition are centered on several factors and will be 


discussed in full in this document’s arguments. They begin first with inadequate property 


setback lines that do not account for breakpoint technology failure and that could cause 


loss of human life. An August 13th letter to SCI Towers from tower-engineer Michael F. 


Plahovinsak in Ohio raises many questions for the Old Hickory residents who live within 


steps of the tower. They also cite concerns over the WirelesssEstimator.com statistics that 
																																																								
1 “Community in Old Hickory Fights Against Application for Cellphone Tower” -  WKRN: 
https://www.wkrn.com/news/community-in-old-hickory-fights-against-application-for-cellphone-
tower/  And “Neighbors Fighting Cell Tower Proposal in Old Hickory,”WSMV: 
https://www.wsmv.com/news/neighbors-fighting-cell-tower-proposal-in-old-
hickory/article_c21e16ba-c54d-11e9-95f5-8f811bb7b348.html. 
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say that every month in America a cell tower catches fire with almost 100 articles on such 


fires.2  The reason for residents’ urgent concern is that said tower at 4321 Old Hickory 


Blvd. sits just feet away from Speedway Gas Station also on the same LEVOG property. 


Should a cell-tower fire occur, they argue that this could be a deadly, explosive event and 


result in massive loss to human life. 


 Appellants/Residents also state other arguments such as the 140-150’ tower sitting 


within 85’ of the property line for a strip mall containing a children’s Trampoline park 


and other local areas of heavy traffic by children, including three area churches with 


childcare programs, and the Rotary Park Ball Field which sits less than ½ mile away and 


is visited by thousands of children monthly. This is all within walking distance of the 


tower, which also will not be protected by anything other than a chain link fence with 


warning signs, neither of which will keep curious children from climbing it. 


 Appellant also states that the permit should be revoked because SCI Towers never 


provided the requested disclosure of alternate tower locations that had been considered for 


the tower, and under Metro ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415. 4.e.(v) it states, “applicant 


shall attend and provide information about the tower's safety, technical necessity, visual 


aspects, and alternative tower sites and designs considered.” This was requested at the 


August 8th meeting at Berryville Baptist Church and video documentation is available as 


evidence upon request. All of these points are discussed further in Arguments. Appellants 


also have proof that they have contacted all of their local elected representatives including 


all Council people, the Mayor, State Representatives, Senators and Congressmen, and yet 


																																																								
2 http://wirelessestimator.com/about-wirelessestimator-com/search-results/?search=fires, 
WirelessEstimator.com, Cell Tower Fires 
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not heard back. Due to this they cite directly from the Telecommunication Act of 1996 


which states,  


 “Any person adversely affected by any final action or failure to act by a 
State or local government or any instrumentality thereof that is inconsistent with 
this  subparagraph may, within 30 days after such action or failure to act, 
commence an action in any court of competent jurisdiction. The court shall hear 
and decide such action on an expedited basis. Any person adversely affected by an 
act or  failure to act by a State or local government or any instrumentality thereof 
that is  inconsistent with clause (iv) may petition the Commission for relief.” 


 


 Finally, and of utmost priority, is the fact that on October 19th, NO-TOWER 


Commission member, Laura Smith, reached out to LEVOG owner, James Levin, in NY 


by letter, introducing herself to him as his “neighbor of 30 years” since he has owned his 


property there for 31 years and she has owned her adjacent property for 30 years. She 


petitioned Levin to please consider the majority neighborhood uprising and organized 


efforts to oppose this tower, and sent a full 13-page report with all data, research and 


proof of the 900+ signature petition. Levin responded very compassionately to Smith the 


next week by stating three very important facts: 1) no one had told him about the NO-


TOWER Commission or their months of organized efforts or their appearances on local 


media which involved his name (LEVOG), 2) he reasoned that an Environmental Impact 


Assessment would surely need to be done before issuing the permit (of which there is no 


public record), and 3) he states, “Let me assure you that LEVOG would be willing to 


negotiate an equitable exit strategy with them (SCI Towers).”  


 Appellants also are—inside this memo—submitting in writing their request for a 


full NEPA Environmental Impact Assessment. Reasons are stated in Arguments. 
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ARGUMENTS 


 


 Herein are the 12 arguments submitted by The Old Hickory NO-TOWER Com-


mission as reason for Permit Revocation of  METRO PERMIT NO. CATC 2019044881. 


The Telecommunications Act of 1996, §704 (B) (iii) says: 


“Any decision by a State or local government or instrument-tality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal 
wireless service facilities  shall be in writing and supported by 
substantial evidence contained in a written record.” 


 Through this provision, Appellants submit this “written record” and cite this case 


as precedent in the definition of “substantial evidence” (findings are bolded): 


   1. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Board of Supervisors 


903 F. Supp. 2d 385 (E.D. Va. 2012) 


” 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iii). Courts have interpreted “substantial 
evidence” to mean “such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind 
might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” AT&T Wireless 
PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th 
Cir.1998) (quoting Universal Camera Corp. v. N.L.R.B., 340 U.S. 474, 
477, 71 S.Ct. 456, 95 L.Ed. 456 (1951)). Substantial evidence “is more 
than a scintilla” but “less than a preponderance.” 


(iii) Any decision by a State or local government or instrumentality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal wireless 
service facilities shall be in writing and supported by substantial evidence 
contained in a written record. 


	


 There is another citation of this exact definition (findings are bolded)::  


2. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Frederick County Board of Appeals 


761 F. Supp. 2d 282 (D. Md. 2010)    
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"[S]ubstantial evidence is more than a mere scintilla. It means such 
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to 
support a conclusion." ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 
155 F.3d 423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998) (quoting Universal Camera v. NLRB, 
340 U.S. 474, 488 (1951)). Significantly, "substantial evidence," while 
more than a scintilla, is also less than a preponderance. 


 It is through this same requirement of the TCA 1996 §704 that this appeal is 


submitted in legal brief form in order to provide written record, and it is done so with 


“substantial evidence” according to the legal definition of such.  


 Appellant submits these arguments in the spirit of the 10th Amendment of the Bill 


of Rights, which states: 


 “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 
prohibited  by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or 
to the people.” 


 


 Residents of the NO-TOWER Commission respectfully ask that these last three 


words be remembered as they, the people of Old Hickory, Tennessee, briefly make these 


arguments in representation of the majority vote of their community’s voice. 


Argument #1 


Permit Should Be Revoked Because From The Affected 1,000 Homes, 900+ 
People and Business Owners Have Signed NO-TOWER Petition (see Exhibit A), 


Formed Commission (Exhibit B), and Involved Media (Ex C). 


 It has already been stated that Appellant is submitting a 900+ Signature petition 


with signatures in opposing to the tower (Exhibit A). But many residents have also sent 


letters and we have enclosed 10 such letters herein (Exhibit N). Some of them do express 
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health grievances but those are not a part of our legal argument. These individuals merely 


do so based on their 1st Amendment right: 


“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of  religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” 


Argument #2 


Permit Should be Revoked Because Possible Metro Ordinance Violations By The 
Tower Will Endanger Nearby Residents And Cause Death If  “Breakpoint 


Technology” Fails (see Exhibits D, E and F). 


 This project does not afford safe fall-zone.  Please consider the following 


Metro Ordinances: 


 PROVISION 17.16.080 Section C Paragraph 4E it states:   “Setbacks. A 
tower shall be set back from all property lines on which the tower is located 
by the distance equal to the height of the lowest engineered break point on 
the proposed structure or the height of the tower.”   
 


 This project’s Site Plan by SCI shows the “Required” Setback to be 150’ on the 


Rear, 150’ on the Left Side, 150’ on the Right Side and 150’ on the Front, but the 


“Proposed” Set Backs are listed as 126’ Rear, 85’ Left Side, 186’ Right Side, and 635 


Front.  Since two of the Set Backs are less than the overall height of the tower, 


homeowners and lives could be endangered if the Breakpoint Technology fails and the 


tower falls but does not split in its breakpoint zone. Appellant has produced the 


following video montage of towers all over the United States that have either collapsed 


or begun to collapse due to fire, ice, high winds or even lightning strikes. View video at: 


https://youtu.be/NpDWZYCe5vU) and see Exhibit E for video frame shots. 
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Appellant understands that “Breakpoint Technology” means the engineering 


design of a monopole, or any applicable support structure, wherein a specified point on 


the monopole is designed to have stresses concentrated so that the point is at least five 


percent (5%) more susceptible to failure than any other point along the monopole so that 


in the event of a structural failure of the monopole, the failure will occur at the 


breakpoint rather than at the base plate, anchor bolts, or any other point on the 


monopole.” Argument #1 centers on the fact that this is a very small margin of error and 


very dangerous when hovering so closely over houses containing human life. Since this 


tower has now been issued a permit to build, Appellant officially requests SCI Towers to 


provide a Third Party Structural Engineer Certification of the “engineered breakpoint” 


for the proposed tower to verify the actual break point and fall zone. Appellant has 


studied the letter from Engineer Michael F. Plahovinsak and does not consider it to be 


“third-party” since he designed the tower. The letter also raises several concerns (see 


Exhibit F). Among those concerns are:  1) He says he has only designed the tower to 


“withstand a 3-second gusted wind speed of 90 mph,” which sounds insufficient, 


especially during Tennessee Tornado Season. It does mention being built for a wind 


speed of 116mph but this does not list time span of sustainability. Appellant cites news 


reports from as recently as February 20, 2019 which recorded wind gusts in Tennessee 


of 123 mph.3 Even closer to home—and therefore more alarming-- is a 2017 report 


which stated: 


“As the QLCS (quasi-linear convective system) moved across the 
region, widespread damaging winds were reported in nearly every county 
along and west of I-24 across Middle Tennessee, with winds estimated up 


																																																								
3 “123 MPH wind gusts recorded in Greene County,” WVLT Channel 8, 
https://www.wvlt.tv/content/news/123-MPH-wind-gusts-recorded-in-Greene-County-
506107901.html 
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to 100 mph in some areas. These intense downbursts winds damaged 
numerous homes and businesses...”4 


 
 The letter also mentioned a “theoretical fall radius” in its discussion on 


breakpoint technology. Appellant has known and opposed from the beginning that the 


tower is too tall in comparison to surrounding structures that if collapsed upon, would be 


impacted, including nearby residents or children. Plahovinsak also admits that while the 


upper 85’ of the pole has been designed to meet the wind loads of the design, “the lower 


portion of the pole has been designed with a minimum 10% extra capacity.”  This is far 


too small a number with far too high a potential consequence. He continues with very 


uncertain promises on which human life depends: 


“Assuming the pole has been designed according to my design, and well 
maintained, in the event of a failure due to extreme wind and comparable 
appurtenance antenna load (winds in excess of the design wind load), it 
would yield/buckle at the 55’ elevation. The yielded section would result 
in a maximum 85’ fall radius, but would most likely remain connected 
and hang from the standing section.” 
 


  When human lives are at stake, nearby residents find no comfort in words like 


“assuming,” “in the event of a failure,” or “most likely.” They appreciate the fact that the 


tower is well-designed but what is built by a human is subject to human error. Appellant 


also cites concerns over the WirelesssEstimator.com data that says that every month in 


America a cell tower catches fire, plus the site’s other research which includes 1530 total 


results upon searching cell tower fires (with almost 100 articles on tower fires).5  The 


reason for their urgent concern is that said tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. sits just yards 


away from Speedway Gas Station also on the same LEVOG property. Should a cell-tower 


																																																								
4	https://www.weather.gov/ohx/20170309, National Weather Service, March, 2017	
5 “Cell Tower Fires,” WirelessEstimator.com, http://wirelessestimator.com/about-
wirelessestimator-com/search-results/?search=fires,  
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fire occur, they argue that this could be a deadly, explosive event and result in massive 


loss to human life. In keeping with this theme and with Appellant’s request for the NEPA 


(National Environmental Protection Act) EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment), they 


request it be thoroughly researched as to what the impact would be of a cell tower collapse 


to neighboring communities. If not all goes according to planned and the breakpoint 


malfunctioned, it would do serious damage to property, structures, or even cause potential 


death to nearby lives, including children. 


  Again, please watch Appellant’s exclusive cell tower montage video at 


https://youtu.be/NpDWZYCe5vU and see Exhibit E for images of its 25 examples in the 


United States where cell fires either caught fire, collapsed in full due to breakpoint 


technology failure, or due to other causes such as wind or ice.  


Argument #3 


Permit Should Be Revoked Because Precedent is Set in Multiple Court Rulings for 
Negative Aesthetic Impact Being Taken Into Account for Permit Denial; also: Local 


Realtor Letters Are Submitted Herein to Testify to The Truth of Cell Towers 
Devaluing Properties (see Exhibit G). 


 Under SUBSTITUTE ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, Appellant has found 


multiple violations being committed by the building of this proposed tower: 


C.1.d. “The applicant shall demonstrate that through location, 
construction, or stealthing, the proposed facility or network of facilities 
will have minimum visual impact upon the appearance of adjacent 
properties and the views and vistas from adjacent residential 
neighborhoods and pedestrian environment, while retaining viable 
opportunities for future collocation, provided applications for designs 
consistent with the design guidelines provided for in subsection 5.f of this 
section shall be deemed to have met the requirement of this subsection.”  
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 This project’s tower will have MAXIMUM (not “minimum”) visual impact upon 


the appearance of adjacent properties and the views and vistas from adjacent residential 


neighborhoods and pedestrian environment. According to the National Institute for 


Science, Law and Public Policy in Washington, D.C., 94% of people polled say they will 


not rent or buy near a cell tower and that property values can drop up to 20%.6 


 Next: 


• 5d. d. “New telecommunication facility support structures may 
not be erected to a height greater than the height surrounding utility 
poles or street lights, whichever is greater. If no utility poles are present, 
the total height shall be built to a maximum height of 35’, including 
antennas, lightning rods or other extensions. All new proposed 
structures, or a stealth telecommunications support structure replacing an 
existing support structure or alternative structure, within the ROW shall 
be designed for a minimum of two PWSF providers.”  


 


This tower would be 140-150’ high, much taller than the height of surrounding 


utility poles, which is no more than 40 ft., and much taller than the approx. 35’ light 


poles. 


 Installation of proposed tower would inflict on surrounding community adverse 


impacts that Codes Ordinances were enacted to prevent. Appellant submits as evidence 


letters gathered from area Realtors and Brokers affirming the difficulty in selling homes 


near towers in the Nashville area (see Exhibit G). Residents argue that for most in this 


																																																								
6 “Survey by the National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy Indicates Cell Towers and 
Antennas Negatively Impact Interest in Real Estate Properties,” Emily Roberson, July 03, 2014,	
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140703005726/en/Survey-National-Institute-
Science-Law-Public-Policy#.VNRBPp3F-So	
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community, their homes are their main and only investment, and this tower is going to 


dilute and devalue that. 


 While many refuse to rent or buy near a tower for health concerns, an over-


whelming majority says it is a loss of property value that they dread most immediately, 


mainly due to the loss of aesthetic appeal their homes will lose.  Appellant cites the 


following article and study on “Visual Pollution” from John Copeland Nagle of Notre 


Dame, which also contains multiple citations on court precedents:7 


“...Residents repeatedly object to the environmental, health, safety, and 
especially aesthetic harms of cell phone towers, which in turn lead to 
claims of reduced property values. As National Public Radio's Noah 
Adams reported in November 2004, "Americans everywhere from 
Manhattan to Hollywood take their cell phones for granted, but in many 
parts of the country where scenery is cherished, cell phone towers have 
been called visual pollution."8  


 
Cell phone towers are just the most recent target of visual pollution 
complaints. The term visual pollution has been used by courts, academics, 
and environmental groups to explain their distaste for ugly buildings, 
telephone towers, billboards, flags and signs, and numerous other images 
that have been derided as polluting the visual landscape.9 As Chief Justice 


																																																								
7 “Cell Phone Towers as Visual Pollution,” John Copeland Nagle, Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & 
Public Policy, Vol. 23, Article 7, Issue 2, Symposium on the Environment, M, 1-1-2012 


8 3. Day to Day: Squaring off Over "Frankenpines" in the Adirondacks (NPR radio broadcast Nov. 22, 
2004), available at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4182101. For additional 
descriptions of cell phone.towers as visual pollution, see AT&T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Va. 
Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 427 (4th Cir. 1998); Avoid Cell Tower Pollution, CHATTANOOGA TIMEs FREE 
PRESS, May 30, 2007, at B7; Eric Peterson, Silo to Hide Cellular Tower, Schaumburg OK's Church's 
Request, DAILY HERALD, Aug. 11, 2004, at 1; Richard Quinn, New Cell Towers, Public Protests Rising 
Together, VIRGINIAN-PILOT [NORFOLK, VA.], Oct. 7, 2007, at B1; Visual Pollution, BURLINGTON 
FREE PRESS [VT.], Feb. 23, 2003, at 10A; The Early Show: Cell Phone Towers in Disguise (CBS 
television broadcast Nov. 29, 2006), available at http:// www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=2214391 
n%3fsource=search video; ScenicNevada. org, Taming Wireless Telecommunications Towers, 
http://www.scenicnevada.org/main/ towers.html. 


9  For judicial references to visual pollution, see, e.g., Ballen v. City of Redmond, 466 F.3d 736, 744 (9th 
Cir. 2006) (billboards); Shivwits Band of Paiute Indians v. Utah, 428 F.3d 966, 983 (10th Cir. 2005) 
(billboards); Cleveland Area Bd. of Realtors v. City of Euclid, 88 F.3d 382, 384 (6th Cit. 1996) (residential 
signs); Kramer v. Gov't of V.I., 479 F.2d 350, 352 (3d Cit. 1973) (drive-in theater); Lamar Adver. Co. v. 
Twp. of Elmira, 328 F. Supp. 2d 725, 729 (E.D. Mich. 2004) (billboards); People v. Amerada Hess Corp., 
765 N.Y.S.2d 202, 205 (N.Y. Dist. Ct. 2003) (gas stations); Blue Legs v. EPA, 732 F. Supp. 81, 83 (D.S.D. 
1990) (waste dumps); State v. Watson, 6 P.3d 752, 758 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2000) (trash); Stearn v. County of 
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Burger once wrote, "[E]very large billboard adversely affects the envi- 
ronment, for each destroys a unique perspective on the landscape and adds 
to the visual pollution of the city. Pollution is not limited to the air we 
breathe and the water we drink; it can equally offend the eye and the 
ear."10  
 
Visual pollution is a fascinating example of pollution. Ordinarily, we 
associate pollution with air pollution, water pollution, and hazardous 
wastes. But we also worry about hostile work environments "polluted" by 
discrimination, claims of cultural pollution leveled against violent 
entertainment and internet pornography, and political processes polluted 
by excessive campaign spending. As I have argued elsewhere, a wide 
range of pollution claims have long appeared in the law and literature, 
with the idea of moral pollution preceding the contemporary under- 
standing of pollution as a uniquely environmental phenomenon.11 Some of 
these other pollution claims persist, as evidenced by the kinds of pollution  
discussed in legal and political debates and by the continuing role  
Offensive sights fit within this broader understanding of pollution. These 
offensive sights are polluting agents because their appearance is found 
objectionable. A polluting agent is placed into the environment by a sign, 
a tower, a building, or a disorganized pile of materials. The affected 
environment is the heretofore uncluttered outdoor landscape. The most 
common harm associated with visual pollution is the annoyance resulting 
from the perception of something that is judged unsightly. That is not the 
only harm, though. Signs, communications towers, and discarded cars 
have all been blamed for reducing property values and inhibiting the 


																																																																																																																																																																					


San Bernardino, 170 Cal. App. 4th 434 (Cal. Ct. App. 2009) (billboards); Am. Nat'l Bank & Trust Co. v. 
City of Chi., 568 N.E.2d 25, 35-36 (11. App. Ct. 1990) (building that blocked view); Mayor & City 
Council of Balt. v. Mano Swartz, Inc., 299 A.2d 828, 833 (Md. 1973) (billboards); John Donnelly & Sons, 
Inc. v. Outdoor Adver. Bd., 339 N.E.2d 709, 718 (Mass. 1975) (bill- boards); Mtn. Cmtys. for Responsible 
Energy v. Pub. Serv. Comm., 665 S.E.2d 315, 329 (W. Va. 2008) (affirming an administrative decision 
allowing the construction of 124 wind turbines because "'[s]ome people consider them eyesores they do not 
want in their backyards. Others consider them elegant or beautiful.'"). For some of the other references to 
visual pollution, see Final National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permits for 
the Eastern Portion of Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) of the Gulf of Mexico (GMG280000) and Record of 
Decision, 63 Fed. Reg. 55,718, 55,722 (Oct. 16, 1998) (noting that an Alabama coastal city had complained 
that offshore drilling structures constituted visual pollution); Sunrise Powerlink Project: Final EIR/EIS 3-
1663 (Oct. 2008) (comment from the Sierra Club Visual Pollution Task Force objecting to "visual pollution 
and visual impacts of the 150 miles of 160 foot-tall and 65 foot-wide transmission towers covering some of 
San Diego's formerly most scenic parks and neighbourhoods"); Harvey K. Flad, Country Clutter: Vis- ual 
Pollution and the Rural Landscape, 553 ANNALS AM. AcAD. POL. & Soc. ScI. 117 (1997); Lesley K. 
McAllister, Revisitinga "PromisingInstitution7-PublicLaw Litigationin the Civil Law World, 24 GA. ST. U. 
L. REv. 693, 730 (2008) (noting that Brazilian prosecutors regarded the reduction of visual pollution as one 
of their six priority areas); Peter J. Howe, Storefront Tobacco Ads Said to Target Students, BOSTON 
GLOBE, Sept. 11, 1998, at B2 (cigarette advertisements).  


10 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 560-61 (1980) (Burger, C.J., dissenting).  


11 6. See John Copeland Nagle, The Idea of Pollution, 43 U.C. Davis L. REV. __ (forthcoming 2009). 
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enjoyment of neighboring property. Aesthetic concerns have also been 
linked to human health and blamed for depriving land- owners of the 
cultural identity of their neighborhood. Billboards have been accused of 
distracting drivers, degrading public taste, encouraging needless 
consumption, and desecrating the landscape. Billboards also illustrate the 
cumulative nature of visual pollution, for the sight of a solitary billboard 
proves much less objectionable than a highway that is filled with them. 
Visual pollution rarely results from a purposeful effort to offend the 
aesthetic sensibilities of others, though the person or organization that 
introduces the sight to the landscape may expect that the sensibilities of 
many viewers will be offended. Visual pollution also illustrates the three 
ways of responding to pollution. Toleration is the initial response. 
Toleration is championed by First Amendment scholars as the appropriate 
response to claims of cultural pollution resulting from violent 
entertainment and internet pornography (though not the appropriate 
response for hostile work environments). The idea of tolerating pollution 
may seem foreign to environmental law, but in fact many environmental 
laws prescribe the tolerable amount of air or water pollution, or they 
establish the permissible tolerances for pesticides. Prevention is the second 
response to pollution. Here the goal is to altogether eliminate pollution by 
preventing it from occurring. The Pollution Prevention Act states the 
national policy of the United States that pollution should be prevented or 
reduced at the source whenever feasible.12 The act establishes a program 
for achieving that goal, but it is generally understood that zero pollution is 
a goal our society has so far been unwilling to pay to achieve. So the most 
common response to pollution is avoidance. The law variously encourages 
dilution, filtering, separating pollution and its victims, and the treatment 
and removal of pollution as methods to reduce the harms resulting from 
exposure to pollution.13  
This Essay seeks to analyze the idea of visual pollution in the con- text of 
cell phone towers. Part I provides a general description of the nature of, 
and responses to, visual pollution. Part II examines the debate concerning 
the aesthetics of cell phone towers, which pits affected residents against 
cellular providers, with local governments exercising their traditional 
powers of land use regulation while being constrained by a federal law 
designed to promote wireless services. Part III reflects on the lessons that 


																																																								


12 42 U.S.C. § 13101(b) (2000). Pollution prevention also appears in other fed- eral statutes. A primary goal 
of the Clean Air Act (CAA) is to encourage or otherwise promote reasonable actions for pollution 
prevention. 42 U.S.C. § 7401(c) (2000). The Clean Water Act (CWA) supports activities and programs for 
the prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1253(a), 1254(a) (2000). The 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act declares that wherever feasible, the generation of hazardous 
wastes is to be reduced or eliminated as expeditiously as possible. 42 U.S.C. § 6902(b) (2000).  


13 See generally John Copeland Nagle, The Three Responses to Pollution (Mar. 2009) (unpublished 
manuscript, on file with author).  
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the idea of pollution offers for controversies regarding cell phone towers, 
and the lessons that the cell phone tower controversies offer for 
understanding pollution in other contexts.  
 
                                      I. VISUAL POLLUTION  
 
The first reported case to acknowledge "visual pollution" rejected a 
challenge to a gas station to be located in the downtown shopping area of a 
Detroit suburb.14 Two years later, the same court upheld another Detroit 
suburb's rejection of a proposed high-rise sign to advertise another gas 
station located along Interstate 75. The court enthusiastically embraced 
municipal aesthetic regulation: The modern trend is to recognize that a 
community's aesthetic well-being can contribute to urban man's 
psychological and emotional stability. It is true that the question of what is 
beautiful and pleasing is for each individual to decide. We should begin to 
realize, however, that a visually satisfying city can stimulate an identity 
and pride which is the foundation for social responsibility and citizenship. 
These are proper concerns of the general welfare. Yellin,  Visual Pollution 
and Aesthetic Regulation 12, The Municipal Attorney 186 (1971). 
Madison Heights has determined that its citizens' well-being will be 
served best by preventing the visual pollution which occurs when high-rise 
signs dot major thorough- fares. It has sought to do this by limiting the 
height of freestanding signs within its boundaries. The use of such signs 
for advertising purposes is often done with little regard for their natural or 
man-made environment. Their garishness often intrudes on a citizen's 
visual senses. Property owners do have the right to put their property to 
profitable use. But, we do not think that the right to advertise a business is 
such that a businessman may appropriate common airspace and destroy 
common vistas. Nor do we believe that the right to advertise a business 
means the right to interfere with the landscape and the views along public 
thoroughfares."15 
The concurring judge warned, however, that "[w]e will all live to rue the 
day that public officials are permitted to meddle in private affairs on 
aesthetic considerations since . .. each person has his own yardstick for  
the evaluation of matters aesthetic."'16 Of course, the law struggled with 
aesthetic concerns long before the term visual pollution was coined. 


																																																								
14 Pure Oil Div. of Union Oil Co. of Cal. v. City of Northville, 183 N.W.2d 303, 304 (Mich. Ct. App. 
1970). The suburb's website now boasts of the "charming and relaxed setting of downtown Northville." 
Northville Downtown!, http://downtown northville.org/.  


	


15 Sun Oil Co. v. City of Madison Heights, 199 N.W.2d 525, 529 (Mich. Ct. App. 1972).  


16 Id. at 530 (Targonski, J., concurring in the result).  
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Traditionally, aesthetic complaints were insufficient to establish a 
nuisance. As Horace Wood's treatise explained over a century ago, "[T]he 
law will not declare a thing a nuisance because it is unpleasant to the 
eye.'"17 The courts repeatedly rejected assertions that aesthetic objections 
to junk yards, fences, and other things as unsightly rendered those objects 
a nuisance.18 The basis for those decisions was the reluctance of courts to 
find that offenses to one's sense of aesthetics constituted an injury that 
could be remedied by the courts.19  
"The cases rejecting aesthetic nuisances are now in tension with other 
areas of the law. Aesthetic concerns were once held insufficient to support 
zoning laws, but the modern trend is to uphold zoning con- ducted for 
aesthetic purposes." 20  Other areas of the law now accept aesthetic 
concerns as a valid purpose, too. 21  Moreover, several academic 
commentators have favored the acceptance of aesthetic nuisance cases. 
Raymond Coletta has argued that "it seems somewhat incongruous to 
allow individuals redress for offenses to their senses of hearing and smell, 
but at the same time to deny them a remedy for offenses to their sense of 
sight."22 


																																																								
17 HORACE G. WOOD, A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAW OF NUISANCES IN THEIR 
VARIoUS FoRMs; INCLUDING REMEDIES THEREFOR AT LAW AND IN EQUITY 24 (3d ed. 1893); 
see also DAN B. DOBBS, THE LAW OF TORTS 1331 (2000) ("[B]ecause tastes differ and criteria for 
aesthetic judgment are deemed unreliable, courts have been reluctant to say that an inappropriate and ugly 
sight can be a nuisance."); W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER & KEETON ON THE LAw OF 
TORTS 626 & n.3 (5th ed. 1984) (indicating that "mere unsightliness" does not constitute a nuisance, but 
that "aesthetic considerations . . . play an important part in determining reasonable use"); John Cope- land 
Nagle, Moral Nuisances, 50 EMORY L.J. 265 (2001) (discussing the application of nuisance law to 
aesthetic harms).  


18 See, e.g., Bixby v. Cravens, 156 P. 1184, 1187 (Okla. 1917) (holding that an unsightly fence did not 
constitute a nuisance because landowners are "not compelled to consult the 'aesthetic taste' of their 
neighbors" when building a fence); Mathewson v. Primeau, 395 P.2d 183, 189 (Wash. 1964) (holding that 
the unsightliness of a pig farm did not create a nuisance); State Rd. Comm'n of W. Va. v. Oakes, 149 
S.E.2d 293, 300 (W. Va. 1966) (rejecting a nuisance claim against the storage of rubbish near a road).  


19 See generally Raymond Robert Coletta, The Case of Aesthetic Nuisance: Rethinking Traditional Judicial 
Alttitudes,48OHIOST.L.J.141,145-48(1987)(explaining that courts refused to find a nuisance based on 
mere unsightliness because of the belief that aesthetic harms are subjective and de minimis).  


20 Nagle, supra note 13, at 286.  


21 See, e.g., Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26, 36 (1954) (holding that aesthetic concerns can justify a use of 
the government's eminent domain power). See generally Coletta, supra note 15, at 159 & n. 111 (citing 
cases illustrating that "many federal and state courts have upheld a wide variety of aesthetically oriented 
regulations" since Berman).  


22 Coletta, supra note 15, at 165-66. Coletta adds that "there is no physiological reason for treating visual 
perceptions any differently from noise or smell." Id. at 166.  
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 Also cited by Appellant as proof of Aesthetic Impact being given court precedent 
in previous rulings are the following 5 cases (findings are bolded): 
 
 


1. Voice Stream PCS I, LLC v. City of Hillsboro 


301 F. Supp. 2d 1251 (D. Or. 2004)  


See St. Croix County. 342 F.3d at 831; Troup County. 296 F.3d at 1219; 
Todd. 244 F.3d at 61; Pine Grove Township. 181 F.3d at 408; ATT 
Wireless PCS. Inc. v. City Council of the City of Virginia Beach. 155 
F.3d 423, 430-31 n. 6 (4th Cir. 1999);  see also H.R. Conf. Rep. 104-458, 
at 208, reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 124, at 222 (contemplating that 
localities properly can base decision on aesthetic impact). Plaintiff does 
not cite, and the court could not find, any authority holding that the 
TCA renders aesthetic concerns an invalid basis upon which to base 
a permit denial. 


 
2. Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 


244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001)     


Holding that the TCA does not prevent “municipalities from 
exercising their traditional prerogative to restrict and control 
development based on aesthetic considerations” 


Town of Amherst, 173 F.3d at 14. But see AT T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. 
City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428 (4th Cir. 
1998)  (holding that the "prohibits" clause applies to general blanket 
bans on services and not to individual zoning decisions). Nonetheless, 
Southwestern Bell does not seriously pursue an argument in its brief that 
the denial of its application was "an effective prohibition," and it 
specifically abandoned such a contention at oral argument. 


 
3.   Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 


244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001) 
 
Finding there was adequate evidentiary support for denial when the 
tower was of a different magnitude than anything else in the vicinity" 
and was "out of keeping with the residential uses in close proximity 
to it" 
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Although some of the evidence before the Board did consist of general 
statements that the tower was an eyesore, these statements did not 
dominate the debate. The majority of the objections to the visual impact 
of the tower specifically addressed whether this 150-foot tower was 
appropriate for this particular location, on the top of a fifty-foot hill in the 
middle of a cleared field. The location has no trees, was in the geographic 
center of town, would be visible at all seasons of the year, and would be 
seen daily by approximately 25% of the Town's population. It was also 
located in close proximity to three schools and two residential 
subdivisions. The closest of these two subdivisions, the Carey Hill 
Estates, had houses that were located only 200 feet away. Indeed, this 
subdivision was in such close proximity to the tower that Southwestern 
Bell used Carey Hill Estates construction plans as a reference map when 
drawing up the proposed plans for the tower. Purchasers who had placed 
deposits on houses that were to be built in this subdivision indicated that 
the tower would be plainly visible from their land.  Finally, we note that 
the Board also based its minimal visual impact conclusion upon the fact 
that the tower would be painted in alternating red and white sections and 
would have a night beacon. The tower would only have these features 
because the FAA requires them. Though the Leicester Wireless Bylaw 
prohibits bright coloration and night lighting, it allows deviations from 
that prohibition when required by the FAA. To the extent that the Board's 
objection was based upon the failure to paint the tower a neutral color, 
the Board improperly relied upon this evidence to justify its decision. 
Because we conclude that there was substantial evidence to support the 
denial without the inclusion of this factor, it does not affect the outcome 
of this case.  


	


4. Southeast Towers, LLC v. Pickens County 


625 F. Supp. 2d 1293 (N.D. Ga. 2008)  


Finding that the local government's denial "was not based merely 
upon general objections to the aesthetic appeal of a 
telecommunications tower; rather, photographs and specific 
supporting testimony demonstrated that the proposed tower would 
have a specific and material impact" 


Substantial evidence means "`such relevant evidence which a reasonable 
mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.'" American Tower 
LP v. City of Huntsville, 295 F.3d 1203, 1207 (11th Cir. 2002) (quoting AT 
T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 
(4th Cir. 1998)).  "`It requires more than a mere scintilla but less than a 
preponderance.'" 
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5.  Sprint Spectrum v. Charter Tp. of West Bloomfield 
141 F. Supp. 2d 795 (E.D. Mich. 2001)    


Distinguishing other cases on the ground that the tower in that case was 
opposed by a "significant number of community residents" 


In ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423 (4th 
Cir. 1998),  the court held that the denial of a permit, based upon aesthetic 
concerns, was supported by substantial evidence in the record. 


 
Argument #4: 


 


      Permit Should Be Revoked Because Circulating Site Plans and Photos Do        
Not Adequately Show the Close Proximity to the 1,000 Homes Within the  
 100 ft. - ½ mile Radius of Tower and are Misleading (see Exhibit H). 


 Appellants submit new photographic representations of the close proximity of the 


tower to the affected homes.  The circulating photos do not adequately reveal the 


surrounding 1,000 homes and are therefore, misleading. Skeleton site maps are 


inadequate and aerial views (if too-high up) are insufficient to bring life to the 


neighboring homes affected. Please see Exhibit H for photos of maps. 


Argument #5 


Permit Should Be Revoked Because the Tower Could be Later Increased in 
Height Without Community Consent Under The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job 


Creation Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat. 156) and Appellants 
Submit Evidence of These Premeditated Intentions (See Exhibit I). 


 Due to the U.S. ordinance called the MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job 


Creation act of 201223, towers can be modified without restraint or further approval 


according to §6409A. This would cause even more adverse negative impact.   The Middle 


																																																								
23 MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 
“http://www.naco.org/sites/default/files/Model-Ord-NACo.pdf 
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Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Pub.L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat. 156, 


enacted February 22, 2012), also known as the "payroll tax cut", was an Act of the United 


States Congress. Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 


2012 mandates that a State or local government approve certain wireless broadband 


facilities siting requests for modifications and collocations of wireless transmission 


equipment on an existing tower or base station that does not result in a substantial change 


to the physical dimensions of such tower or base station.  Appellant submits that this 


flings wide open the door to future tower additions that would be out of their control with 


no way to appeal it. 


 In fact, research already shows this is being planned. According to 


AntennaSearch.com, this tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd in Old Hickory is already 


appearing on such tower-search sites and on those listings it documents the tower as 


being 172.9 feet tall (see Exhibit I). This surely is the ultimate intent of SCI Towers or 


whoever down the road will seek to grow the tower. And in a Statement of Compliance 


letter from Attorney Joel Hargis dated October 14, 2019, it does state: 
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 It is obvious that SCI Towers has no intent on keeping this tower at 140’. Upon 


first learning of the tower, Appellants were told it was 150’ tall but that The Hermitage 


(as a Historic Property) had requested it be reduced to 140’ since it is abutting to their 


property and would be an eyesore. Furthermore, the site drawings show an unusually 


wide foundation for a tall, thin monopole, and so by all appearances it seems that SCI 


Towers is premeditating to plant and then quickly grow this tower. Between the 


AntennaSearch.com measurement of 172.9’, the Metro Ordinance which allows them to 


add up to 50% of an increase due to the fact that a tornado siren will be attached, and the 


MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 which would write the 


owners a blank check on increasing height, the residents strongly object to this, as would 


The Hermitage, Historic Home of President Andrew Jackson, had they been told about 


this prior to their Section 106 letter. And perhaps they should be. 


     Argument #6 


 Permit Should Be Revoked Because Burden Of Proof by SCI to Prove        
Coverage Gaps Has Not Been Properly Met, Per Cited Court Precedent(s) 


 


 Appellant argues that the burden of proof is upon Appellee to prove legitimate 


gaps in cell coverage in this vicinity.  They understand that under Tennessee Code §13-


24-305, Appellee is not required to provide justification of “radio frequency need.” That 


is not necessarily what is requested. But, in a Statement of Compliance letter from 


Attorney Joel Hargis dated October 14, 2019 multiple inaccurate statements were found: 
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 Appellate notes that above in paragraph one it states, “There are no existing 


wireless telecommunication towers within the search area which would meet its network 


objectives,” and it says in paragraph 3, “There are no existing towers within a one-mile 


radius of the proposed site...” but these statements are not true. According to 


AntennaSearch.com, there are 36 towers or cellular antennas within a TWO mile radius 


of proposed site at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd in Old Hickory (see Exhibit I). With this in 


mind, colocation is surely a better option that can be explored, and Appellants requested 


this on August 8, 2019. Appellants request further information be provided to prove that 


there is indeed a legitimate gap in this specific locale, since	statements	about	achieving	


Verizon’s	“network	goals”	or	network	objectives”	is	not	in	the	best	interest	of	those	


petitioning,	which	 is	 the	 community	majority.	 They	 cite these 5 court cases that set 


precedent when using the “gaps” and “coverage” argument in such a preceding (finding 


are bolded): 
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1. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Fairfax County Board of Supervisors 


672 F.3d 259 (4th Cir. 2012)     


Affirming the denial of plaintiff's application where its “several 
declarations, along with some exhibits” simply presented “very 
general conclusions regarding the feasibility of alternative locations, 
including repeated assertions that the locations ‘would not allow T–
Mobile to meet its coverage objectives' ” 


Our previous opinions addressing subsection (B)(i)(II) have established 
certain principles, which guide the review of challenges brought under 
that subsection. In our decision in AT&T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City 
Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir.1998)  (Virginia 
Beach), we considered a local governing body's denial of an application 
submitted jointly by four telecommunication companies, which sought 
approval to construct two communications towers in a residential area. 


 


2. T-Mobile Central, LLC v. Charter Township of West Bloomfield 


 691 F.3d 794 (6th Cir. 2012)     


Holding that T-Mobile's consideration and rejection of suggest 
alternative sites was "sufficient to make the requisite 'showing as to the 
intrusiveness or necessity of its proposed means of closing that gap'" 


As a threshold matter, we must first determine whether the denial of a 
single application from T–Mobile can constitute an effective prohibition. 
The Township places great stock in precedents from the Fourth Circuit, 
which has held that only a general, blanket ban on the construction of all 
new wireless facilities would constitute an “impermissible prohibition of 
wireless services under the TCA.” MetroPCS, 400 F.3d at 730 (citing AT & 
T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428 (4th 
Cir.1998)  (holding that only “blanket prohibitions” and “general bans or 
policies” affecting all wireless providers count as effective prohibition of 
wireless services under the TCA)). However, the large majority of circuits 
have rejected this approach. 


3. APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Lower Yoder Township 


111 F. Supp. 2d 664 (W.D. Pa. 2000)   
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Holding that Defendant was entitled to summary judgment where Plaintiff 
failed to demonstrate that it was treated differently with respect to the 
erection of a telecommunications tower in a specific zoning district 


Nonetheless, it is dicta that finds support in other cases. See Town of Amherst, 
173 F.3d at 16 n. 7; AT&T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 
155 F.3d 423, 426-28 (4th Cir. 1998)  (Luttig J.). I will exercise my discretion 
and consider Mr. Tuttle's affidavit to the extent that it contains admissible 
evidence. Even when the facts adduced in Tuttle's affidavit are added to the 
mix, APT still cannot show that the defendants violated the TCA. First, APT 
has not tendered any evidence to demonstrate that there is a "significant gap in 
the ability of remote users to access the national telephone network." 


4 & 5. (Metropcs Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco No. C-02-3442 PJH      
(N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2003)  and ATT	Wireless	PCS	v.	City	Council	of	Virginia		 				
Beach,	155	F.3d	423,	429	(4th	Cir.	1998).		 


Distinguishing between a "gap" in coverage and a "dead spot" 


See, e.g., New Par v. City of Saginaw, 301 F.3d 390, 395 (6th Cir. 2002) 
(explaining the range of requirements adopted); Southwestern Bell Mobile 
Syst. v. Todd, 244 F.3d 51, 59 (1st Cir. 2001) (same). Some courts have 
held that the governing local body must issue full findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, see. e.g., Omnipoint Communications. Inc. v. 
Planning Zoning Comm'n, 83 F. Supp.2d 306, 309 (D. Conn. 2000), while 
others state that merely stamping the word "DENIED" on an 
application is sufficient, ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia 
Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th Cir. 1998).  In Todd, the First Circuit 
reviewed these precedents, and noted that "[b]oth of these approaches 
seem flawed." 


PCS marketing materials claiming coverage throughout the Bay Area with 
Nahmanson Decl. ¶ 19 (describing "significant gap" in Richmond 
coverage); Schwartz Decl. ¶ 7 (describing degrading of  network based 
on "seemingly small coverage holes and weak spots"); Tr. 163:1-7 
(MetroPCS claiming it "can't service this neighborhood" without 5200 
Geary installation). Summary judgment on this issue for both parties is 
thus denied. 


Service Gap MetroPCS claims next that while it offers some service in 
the Bay Area, the City's refusal to permit it to install the antenna at 
the 5200 Geary site creates a gap in its service that is sufficiently wide 
to constitute a denial of service. To prevail on a claim under § 
332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) based on a service gap, MetroPCS must show first 
that "its facility will fill an existing significant gap in the ability of 
remote users to access the national telephone network," and next, that 
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"the manner in which it proposes to fill the significant gap in service 
is the least intrusive on the values that the denial sought to serve." 
APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Penn Township Butler County of 
Pennsylvania, 196 F.3d 469, 480 (3rd Cir. 1999); see also Cellular 
Telephone Co. v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the Borough of Ho-Ho-
Kus, 197 F.3d 64, 69 (3rd Cir. 1999).  


a. "Significant Gap" There is a circuit split as to what constitutes a 
"significant gap" in services. The Third Circuit has held that a "significant 
gap" is a gap in coverage that no provider has been able to fill — so if any 
provider has provided coverage for the area, no significant gap exists. 
APT Pittsburgh, 196 F.3d at 480. The First Circuit has held, on policy 
grounds, that a "significant gap" exists if any provider cannot provide 
general service in a certain area, even if other providers can. Second 
Generation, 313 F.3d at 634 (reviewing case law of other circuits, 
legislative history, and policies behind Telecommunications Act). In 
other words, APT Pittsburgh holds that a "significant gap" in services 
is a gap as perceived by all the users of a network, and Second 
Generation holds that a "significant gap" in services is a gap as 
perceived by a service provider, or an individual user subscribed to a 
specific service provider, in the network.  


The court finds the First Circuit position more 
persuasive. Second Generation argues that the policy considerations 
behind the Telecommunications Act were to encourage competition in the 
wireless telecommunications marketplace, and that the Third Circuit's 
position does not adequately do so.  


To use an example from this case, it is of little comfort to the 
customer who uses ATT Wireless . . . who cannot get service along the 
significant geographic gap which may exist along Route 128 that a 
Cingular Wireless customer does get some service in that gap. of course, 
that ATT Wireless customer could switch to Cingular Wireless. 


 
In addition, even if MetroPCS prevails on the "significant gap" 


issue, MetroPCS must next demonstrate that its proposed installation at 
5200 Geary is the only acceptable option to provide coverage for the 
Richmond district.  


Thus, the court finds that a "significant gap" is a gap in any 
individual service provider's coverage in a specific area. This gap, 
however, must be a significant gap and not merely individual "dead 
spots" within a greater service area. Therefore, once a provider has 
some general coverage in an area, even if certain "dead zone" holes 
exist in certain specific locations, no "significant gap" 
exists. Willoth, 176 F.3d at 643-44.   
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                                 Argument #7 


       Permit Should Be Revoked Because Appellees Never Disclosed Alternate Tower  
Sites That Was Requested on 8/8/19 & 8/22/19. Proof is Submitted Herein of 36 


Towers/Antennas Found in a 2 Mile Radius (see Exhibit J) 


 Appellant argues that Appellees never disclosed the alternative sites they were 


required to disclose in Metro ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415 4.e.(v). Attorney Joel 


Hargis, was asked for this information at the August 8th Berryville Baptist Meeting and 


Attorney Emily Lamb was asked for it at the August 22nd meeting at Eastgate Creative 


Christian Fellowship. Herein are cited 5 court cases where precedent was set concerning 


this requirement: 


1. Airtouch Cellular v. City of El Cajon 


83 F. Supp. 2d 1158 (S.D. Cal. 2000) 


Holding that the denial of Airtouch's tower did not have the effect of 
denying services because Airtouch could have explored alternative sites. 


There is a split in authority, and no Ninth Circuit authority, on whether a 
telecommunications zoning decision can be based on constituent testimony 
alone. Compare ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 
423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998)  (holding that it is proper for a legislature and its 
members to consider constituent testimony as "particularly compelling forms 
of evidence"); with Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town of Oyster Bay, 166 F.3d at 
496 (2nd Cir. 1999) (finding that a "few generalized expressions of concern 
with `aesthetics' cannot serve as substantial evidence"); Hearing Zone Rd. of 
Pine Grove Tp., 181 F.3d at 409 (3rd Cir. 1999) (same). The Court agrees that 
a decision must be based on more than just residents' concern about 
neighborhood aesthetics.  


 
2. Omnipoint Communications v. White Plains 


430 F.3d 529 (2d Cir. 2005)     
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Holding that Omnipoint did not meet its burden of showing that the 
proposed facility was “more feasible than other options”, where there was 
an option for co-location available that surfaced during the damages trial 
in the district court, and, although the “more feasible” alternative was 
“not in the Board's administrative record, it was an available inference 
from the facts presented to the Board.” 


Third, we reject Omnipoint's argument that the Board gave improper 
deference to community opposition. In Town of Oyster Bay, 166 F.3d at 495-
96, we declined to rule whether constituent comments amount to substantial 
evidence, and noted tension between Omnipoint Corp. v. Zoning Hearing Bd., 
20 F.Supp.2d 875, 880 (E.D.Pa. 1998) (holding that "unsubstantiated personal 
opinions" expressing "[g]eneralized concerns . . . about the aesthetic and 
visual impacts on the neighborhood do not amount to substantial evidence"), 
and AT&T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 
(4th Cir. 1998) (holding that neighbors' aesthetic concerns could constitute 
"compelling" evidence for a city council). In this case, some of the residents' 
comments may amount to no more than generalized hostility, such as the 
objection that the tower was being dumped on them rather than on their more 
affluent neighbors in Scarsdale. 


 
3. New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC v. Town of Fenton 


  
 843 F. Supp. 2d 236 (N.D.N.Y. 2012)     
 
 Finding it relevant that unlike the plaintiff in White Plains, the plaintiff 
 “provide[d] a photo  simulation of the site from which the cell 
 tower  would  be most visible ... when the deciduous trees were bare.” 


 See, e.g., R. 253 (Chairman suggesting the service gap might be better 
handled by another tower in neighboring Chenango County or elsewhere), 369 
(Chairman joking that there are more cows than people in Chenango County, 
and both species might not care about a cell tower there), 375 (Chairman 
speculating that alternative, less intrusive sites might be available elsewhere), 
379 (Chairman suggesting several alternative sites in other towns), 383 
(Chairman proposing that ATT get “creative” in considering alternatives, 
e.g., in a neighboring town). 


 
4. Michael Linet, Inc. v. Village of Wellington 


  
          408 F.3d 757 (11th Cir. 2005)     
	


 In Michael Linet, Inc. v. Village of Wellington, Fla., 408 F.3d 757 (11th 
Cir. 2005), the court acknowledged that one relevant factor in determining 
if a provider had met its burden under § 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) was "whether 
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the company can reasonably place a cell site in an alternative location and 
eliminate the residents' concerns." 


 The phrase "unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally 
equivalent services" was intended to provide localities with the flexibility to 
treat facilities that create different visual, aesthetic, or safety concerns 
differently to the extent permitted under generally applicable zoning 
requirements even if those facilities provide functionally equivalent services. 
H.R. Conf. No. 104-458, at 208 (1996), reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 124, 
222. Linet has not shown that he was precluded from proposing an alternative 
cell site and did not present any evidence that an alternative site  would 
adversely effect Metro PCS' cellular coverage. Moreover the alternative 
site utilized by the other provider may have had less of an impact or no impact 
on property values or otherwise not raised the same concerns as the golf 
course site  proposed by Linet. As the district court noted, the 
Telecommunications Act does not prevent the Village from treating two 
applicants different, it just prevents it doing so unreasonably. 


  
 The Village met this standard. It heard objections from residents and a realtor 


concerning the cell site’s negative impact on real estate values. The Village 
also heard testimony that the proposed site was unnecessarily close to a local 
middle school. Under our case law this testimony was sufficient to support the 
board's determination. Linet's expert testimony contradicting the adverse 
property value impact concerns was provided by a telecommunications 
executive who placed a tower in a different part of the community and a realtor 
who based his knowledge on condominium sales in a different county. This 
does not change our conclusion. The residents were worried about the impact 
of this tower on the golf course within their community, not a different tower, 
different location, or different community. Linet also failed to show that 
an alternative location was unavailable or unfeasible. 


 
 5·  Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 
  
      244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001  
 Holding that carrier, in bringing substantial evidence claim under the 


TCA, had the burden to establish that no feasible alternative site existed. 


 Southwestern Bell raises two objections to the Board's visual impact 
conclusion, arguing that there was no competent evidence in the record to 
support it, and that the Board could not deny the permit based upon the visual 
impact of the tower when there was no evidence of "available alternative 
site with a lesser visual impact." We deal with each of these arguments in 
turn. 


  
 Although some of the evidence before the Board did consist of general 


statements that the tower was an eyesore, these statements did not dominate 
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the debate. The majority of the objections to the visual impact of 
the tower specifically addressed whether this 150-foot tower was appropriate 
for this particular location, on the top of a fifty-foot hill in the middle of a 
cleared field. The location has no trees, was in the geographic center of town, 
would be visible at all seasons of the year, and would be seen daily by 
approximately 25% of the Town's population. It was also located in close 
proximity to three schools and two residential subdivisions. The closest of 
these two subdivisions, the Carey Hill Estates, had houses that were located 
only 200 feet away. Indeed, this subdivision was in such close proximity to 
the tower that Southwestern Bell used Carey Hill Estates construction plans as 
a reference map when drawing up the proposed plans for the tower. 
Purchasers who had placed deposits on houses that were to be built in this 
subdivision indicated that the tower would be plainly visible from their land.   


 
 Appellants request here for SCI Towers (or any other builder) to not build within 


a 2 mile radius of proposed site at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, but to 


choose some place that is further away from such a densely populated area. 


Argument #8 


     Permit Should Be Revoked or at Least “Stayed/Delayed” As Appellants   
    Are Requesting an EIA based on Multiple Allowable Reasons In NEPA’s   
    Own Requirements Per The FCC’s Title 47 CFR § 1.1307 (See Ex. K, L) 


 47 CFR §1.1307 states the following reasons that a tower site must be required to 


have an Environmental Impact Assessments, and the Appellant cites six as being 


pertinent to the proposed tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory: 


“An EA must be submitted if the antenna structure may have a significant environmental 
impact as defined by the FCC’s 47 CFR §1.1307 of the Commission’s rules. An 
Environmental Assessment (EA) is required:  
 


§ If the facilities may affect listed threatened or endangered species or 
designated critical habitats; or are likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of any proposed endangered or threatened species or likely to result 
in the destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitats. 
(Exhibit L shows the deer that freely roam this area. While they are not 
“endangered,” the language says “or likely to result I the destruction or 
adverse modification of proposed critical habitats,” which this would. These 
deer have been pushed out and have nowhere else to go and so they literally 
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dwell on this patch of land and on the streets inside the Hampton Park 
Neighborhood. Please see Exhibit L). 


 
§ If the facilities may physically or visually affect a property significant in 


American history that is listed, or is eligible for listing, in the National 
Register of Historic Places, as determined in accordance with the 
Nationwide Programmatic Agreement or the Collocation Programmatic 
Agreement. (See Argument #5, which states that The Hermitage, historic 
home of President Andrew Jackson, approved a 140’ tower, but 
AntennaSearch.com already measures this tower at 172.9’. Plus, the Metro 
Ordinance which allows a builder to add up to 50% of an increase due to the 
fact that a tornado siren will be attached, coupled with the MIDDLE CLASS 
TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 which would write the owners a 
blank check on increasing height, Appellants see premeditation that this tower 
will one day seek to be an eyesore towering over the skies by The Hermitage. 
Residents strongly object to this, as would The Hermitage, had they been told 
about this prior to their Section 106 letter. And perhaps they should be.) 


 
Please see exhibit K for Appellant’s official request for a NEPA EIA. 
 


Argument #9 


           Permit Should Be Revoked Because Property is not In a Right of Way           
             (ROW) and Owner (LEVOG) James Levin has offered to Negotiate An  


    Equitable  Contract Exit for SCI Towers in Light of Overwhelming                     
Evidence of Community Opposition (letter available upon request). 


On October 19th, NO-TOWER Commission member, Laura Smith, reached out to 


LEVOG owner, James Levin, in NY by letter, introducing herself to him as his “neighbor 


of 30 years” since he has owned his property there for 31 years and she has owned her 


adjacent property for 30 years. She petitioned Levin to please consider the majority 


neighborhood uprising and organized efforts to oppose this tower, and sent a full 13-page 


report with all data, research and proof of the 900+ signature petition. Levin responded 


very compassionately to Smith the next week by stating two three very important facts:  


1) no one had told him about the NO-TOWER Commission or their months of organized 


efforts and appearances on local media which involved his name (LEVOG), 2) he 
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reasoned that an Environmental Impact Assessment would surely need to be done before 


issuing the permit (which there is no public record of such), and 3) he states, “Let me 


assure you that LEVOG would be willing to negotiate an equitable exit strategy with 


them (SCI Towers).” 


 Appellant strongly suggests that SCI Towers communicate with LEVOG to 


discuss this equitable exit. 


Argument #10 


 


 Permit Should Be Revoked Because Land is on Sacred Indian Site (Ex.M) 


 


 As it pertains to the FCC’s 47 CFR §1.1307 and the aforementioned reasons that 


a site must be required to have an Environmental Impact Assessment, the Appellant cited 


two reasons (in Argument #8) to request the EIA. Now, they submit herein evidence that 


the property is also on a sacred Indian site.  


“An Environmental Assessment (EA) is required”: 


“If the facilities may affect Indian religious sites.”24 
 


 Simply put, 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. is State Route 45, which is the Trail of 


Tears. On this very property has been found countess arrowheads by residents, and even 


reports of an American Indian burial ground approximately ¼ mile down on same side of 


LEVOG property. Those grounds were excavated circa 1995 with exhumed bones 
																																																								
24 https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/support/antenna-structure-registration-asr-resources/filing-
environmental-assessment 
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according to testimony of neighbors and top committee members of the NO-TOWER 


Committee. This land is undoubtedly a sacred Indian site and needs to not be further 


disturbed more than it already has. Please see Exhibit M  for proof of proximity.25 


 


 Argument #11 


 


             Permit Should Be Revoked Because Local Officials Failed to Act  


 Appellants also have proof that they have contacted all of their local elected 


representatives including all Council people, the Mayor, State Representatives, Senators 


and Congressmen, and yet not heard back. The letter writing campaign began on October 


16th from the NO-TOWER Committee, but then on November 1st, all elected official’s 


email addresses were published to Appellant’s 900+ email data base and residents were 


encouraged to reach out to them (and many did so). No residents have reported hearing 


back from any elected official.  One member of the Committee heard back from one 


councilman who said that was nothing he could do. Due to this, Appellant cites directly 


from the Telecommunication Act of 1996 which states,  


 “Any person adversely affected by any final action or failure to act by a 
 State or local government or any instrumentality thereof that is 
 inconsistent with this  subparagraph may, within 30 days after such action or 
 failure to act, commence  an action in any court of competent 
 jurisdiction. The court shall hear and decide  such action on an expedited 
 basis.” 


 These citizens deserve to be heard. They are speaking loudly and require action 


“on an expedited basis.”  


																																																								
25 https://www.nps.gov/trte/planyourvisit/tennessee.htm 
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Argument #12 


                  Permit Should Be Revoked WITHOUT Fear that Metro Will Be        
 Penalized By The FCC Since Precedent Has Been Set in Multiple         


Court Rulings Protecting the Authority of Local Zoning Boards. 


 Appellant wishes to encourage the Board of Zoning Appeals that although the 


TCA of 1996 and the FCC pre-approves many telecommunication towers, the Zoning 


Board must approve the dirt upon which such towers are placed. Appellants ask the BZA 


to consider the following 5 court cases in which precedent is set when a court rules in 


favor of a local Zoning Board or Code’s decision to deny or revoke a permit.   


1. Uscoc of Vir. v. Montgomery Cty. Bd. Sup'rs 


343 F.3d 262 (4th Cir. 2003  


Finding that the denial of an application to build a telecommunications tower 
found “ample support” in the form of “evidence regarding the proposed 
tower's inconsistencies” with “zoning ordinances and guidelines” 


To be entitled to relief under a(B)(i)(II) prohibition of service claim, the 
plaintiff's burden is substantial. In AT T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of 
Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428-29 (4th Cir. 1998), we held that a 
telecommunications provider could not prevail in a challenge to an 
individual zoning decision absent a general ban or policy to reject all 
applications. See also 360°o Communications Co. v. Board of Supervisors of 
Albemarle County, 211 F.3d 79, 88 (4th Cir. 2000) ("The burden for the carrier 
invoking this provision is a heavy one: to show from language or 
circumstances not just that this application has been rejected, but that 
further reasonable efforts are so likely to be fruitless that it is a waste of time 
to try."). 


2. Omnipoint Corporation v. Zoning Hearing Board 


181 F.3d 403 (3d Cir. 1999)     


Holding that a zoning board acted in a quasi-judicial capacity when it 
denied a conditional use permit. 


See Aegerter v. City of Delafied, 174 F.3d 886, ___, 1999 WL 225310, at 
*2- *4 (7th Cir. 1999); Cellular Telephone, 166 F.3d at 494-97 (both 
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applying the substantial evidence requirement of § 332(c)(7)(B)(iii) 
without regard to state law evidentiary burdens). The Board relies heavily 
on ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council, 155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998),  
where the court affirmed the city council's denial of a conditional use 
permit to build two 135-foot wireless telephone transmission towers 
based on considerable community opposition. The Court of Appeals 
for the Fourth Circuit stressed the legislative nature of the city council. 


3. A&TT Wireless PCS v. Winston-Salem Zoning 


172 F.3d 307 (4th Cir. 1999)     


Holding that the writing requirement was satisfied by the zoning board's 
notice to the applicant that consisted of a copy of the first page of the 
application with the word “denied” written on it when considered along 
with a transcript and minutes of the zoning board's hearing. 


[A]ny decision by a State or local government or instrumentality thereof 
to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal wireless service 
facilities shall be in writing and supported by substantial evidence 
contained in a written record. As this court recently stated in ATT Wireless 
PCS v. City Council of the City of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th 
Cir. 1998),  "[w]e treat separately the two requirements of section (B)(iii)."  


4. Sprint Spectrum L.P. v. Willoth 
 


996 F. Supp. 253 (W.D.N.Y. 1998)     
 


Upholding a city's decision to deny a variance and stating that a carrier 
cannot unilaterally dictate the level of service it wishes to provide, nor 
does it have the right to construct any and all towers it deems necessary 
because that would nullify a local government's right to deny 
construction of WCFs 


The Town Planning Board did not exceed its authority in considering 
whether adequate service could be provided with fewer than three 
towers. Although considerations for the "level of service" as such is not a 
specific factor listed in N.Y. Town Law § 274-a or in the Ontario Zoning 
Ordinance, the Town was nonetheless authorized to consider 
whether alternative sites are available for a public utility's facility which 
could provide safe and adequate service. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. v. 
Fulton, 8 A.D.2d 523, 188 N.Y.S.2d 717 (4th Dept. 1959) ["In determining 
the reasonable necessity of a particular site, consideration must be given to 
the availability of other sites and to the degree of detriment that might be 
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caused by the various sites..."]; Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile, Inc. v. 
Lonergan, 172 Misc.2d 317, 659 N.Y.S.2d 402 (Sup.Ct. West. Cty. 1997)  
 


5. City of Medina v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. 
 


95 P.3d 377 (Wash. Ct. App. 2004)    
 
Stating "the entity seeking a variance bears the burden of proof" 


Second, the cases the City cites in support of its argument that T-Mobile 
cannot justify its variance requests with its desire to provide adequate 
coverage are distinguishable. Each of those cases involves analyzing 
whether a land use authority improperly refused to grant a variance in 
violation of the FTA. While these cases hold that local zoning authorities are 
not required by the FTA to grant variances unless denying the application 
would effectively constitute a ban on wireless services, they do not prohibit 
a zoning board from considering desired coverage for its citizens. Those 
cases reinforce the FTA's purpose of preserving local zoning authority 
within the statutory limits. Accordingly, when a cellular company bases 
its variance requests in part on coverage, as in this case, the 
local zoning authority is free to consider those issues according to local 
law. This conclusion is evident in the cases the City itself relies on where 
land use authorities considered service issues. For example in Sprint 
Spectrum L.P. v. Willoth, the Town of Ontario Planning Board denied 
Sprint's application to build three cell towers. In reaching…  


  Finally, Appellants encourage the BZA to not fear being accused by the FCC of 


“Prohibition of Service.”  Here are 5 such court cases where precedent was set ruling in a 


Zoning Board’s favor. 


1. 360° Communications Co. v. Board of Supervisors 


211 F.3d 79 (4th Cir. 2000)     


Holding that provider has burden of demonstrating that "denial of 
its application for the one particular site is tantamount to a 
prohibition of service" and that "further reasonable efforts are so 
likely to be fruitless that it is a waste of time even to try" 


We have interpreted the term "substantial evidence" to mean "such 
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to 
support a conclusion." ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of the 
City of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998)  (quoting 
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Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 477 (1951)). It 
requires more than a mere scintilla but less than a preponderance. 
See NLRB v. Grand Canyon Mining Co., 116 F.3d 1039, 1044 (4th Cir. 
1997). 


2. APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Penn Township 


196 F.3d 469 (3d Cir. 1999)     


Summary judgment in favor of the City on this issue is 
warranted. Finding an "effect of prohibiting" claim requires 
"evidence that the area the new facility will serve is not already 
served by another provider" 


It is unclear at this point whether the requirement of a "decision ... 
in writing" is satisfied by a writing that simply memorializes the 
ultimate conclusion or requires findings of fact supporting the 
denial. Compare ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Va. Beach, 
155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998)  (when Congress has intended to require a 
written decision with factual findings, it has expressly done so; it did not 
in § 322(7)(B)(iii)) with Smart SMR of N.Y., Inc. v. Zoning 
Commission of the Town of Stratford, 995 F. Supp. 52, 56 (D. Conn. 
1998) (findings of fact required); Illinois RSA No. 3, Inc. v. County of 
Peoria, 963 F. Supp. 732, 743 (C.D. Ill. 1997) (same); Western PCS II v. 
Extraterritorial Zoning Auth., 957 F. Supp. 1230, 1236 (D.N.M. 1997) 
(same). We find it unnecessary to resolve in this case whether 
memorialization of the denial will suffice. 


MetroPCS claims that the City has imposed a general ban on any new 
entrants into the San Francisco wireless communications market. The 
City has demonstrated that MetroPCS has been permitted to install 30 
antennas within San Francisco, and has been granted 18 CUPs as well. 
Ionin Decl. ¶¶ 4-5; Exh. A. MetroPCS in fact has already entered, and 
offers service, in the Bay Area market. McCoy Decl. Exh. C. MetroPCS 
thus cannot show that it has been denied entry into the San 
Francisco telecommunications market. 


3. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Howard Cnty. Board of Appeals 
 
Civil Action No. RDB-11-729 (D. Md. Mar. 30, 2012 ) 
 
Denying T–Mobile's motion for summary judgment on its 
effective prohibition claim where T–Mobile showed that it “had unreliable 
coverage in the area” but “coverage was not completely lacking.” 
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T-Mobile's Proposed Facility was met with community opposition. The 
President of the Glenwood Estates Homeowner's Association testified that 
the community opposed the construction of the Proposed Facility in the 
area. Bd. of Appeals Decision and Order, j 15, at 7. Sharon Keeny, a real 
estate agent, testified that cell towers lowered the property values of nearby 
properties and also extend the time during which a property was on the 
market. Id. ¶16. The testimony presented by James Brent, a software 
engineer, indicated that T-Mobile could increase coverage in the area "by 
placing directional antennae on existing towers within the search range 
area." Id. ¶17. Additionally, a nearby resident testified that T-Mobile's 
"revised landscape plan . . . [would] negatively impact sight distance at an 
already troubled intersection of Hobbs and Burntwoods Road." Id. ¶ 18. 
Finally, two individuals respectively testified that (a) the Proposed Facility 
was "not in harmony with the land uses and policies" of the Howard County 
General Plan and (b) T-Mobile "did not make a legitimate effort to locate 
the proposed communication facility on an existing structure. 
 
4. ATT WIRELESS PCS v. CITY COUN.   
 
155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998)     
 
Concluding that the TCA's anti-prohibition clause applies only to 
"blanket prohibition" and "general bans or policies," not to 
individual zoning decisions. 


The City Council's vote concluded a months-long effort by appellees to 
secure a location for tower in Little Neck. ATT and PrimeCo both offer 
digital wireless personal communications services in the Virginia Beach 
area. Digital service is considered an advance over analog service. Like 
analog service, it relies on overlapping “cells," each centered on a 
communications tower. However, because digital signals are weaker than 
analog signals, and because of the thick tree cover in Little Neck, ATT and 
Prime Co found that their Virginia Beach service had a "hole" in portions of 
Little Neck. Aided by City staff, they investigated several possible tower 
sites in Little Neck and concluded that the Church's property was the most 
desirable. They therefore entered into leases with the Church allowing them, 
in exchange for approximately $60,000 annual rent, to construct, maintain, 
and operate two 135-foot communications towers on the Church's property. 
Besides carrying digital signals, the towers were also to provide analog 
signals for GTE Mobile Net and 360o Communications (not parties to this 
case), who also sought to enhance their… Metropcs	Inc.	v.	City	and	County	
of	San	Francisco,	No.	C-02-3442	PJH,	at	*1	(N.D.	Cal.	Apr.	24,	2003)	
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Closing Statements: 


Appellant (900+ residents comprising the Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission) is 


seeking revocation of Permit #CATC 2019044881, issued by Nashville Metro Codes 


Dept. to Empire Construction and SCI Towers, Inc. on November 6, 2019 for a telecom-


munications tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, TN. In addition to this, 


Appellants request here for neither SCI Towers nor any other party to not build within a 2 


mile radius of this proposed site, but to choose another location that is further away from 


such a densely populated area. This motion is supported by 12 arguments, one of which is 


that property owner, James Levin, (LEVOG), has learned that of the 1,000 homes within 


100 ft.-½ mile of the tower, more than 900 people have signed a petition opposing it for 


serious property setback and safety issues, and he has offered in writing to “negotiate an 


equitable exit strategy” for SCI Towers (Levin’s words). The other 11 arguments focus 


on said setback safety issues, breakpoint technology failure concerns, negative aesthetic 


impact, the devaluing of property values, unproven coverage gaps, undisclosed 


alternative sites, and other such arguments, none of which violate the 1996 


Telecommunications Act but half of which do violate Metro Ordinances cited herein. 


Others violate FCC allowances made for sacred Indian sites, seeing as how said property 


rests on The Trail of Tears (State Route 45); and disturbing this property would also 


affect hundreds of deer and their “designated critical habitats; or likely to result in the 


destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitats” (47 CFR §1.1307). 


Missing from this brief are arguments and claims of human health hazards, which the 


Appellant acknowledges compromise the TCA of 1996. Exhibit N is of Resident’s 


Negative Impact Statements, some of which do cite very personal health grievances, but 
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those citizens do so under their 1st Amendment “right to petition the Government for a 


redress of grievances.” and not as part of this overall appeal. Accumulatively, these 12 


arguments represent the genuine concerns and fears of the 900+ petition signors, 


hundreds of which say they must move if the tower is built. These individuals are not 


anti-cell tower or pro-community tower prohibition, but merely petition Metro Codes to 


advise SCI Towers to pursue one of their other considered sites for this tower, preferably 


one not steps away from such a densely populated residential area. ). As previously 


stated, precedent has been set in many cell-tower court cases cited herein, and a recurring 


phrase in many of them was that of “substantial evidence.” The Telecommunications Act 


of 1996, §704 (B) (iii) says: 


“Any decision by a State or local government or instrumentality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal 
wireless service facilities  shall be in writing and supported by 
substantial evidence contained in a written record.” 


 According to the precedent of T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Board 


of Supervisors 903 F. Supp. 2d 385 (E.D. Va. 2012), substantial evidence “is more than a 


scintilla” but “less than a preponderance,” and that is exactly what the Appellant has 


sought to provide through the “written record” of this brief’s and its 12 arguments. 


 Appellant respectfully files this memorandum of law in support of its motion for 


Revocation of Issued Building Permit, pursuant to the local ordinances of this jurisdiction 


and the rights of the citizens herein. 









away from the loud tower construction going on).  Old Hickory Boulevard is State Route
45 which is The Trail of Tears. We have the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma involved in
this opposition. This is the just one of the primary reasons we have requested a full EIA,
seeing as how the FCC says that it is required under these circumstances (it says this in
Title 47 CFR § 1.1307).

With all of this in mind, there is no logical, solid reason why an EIA should not be ordered
since FCC law is violated if it is not (and thank you if it has been set in motion), but with that
delay in mind, there is no reason why the proposed tower should not be moved to the
Hermitage Golf Course’s NW tip, further away from all residents’ homes, and further away
from a roadside front location on The Trail of Tears, State Route 45. As it is, the location at
4321 Old Hickory Blvd. sits directly on The Trail and presents an entirely different issue
which is not addressed by the Section 106 approval that was granted by The Hermitage (for
the Hermitage alone, which sits just south). 

We have discovered three places in our legal brief where the exhibit citation letter (i.e.,
“A”, “J”, “K")  did not correspond to the correct exhibit. They were always correct in
the Table of Contents, but please find attached an electronic copy of the brief with
the internal citations of the exhibits corrected. An electronic copy of the brief was
requested of me by City Attorney Jon Cooper on 11/22/19 and so I assembled it for him
and am forwarding it to you here for your convenience. The 90 pages of exhibits are too
large to email but can be found
at  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6t1hjzn9yx6ji67/AABsODzzuVRaJEOkWpWb3eQua?
dl=0 in a Dropbox folder. In fact, the brief and exhibits are both there. You may also
receive an email directly from Dropbox once I add your addresses there to ensure your
accessibility.

As I said, I am also cc:ing Jon Cooper on this email for the simple purpose of him knowing I
have communicated these updates to you (concerning Hermitage Golf Course, LEVOG, and
with the 3 exhibit citation corrections).

For your records, in addition to all of you, a hardcopy of the legal brief + exhibits was also
sent to and has been received by:  James Levin in NY, LEVOG in NY, SCI Towers in NC,
Joel Hargis of Baker Donelson in TN, and Mayor John Cooper.

Thank you for your time and please confirm receipt. 

Happy Holidays,

Laura Harris Smith
Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission
NoTowerCommission@gmail.com

Laura Harris Smith, C.N.C.
author, official site

Case # 2020-004
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host, theTHREE.tv site
inventor, Quiet Brain site
pastor, Eastgate church site
Official Facebook page
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 12. Residents (Appellants) Request Environmental Impact Assessment  
      (request is enclosed in this packet.) 

Arguments...................…..………………………………………….…………………15 
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1. Permit Should Be Revoked Because From The Affected 1,000 Homes,       
900+ People and Business Owners Have Signed the Online Petition Opposing 
Tower (see Exhibits A, B) and Involved Media (Exhibit C).    
          

2. Permit Should be Revoked Because Possible Metro Ordinance Violations 
By The Tower Will Endanger Nearby Residents And Cause Death If  
“Breakpoint Technology” Fails (see Exhibits D, E and F). 

 3.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Precedent is Set in Multiple Court  
      Rulings for Negative Aesthetic Impact Being Taken Into Account for  
      Permit Denial; also: Local Realtor Letters Are Submitted Herein to  
      Testify to The Truth of Cell Towers Devaluing Properties (see Exhibit G). 

 4.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Circulating Site Plans and Photos Do  
      Not Adequately Show the Close Proximity to the 1,000 Homes Within the  
      100 ft. - ½ mile Radius of Tower and are Misleading (see Exhibit H). 

 5. Permit Should Be Revoked Because the Tower Could be Later Increased 
     in Height Without Community Consent Under The Middle Class Tax   
     Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat.  
     156) and Appellants Submit Evidence of These Intentions (See Exhibit I). 

 6.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Burden Of Proof by SCI to Prove  
      Coverage Gaps Has Not Been Properly Met, Per Cited Court Precedent(s).  

 7.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Appellees Never Disclosed Alternate    
      Tower Sites That Was Requested on 8/8/19 & 8/22/19. Proof is Submitted  
      Herein of 36 Towers/Antennas Found in a 2 Mile Radius (see Exhibit J). 

 8. Permit Should Be Revoked or at Least “Stayed/Delayed” As Appellants   
    Are Requesting an EIA based on Multiple Allowable Reasons In NEPA’s   
    Own Requirements Per The FCC’s Rules in 47 CFR §1.1307 (See Ex. K, L) 

 9.  Permit Should Be Revoked Because Property is not In a Right of Way  
     (ROW) and Owner (LEVOG) James Levin has offered to Negotiate An  
     Equitable  Contract Exit for SCI Towers in Light of Overwhelming   
     Evidence of Community Opposition (letter available upon request). 

            10. Permit Should Be Revoked Because Land is on Sacred Indian Site (Ex.M). 

            11. Permit Should Be Revoked Because Local Officials Failed to Act. 

 12. Permit Should Be Revoked WITHOUT Fear that Metro Will Be    
       Penalized  By The FCC Since Precedent Has Been Set in Multiple Court  
       Rulings Protecting the Authority of Local Zoning Boards. 
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Closing Statements............………………………………………….…………………48 

Exhibits: 

A. Petition of 900+ Signors Opposing the Proposed Tower  

B. Old Hickory NO-TOWER Logo and Apparel 

C. Images of and Links to Local Media Coverage  

D. Codes Memo from Examiner David Diaz-Barriga 

E. Stills From Video of Failing Breakpoint Technology map 

F. Letter from Tower Engineer Michael Plahovinsak  

G. Negative Property-Value Impact Letters from Realtors  

H. Maps and Area Pictures of Proposed Site and Affected Homes 

I. Evidence of Appellee’s Plans to Increase Tower Height 

J. Evidence of 36 Cell Towers or Antennas in 2 Mile Radius of Site 

K. Environmental Impact Request Statement (EIA) 

L. Proof of Area Being Home to Wildlife Habitats 

M. Proof of Tower’s Close Proximity to Sacred Indian Site 

N. Negative Impact Statements from Residents   
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Appellants (900+ residents comprising the Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission) are 

seeking revocation of Permit #CATC 2019044881, issued by Nashville Metro Codes 

Dept. to Empire Construction and SCI Towers, Inc. on November 6, 2019 for a telecom-

munications tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, TN. This motion is 

supported by 12 arguments, one of which is that property owner, James Levin, (LEVOG), 

has learned that of the 1,000 homes within a 100 ft.-½ mile of the tower, more than 900 

people have signed a petition opposing it for serious property setback and safety issues, 

and he has offered in writing to “negotiate an equitable exit strategy” for SCI Towers. The 

other 11 arguments focus on said setback safety issues, breakpoint technology failure 

concerns, unproven coverage gaps, undisclosed alternative sites, and other such 

arguments, none of which violate the 1996 Telecommunications Act but half of which do 

violate Metro Ordinances cited herein. Others violate FCC allowances made for sacred 

Indian sites, seeing as how said property rests on The Trail of Tears (State Route 45). 

Missing amongst the arguments are claims of human health hazards, which the Appellant 

acknowledges compromise the TCA of 1996. Exhibit N is of Resident’s Negative Impact 

Statements, some of which do cite very personal health concerns, but those citizens do so 

under their 1st Amendment “right to petition” and not as part of the overall appeal. 

Accumulatively, these 12 arguments represent the genuine concerns and fears of the 900+ 

petition signors, hundreds of which say they must move if the tower is built. These 

individuals are not anti-cell tower or pro-community prohibition, but merely petition 

Metro Codes to advise SCI Towers to pursue one of their other considered sites for this 

tower, preferably one not steps away from such a densely populated residential area.  
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

 In early July of 2019, citizens of Old Hickory, Tennessee were finally hearing 

rumors of a proposed cell tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd., a project that was already 

months in the works without proper notice to them. A few of them researched and 

discovered that under METRO SUBSTITUTE ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v),  

their local council member was supposed to be notified by the zoning administrator, “prior 

to the issuance of a zoning permit (was pre-approved) and immediately after receiving an 

application for a new tower.” That did not happen “immediately after receiving the 

application” and the law says it is “required when a tower is proposed within a residential 

district (which it is), a district permitting residential uses (which it does), or within one 

thousand feet of the zoning boundary line of a residential district or a district permitting 

residential uses (which it is). Such notification shall also be required when a 

telecommunications facility is within a Historic Overlay District or right of way abutting a 

Historic Overlay District (which it does w/Andrew Jackson’s The Hermitage.) 

 The ordinance goes on to say: “within thirty days from the date on which the tower 

application was filed, the district councilmember may hold a community meeting on the 

proposed tower” (which Larry Hagar did, but residents were only alerted about a related 

sidewalk dispute). Eventually, Councilman Hagar did call a community meeting as much 

as four months after the application was filed, but the meeting did not meet ordinance 

requirements.  Residents learned that ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v),  states “if a 

meeting is held, the applicant shall attend and provide information about the tower's 

safety, technical necessity, visual aspects, and alternative tower sites and designs 
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considered,” and while SCI Tower’s attorney, Joel Hargis, did attend this August 8th 

meeting at Berryville Baptist Church, he did not answer residents’ heated questions about 

these issues. Residents videoed this meeting for the purposes of documentation and are 

ready to present it as evidence to show the failure to comply with this ordinance by not 

answering questions about anything besides basic tower measurements. 

 Since the Councilman was not notified by the zoning administrator “immediately 

after receiving the application” and since the Councilman’s office did not notify all 

residents “within one thousand feet of the zoning boundary line” about the called town-

meeting as the ordinance requires, this caused residents to learn about it too late to have a 

strong show. Nonetheless, one local 30-year homeowner couple closest to the proposed 

tower, Chris and Laura Smith, quickly designed flyers and personally funded not only the 

printing of hundreds of copies but the delivery on-foot to neighbors’ doors—300 to be 

exact—in almost 100º weather. As a result, about 50 residents did show to the meeting 

and it proved to be those who had the most spirit-opinions about the issue. It should be 

noted that not a single resident was present who was in favor of the tower. That same day, 

Smith had started an online petition (see Exhibit A) for tower-opponents to be represented 

by, and the URL was listed on the distributed flyers that day just hours prior to the 

meeting. So even though only about 50 people attended the meeting, by the time it 

adjourned and the petition was checked, another 40 people had signed it, meaning that by 

the end of the first day people even learned about the tower, almost 100 were already 

rallying to oppose it. The Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission was born (see Exhibit B 

for logo). From that emerged a small team of leaders, which refer to themselves as the Old 

Hickory NO-TOWER Committee. 
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 Two days later, another resident, 70-year old Linda Guffee, set out on foot again 

door to door in near 100º weather, fell while canvassing and was cut, bruised her ribs, and 

required several days in bed to recover. Other residents, John and Tamatha Boyle, spent 

hundreds of both dollars and hours hand delivering notices to neighbors, a job that should 

have been done by local officials in compliance with previously cited Metro Ordinances. 

 Due to Metro Ordinance’s required information not being provided by SCI 

Tower’s representative at the meeting, citizens requested another meeting at which a 

better-informed representative could be present to answer important questions. Again, 

questions that are required to be answered in compliance with Metro Ordinance 

ORDINANCE  NO. BL2016-415, 4.e.(v).   

 Two days before the second meeting, Smith visited Metro Codes to express 

concern over the dangers of failing “Breakpoint Technology” so close to human life and to 

file a permit appeal but was told by Examiner David Diaz-Barriga that appeals could only 

be filed after the permit was issued. Smith was given an online link where she could daily 

monitor tower progress, which she did throughout the summer. Diaz-Barriga presented 

Smith with a memo recognizing her attempt to file (See Exhibit D, which included 

original emails between Zoning Attorney Jon Michael to Laura Smith on 7/12/19). 

 The second town meeting was held two weeks after the first--on August 22nd 2019-

-- at Eastgate Creative Christian Fellowship in Old Hickory, TN. Present were about 150 

residents who opposed the tower, without one person present who spoke in favor of it. 

Also present was Councilman Larry Hagar and Metro Codes Attorney Emily Lamb. So 

were members of the local television media and on the news that night were two feature 
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stories about the citizens organizing against the tower1 (see Exhibit C). Although that 

meeting had been requested specifically to receive more answers about the tower, no new 

ones were given, and even Ms. Lamb admitted she could not answer certain questions 

with specificity. To her defense, it did not appear she had been informed that this meeting 

was called specifically to receive such answers. A full video documentation of this 

meeting is offered as evidence if so required of Appellant.  

 The Summer of 2019 became—for hundreds of Old Hickory residents—the 

summer that they learned to write their elected officials, discovered their 1st Amendment 

“right to petition”, researched how to better protect their health in the face of expanding 

technology, and connected with neighbors beside whom they had lived for decades and in 

some cases, had never met. These neighbors say they are already connecting better 

without the help of a telecommunications tower. They comprise the Old Hickory NO-

TOWER Commission and are an army rallying in 100% agreement about their opposition 

to this tower.  

 Reasons for their strong opposition are centered on several factors and will be 

discussed in full in this document’s arguments. They begin first with inadequate property 

setback lines that do not account for breakpoint technology failure and that could cause 

loss of human life. An August 13th letter to SCI Towers from tower-engineer Michael F. 

Plahovinsak in Ohio raises many questions for the Old Hickory residents who live within 

steps of the tower. They also cite concerns over the WirelesssEstimator.com statistics that 
																																																								
1 “Community in Old Hickory Fights Against Application for Cellphone Tower” -  WKRN: 
https://www.wkrn.com/news/community-in-old-hickory-fights-against-application-for-cellphone-
tower/  And “Neighbors Fighting Cell Tower Proposal in Old Hickory,”WSMV: 
https://www.wsmv.com/news/neighbors-fighting-cell-tower-proposal-in-old-
hickory/article_c21e16ba-c54d-11e9-95f5-8f811bb7b348.html. 
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say that every month in America a cell tower catches fire with almost 100 articles on such 

fires.2  The reason for residents’ urgent concern is that said tower at 4321 Old Hickory 

Blvd. sits just feet away from Speedway Gas Station also on the same LEVOG property. 

Should a cell-tower fire occur, they argue that this could be a deadly, explosive event and 

result in massive loss to human life. 

 Appellants/Residents also state other arguments such as the 140-150’ tower sitting 

within 85’ of the property line for a strip mall containing a children’s Trampoline park 

and other local areas of heavy traffic by children, including three area churches with 

childcare programs, and the Rotary Park Ball Field which sits less than ½ mile away and 

is visited by thousands of children monthly. This is all within walking distance of the 

tower, which also will not be protected by anything other than a chain link fence with 

warning signs, neither of which will keep curious children from climbing it. 

 Appellant also states that the permit should be revoked because SCI Towers never 

provided the requested disclosure of alternate tower locations that had been considered for 

the tower, and under Metro ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415. 4.e.(v) it states, “applicant 

shall attend and provide information about the tower's safety, technical necessity, visual 

aspects, and alternative tower sites and designs considered.” This was requested at the 

August 8th meeting at Berryville Baptist Church and video documentation is available as 

evidence upon request. All of these points are discussed further in Arguments. Appellants 

also have proof that they have contacted all of their local elected representatives including 

all Council people, the Mayor, State Representatives, Senators and Congressmen, and yet 

																																																								
2 http://wirelessestimator.com/about-wirelessestimator-com/search-results/?search=fires, 
WirelessEstimator.com, Cell Tower Fires 
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not heard back. Due to this they cite directly from the Telecommunication Act of 1996 

which states,  

 “Any person adversely affected by any final action or failure to act by a 
State or local government or any instrumentality thereof that is inconsistent with 
this  subparagraph may, within 30 days after such action or failure to act, 
commence an action in any court of competent jurisdiction. The court shall hear 
and decide such action on an expedited basis. Any person adversely affected by an 
act or  failure to act by a State or local government or any instrumentality thereof 
that is  inconsistent with clause (iv) may petition the Commission for relief.” 

 

 Finally, and of utmost priority, is the fact that on October 19th, NO-TOWER 

Commission member, Laura Smith, reached out to LEVOG owner, James Levin, in NY 

by letter, introducing herself to him as his “neighbor of 30 years” since he has owned his 

property there for 31 years and she has owned her adjacent property for 30 years. She 

petitioned Levin to please consider the majority neighborhood uprising and organized 

efforts to oppose this tower, and sent a full 13-page report with all data, research and 

proof of the 900+ signature petition. Levin responded very compassionately to Smith the 

next week by stating three very important facts: 1) no one had told him about the NO-

TOWER Commission or their months of organized efforts or their appearances on local 

media which involved his name (LEVOG), 2) he reasoned that an Environmental Impact 

Assessment would surely need to be done before issuing the permit (of which there is no 

public record), and 3) he states, “Let me assure you that LEVOG would be willing to 

negotiate an equitable exit strategy with them (SCI Towers).”  

 Appellants also are—inside this memo—submitting in writing their request for a 

full NEPA Environmental Impact Assessment. Reasons are stated in Arguments. 
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ARGUMENTS 

 

 Herein are the 12 arguments submitted by The Old Hickory NO-TOWER Com-

mission as reason for Permit Revocation of  METRO PERMIT NO. CATC 2019044881. 

The Telecommunications Act of 1996, §704 (B) (iii) says: 

“Any decision by a State or local government or instrument-tality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal 
wireless service facilities  shall be in writing and supported by 
substantial evidence contained in a written record.” 

 Through this provision, Appellants submit this “written record” and cite this case 

as precedent in the definition of “substantial evidence” (findings are bolded): 

   1. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Board of Supervisors 

903 F. Supp. 2d 385 (E.D. Va. 2012) 

” 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iii). Courts have interpreted “substantial 
evidence” to mean “such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind 
might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” AT&T Wireless 
PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th 
Cir.1998) (quoting Universal Camera Corp. v. N.L.R.B., 340 U.S. 474, 
477, 71 S.Ct. 456, 95 L.Ed. 456 (1951)). Substantial evidence “is more 
than a scintilla” but “less than a preponderance.” 

(iii) Any decision by a State or local government or instrumentality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal wireless 
service facilities shall be in writing and supported by substantial evidence 
contained in a written record. 

	

 There is another citation of this exact definition (findings are bolded)::  

2. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Frederick County Board of Appeals 

761 F. Supp. 2d 282 (D. Md. 2010)    
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"[S]ubstantial evidence is more than a mere scintilla. It means such 
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to 
support a conclusion." ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 
155 F.3d 423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998) (quoting Universal Camera v. NLRB, 
340 U.S. 474, 488 (1951)). Significantly, "substantial evidence," while 
more than a scintilla, is also less than a preponderance. 

 It is through this same requirement of the TCA 1996 §704 that this appeal is 

submitted in legal brief form in order to provide written record, and it is done so with 

“substantial evidence” according to the legal definition of such.  

 Appellant submits these arguments in the spirit of the 10th Amendment of the Bill 

of Rights, which states: 

 “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 
prohibited  by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or 
to the people.” 

 

 Residents of the NO-TOWER Commission respectfully ask that these last three 

words be remembered as they, the people of Old Hickory, Tennessee, briefly make these 

arguments in representation of the majority vote of their community’s voice. 

Argument #1 

Permit Should Be Revoked Because From The Affected 1,000 Homes, 900+ 
People and Business Owners Have Signed NO-TOWER Petition (see Exhibit A), 

Formed Commission (Exhibit B), and Involved Media (Ex C). 

 It has already been stated that Appellant is submitting a 900+ Signature petition 

with signatures in opposing to the tower (Exhibit A). But many residents have also sent 

letters and we have enclosed 10 such letters herein (Exhibit N). Some of them do express 
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health grievances but those are not a part of our legal argument. These individuals merely 

do so based on their 1st Amendment right: 

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of  religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” 

Argument #2 

Permit Should be Revoked Because Possible Metro Ordinance Violations By The 
Tower Will Endanger Nearby Residents And Cause Death If  “Breakpoint 

Technology” Fails (see Exhibits D, E and F). 

 This project does not afford safe fall-zone.  Please consider the following 

Metro Ordinances: 

 PROVISION 17.16.080 Section C Paragraph 4E it states:   “Setbacks. A 
tower shall be set back from all property lines on which the tower is located 
by the distance equal to the height of the lowest engineered break point on 
the proposed structure or the height of the tower.”   
 

 This project’s Site Plan by SCI shows the “Required” Setback to be 150’ on the 

Rear, 150’ on the Left Side, 150’ on the Right Side and 150’ on the Front, but the 

“Proposed” Set Backs are listed as 126’ Rear, 85’ Left Side, 186’ Right Side, and 635 

Front.  Since two of the Set Backs are less than the overall height of the tower, 

homeowners and lives could be endangered if the Breakpoint Technology fails and the 

tower falls but does not split in its breakpoint zone. Appellant has produced the 

following video montage of towers all over the United States that have either collapsed 

or begun to collapse due to fire, ice, high winds or even lightning strikes. View video at: 

https://youtu.be/NpDWZYCe5vU) and see Exhibit E for video frame shots. 
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Appellant understands that “Breakpoint Technology” means the engineering 

design of a monopole, or any applicable support structure, wherein a specified point on 

the monopole is designed to have stresses concentrated so that the point is at least five 

percent (5%) more susceptible to failure than any other point along the monopole so that 

in the event of a structural failure of the monopole, the failure will occur at the 

breakpoint rather than at the base plate, anchor bolts, or any other point on the 

monopole.” Argument #1 centers on the fact that this is a very small margin of error and 

very dangerous when hovering so closely over houses containing human life. Since this 

tower has now been issued a permit to build, Appellant officially requests SCI Towers to 

provide a Third Party Structural Engineer Certification of the “engineered breakpoint” 

for the proposed tower to verify the actual break point and fall zone. Appellant has 

studied the letter from Engineer Michael F. Plahovinsak and does not consider it to be 

“third-party” since he designed the tower. The letter also raises several concerns (see 

Exhibit F). Among those concerns are:  1) He says he has only designed the tower to 

“withstand a 3-second gusted wind speed of 90 mph,” which sounds insufficient, 

especially during Tennessee Tornado Season. It does mention being built for a wind 

speed of 116mph but this does not list time span of sustainability. Appellant cites news 

reports from as recently as February 20, 2019 which recorded wind gusts in Tennessee 

of 123 mph.3 Even closer to home—and therefore more alarming-- is a 2017 report 

which stated: 

“As the QLCS (quasi-linear convective system) moved across the 
region, widespread damaging winds were reported in nearly every county 
along and west of I-24 across Middle Tennessee, with winds estimated up 

																																																								
3 “123 MPH wind gusts recorded in Greene County,” WVLT Channel 8, 
https://www.wvlt.tv/content/news/123-MPH-wind-gusts-recorded-in-Greene-County-
506107901.html 
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to 100 mph in some areas. These intense downbursts winds damaged 
numerous homes and businesses...”4 

 
 The letter also mentioned a “theoretical fall radius” in its discussion on 

breakpoint technology. Appellant has known and opposed from the beginning that the 

tower is too tall in comparison to surrounding structures that if collapsed upon, would be 

impacted, including nearby residents or children. Plahovinsak also admits that while the 

upper 85’ of the pole has been designed to meet the wind loads of the design, “the lower 

portion of the pole has been designed with a minimum 10% extra capacity.”  This is far 

too small a number with far too high a potential consequence. He continues with very 

uncertain promises on which human life depends: 

“Assuming the pole has been designed according to my design, and well 
maintained, in the event of a failure due to extreme wind and comparable 
appurtenance antenna load (winds in excess of the design wind load), it 
would yield/buckle at the 55’ elevation. The yielded section would result 
in a maximum 85’ fall radius, but would most likely remain connected 
and hang from the standing section.” 
 

  When human lives are at stake, nearby residents find no comfort in words like 

“assuming,” “in the event of a failure,” or “most likely.” They appreciate the fact that the 

tower is well-designed but what is built by a human is subject to human error. Appellant 

also cites concerns over the WirelesssEstimator.com data that says that every month in 

America a cell tower catches fire, plus the site’s other research which includes 1530 total 

results upon searching cell tower fires (with almost 100 articles on tower fires).5  The 

reason for their urgent concern is that said tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. sits just yards 

away from Speedway Gas Station also on the same LEVOG property. Should a cell-tower 

																																																								
4	https://www.weather.gov/ohx/20170309, National Weather Service, March, 2017	
5 “Cell Tower Fires,” WirelessEstimator.com, http://wirelessestimator.com/about-
wirelessestimator-com/search-results/?search=fires,  
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fire occur, they argue that this could be a deadly, explosive event and result in massive 

loss to human life. In keeping with this theme and with Appellant’s request for the NEPA 

(National Environmental Protection Act) EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment), they 

request it be thoroughly researched as to what the impact would be of a cell tower collapse 

to neighboring communities. If not all goes according to planned and the breakpoint 

malfunctioned, it would do serious damage to property, structures, or even cause potential 

death to nearby lives, including children. 

  Again, please watch Appellant’s exclusive cell tower montage video at 

https://youtu.be/NpDWZYCe5vU and see Exhibit E for images of its 25 examples in the 

United States where cell fires either caught fire, collapsed in full due to breakpoint 

technology failure, or due to other causes such as wind or ice.  

Argument #3 

Permit Should Be Revoked Because Precedent is Set in Multiple Court Rulings for 
Negative Aesthetic Impact Being Taken Into Account for Permit Denial; also: Local 

Realtor Letters Are Submitted Herein to Testify to The Truth of Cell Towers 
Devaluing Properties (see Exhibit G). 

 Under SUBSTITUTE ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415, Appellant has found 

multiple violations being committed by the building of this proposed tower: 

C.1.d. “The applicant shall demonstrate that through location, 
construction, or stealthing, the proposed facility or network of facilities 
will have minimum visual impact upon the appearance of adjacent 
properties and the views and vistas from adjacent residential 
neighborhoods and pedestrian environment, while retaining viable 
opportunities for future collocation, provided applications for designs 
consistent with the design guidelines provided for in subsection 5.f of this 
section shall be deemed to have met the requirement of this subsection.”  
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 This project’s tower will have MAXIMUM (not “minimum”) visual impact upon 

the appearance of adjacent properties and the views and vistas from adjacent residential 

neighborhoods and pedestrian environment. According to the National Institute for 

Science, Law and Public Policy in Washington, D.C., 94% of people polled say they will 

not rent or buy near a cell tower and that property values can drop up to 20%.6 

 Next: 

• 5d. d. “New telecommunication facility support structures may 
not be erected to a height greater than the height surrounding utility 
poles or street lights, whichever is greater. If no utility poles are present, 
the total height shall be built to a maximum height of 35’, including 
antennas, lightning rods or other extensions. All new proposed 
structures, or a stealth telecommunications support structure replacing an 
existing support structure or alternative structure, within the ROW shall 
be designed for a minimum of two PWSF providers.”  

 

This tower would be 140-150’ high, much taller than the height of surrounding 

utility poles, which is no more than 40 ft., and much taller than the approx. 35’ light 

poles. 

 Installation of proposed tower would inflict on surrounding community adverse 

impacts that Codes Ordinances were enacted to prevent. Appellant submits as evidence 

letters gathered from area Realtors and Brokers affirming the difficulty in selling homes 

near towers in the Nashville area (see Exhibit G). Residents argue that for most in this 

																																																								
6 “Survey by the National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy Indicates Cell Towers and 
Antennas Negatively Impact Interest in Real Estate Properties,” Emily Roberson, July 03, 2014,	
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140703005726/en/Survey-National-Institute-
Science-Law-Public-Policy#.VNRBPp3F-So	
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community, their homes are their main and only investment, and this tower is going to 

dilute and devalue that. 

 While many refuse to rent or buy near a tower for health concerns, an over-

whelming majority says it is a loss of property value that they dread most immediately, 

mainly due to the loss of aesthetic appeal their homes will lose.  Appellant cites the 

following article and study on “Visual Pollution” from John Copeland Nagle of Notre 

Dame, which also contains multiple citations on court precedents:7 

“...Residents repeatedly object to the environmental, health, safety, and 
especially aesthetic harms of cell phone towers, which in turn lead to 
claims of reduced property values. As National Public Radio's Noah 
Adams reported in November 2004, "Americans everywhere from 
Manhattan to Hollywood take their cell phones for granted, but in many 
parts of the country where scenery is cherished, cell phone towers have 
been called visual pollution."8  

 
Cell phone towers are just the most recent target of visual pollution 
complaints. The term visual pollution has been used by courts, academics, 
and environmental groups to explain their distaste for ugly buildings, 
telephone towers, billboards, flags and signs, and numerous other images 
that have been derided as polluting the visual landscape.9 As Chief Justice 

																																																								
7 “Cell Phone Towers as Visual Pollution,” John Copeland Nagle, Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & 
Public Policy, Vol. 23, Article 7, Issue 2, Symposium on the Environment, M, 1-1-2012 

8 3. Day to Day: Squaring off Over "Frankenpines" in the Adirondacks (NPR radio broadcast Nov. 22, 
2004), available at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4182101. For additional 
descriptions of cell phone.towers as visual pollution, see AT&T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Va. 
Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 427 (4th Cir. 1998); Avoid Cell Tower Pollution, CHATTANOOGA TIMEs FREE 
PRESS, May 30, 2007, at B7; Eric Peterson, Silo to Hide Cellular Tower, Schaumburg OK's Church's 
Request, DAILY HERALD, Aug. 11, 2004, at 1; Richard Quinn, New Cell Towers, Public Protests Rising 
Together, VIRGINIAN-PILOT [NORFOLK, VA.], Oct. 7, 2007, at B1; Visual Pollution, BURLINGTON 
FREE PRESS [VT.], Feb. 23, 2003, at 10A; The Early Show: Cell Phone Towers in Disguise (CBS 
television broadcast Nov. 29, 2006), available at http:// www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=2214391 
n%3fsource=search video; ScenicNevada. org, Taming Wireless Telecommunications Towers, 
http://www.scenicnevada.org/main/ towers.html. 

9  For judicial references to visual pollution, see, e.g., Ballen v. City of Redmond, 466 F.3d 736, 744 (9th 
Cir. 2006) (billboards); Shivwits Band of Paiute Indians v. Utah, 428 F.3d 966, 983 (10th Cir. 2005) 
(billboards); Cleveland Area Bd. of Realtors v. City of Euclid, 88 F.3d 382, 384 (6th Cit. 1996) (residential 
signs); Kramer v. Gov't of V.I., 479 F.2d 350, 352 (3d Cit. 1973) (drive-in theater); Lamar Adver. Co. v. 
Twp. of Elmira, 328 F. Supp. 2d 725, 729 (E.D. Mich. 2004) (billboards); People v. Amerada Hess Corp., 
765 N.Y.S.2d 202, 205 (N.Y. Dist. Ct. 2003) (gas stations); Blue Legs v. EPA, 732 F. Supp. 81, 83 (D.S.D. 
1990) (waste dumps); State v. Watson, 6 P.3d 752, 758 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2000) (trash); Stearn v. County of 
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Burger once wrote, "[E]very large billboard adversely affects the envi- 
ronment, for each destroys a unique perspective on the landscape and adds 
to the visual pollution of the city. Pollution is not limited to the air we 
breathe and the water we drink; it can equally offend the eye and the 
ear."10  
 
Visual pollution is a fascinating example of pollution. Ordinarily, we 
associate pollution with air pollution, water pollution, and hazardous 
wastes. But we also worry about hostile work environments "polluted" by 
discrimination, claims of cultural pollution leveled against violent 
entertainment and internet pornography, and political processes polluted 
by excessive campaign spending. As I have argued elsewhere, a wide 
range of pollution claims have long appeared in the law and literature, 
with the idea of moral pollution preceding the contemporary under- 
standing of pollution as a uniquely environmental phenomenon.11 Some of 
these other pollution claims persist, as evidenced by the kinds of pollution  
discussed in legal and political debates and by the continuing role  
Offensive sights fit within this broader understanding of pollution. These 
offensive sights are polluting agents because their appearance is found 
objectionable. A polluting agent is placed into the environment by a sign, 
a tower, a building, or a disorganized pile of materials. The affected 
environment is the heretofore uncluttered outdoor landscape. The most 
common harm associated with visual pollution is the annoyance resulting 
from the perception of something that is judged unsightly. That is not the 
only harm, though. Signs, communications towers, and discarded cars 
have all been blamed for reducing property values and inhibiting the 

																																																																																																																																																																					

San Bernardino, 170 Cal. App. 4th 434 (Cal. Ct. App. 2009) (billboards); Am. Nat'l Bank & Trust Co. v. 
City of Chi., 568 N.E.2d 25, 35-36 (11. App. Ct. 1990) (building that blocked view); Mayor & City 
Council of Balt. v. Mano Swartz, Inc., 299 A.2d 828, 833 (Md. 1973) (billboards); John Donnelly & Sons, 
Inc. v. Outdoor Adver. Bd., 339 N.E.2d 709, 718 (Mass. 1975) (bill- boards); Mtn. Cmtys. for Responsible 
Energy v. Pub. Serv. Comm., 665 S.E.2d 315, 329 (W. Va. 2008) (affirming an administrative decision 
allowing the construction of 124 wind turbines because "'[s]ome people consider them eyesores they do not 
want in their backyards. Others consider them elegant or beautiful.'"). For some of the other references to 
visual pollution, see Final National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permits for 
the Eastern Portion of Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) of the Gulf of Mexico (GMG280000) and Record of 
Decision, 63 Fed. Reg. 55,718, 55,722 (Oct. 16, 1998) (noting that an Alabama coastal city had complained 
that offshore drilling structures constituted visual pollution); Sunrise Powerlink Project: Final EIR/EIS 3-
1663 (Oct. 2008) (comment from the Sierra Club Visual Pollution Task Force objecting to "visual pollution 
and visual impacts of the 150 miles of 160 foot-tall and 65 foot-wide transmission towers covering some of 
San Diego's formerly most scenic parks and neighbourhoods"); Harvey K. Flad, Country Clutter: Vis- ual 
Pollution and the Rural Landscape, 553 ANNALS AM. AcAD. POL. & Soc. ScI. 117 (1997); Lesley K. 
McAllister, Revisitinga "PromisingInstitution7-PublicLaw Litigationin the Civil Law World, 24 GA. ST. U. 
L. REv. 693, 730 (2008) (noting that Brazilian prosecutors regarded the reduction of visual pollution as one 
of their six priority areas); Peter J. Howe, Storefront Tobacco Ads Said to Target Students, BOSTON 
GLOBE, Sept. 11, 1998, at B2 (cigarette advertisements).  

10 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 560-61 (1980) (Burger, C.J., dissenting).  

11 6. See John Copeland Nagle, The Idea of Pollution, 43 U.C. Davis L. REV. __ (forthcoming 2009). 
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enjoyment of neighboring property. Aesthetic concerns have also been 
linked to human health and blamed for depriving land- owners of the 
cultural identity of their neighborhood. Billboards have been accused of 
distracting drivers, degrading public taste, encouraging needless 
consumption, and desecrating the landscape. Billboards also illustrate the 
cumulative nature of visual pollution, for the sight of a solitary billboard 
proves much less objectionable than a highway that is filled with them. 
Visual pollution rarely results from a purposeful effort to offend the 
aesthetic sensibilities of others, though the person or organization that 
introduces the sight to the landscape may expect that the sensibilities of 
many viewers will be offended. Visual pollution also illustrates the three 
ways of responding to pollution. Toleration is the initial response. 
Toleration is championed by First Amendment scholars as the appropriate 
response to claims of cultural pollution resulting from violent 
entertainment and internet pornography (though not the appropriate 
response for hostile work environments). The idea of tolerating pollution 
may seem foreign to environmental law, but in fact many environmental 
laws prescribe the tolerable amount of air or water pollution, or they 
establish the permissible tolerances for pesticides. Prevention is the second 
response to pollution. Here the goal is to altogether eliminate pollution by 
preventing it from occurring. The Pollution Prevention Act states the 
national policy of the United States that pollution should be prevented or 
reduced at the source whenever feasible.12 The act establishes a program 
for achieving that goal, but it is generally understood that zero pollution is 
a goal our society has so far been unwilling to pay to achieve. So the most 
common response to pollution is avoidance. The law variously encourages 
dilution, filtering, separating pollution and its victims, and the treatment 
and removal of pollution as methods to reduce the harms resulting from 
exposure to pollution.13  
This Essay seeks to analyze the idea of visual pollution in the con- text of 
cell phone towers. Part I provides a general description of the nature of, 
and responses to, visual pollution. Part II examines the debate concerning 
the aesthetics of cell phone towers, which pits affected residents against 
cellular providers, with local governments exercising their traditional 
powers of land use regulation while being constrained by a federal law 
designed to promote wireless services. Part III reflects on the lessons that 

																																																								

12 42 U.S.C. § 13101(b) (2000). Pollution prevention also appears in other fed- eral statutes. A primary goal 
of the Clean Air Act (CAA) is to encourage or otherwise promote reasonable actions for pollution 
prevention. 42 U.S.C. § 7401(c) (2000). The Clean Water Act (CWA) supports activities and programs for 
the prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1253(a), 1254(a) (2000). The 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act declares that wherever feasible, the generation of hazardous 
wastes is to be reduced or eliminated as expeditiously as possible. 42 U.S.C. § 6902(b) (2000).  

13 See generally John Copeland Nagle, The Three Responses to Pollution (Mar. 2009) (unpublished 
manuscript, on file with author).  
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the idea of pollution offers for controversies regarding cell phone towers, 
and the lessons that the cell phone tower controversies offer for 
understanding pollution in other contexts.  
 
                                      I. VISUAL POLLUTION  
 
The first reported case to acknowledge "visual pollution" rejected a 
challenge to a gas station to be located in the downtown shopping area of a 
Detroit suburb.14 Two years later, the same court upheld another Detroit 
suburb's rejection of a proposed high-rise sign to advertise another gas 
station located along Interstate 75. The court enthusiastically embraced 
municipal aesthetic regulation: The modern trend is to recognize that a 
community's aesthetic well-being can contribute to urban man's 
psychological and emotional stability. It is true that the question of what is 
beautiful and pleasing is for each individual to decide. We should begin to 
realize, however, that a visually satisfying city can stimulate an identity 
and pride which is the foundation for social responsibility and citizenship. 
These are proper concerns of the general welfare. Yellin,  Visual Pollution 
and Aesthetic Regulation 12, The Municipal Attorney 186 (1971). 
Madison Heights has determined that its citizens' well-being will be 
served best by preventing the visual pollution which occurs when high-rise 
signs dot major thorough- fares. It has sought to do this by limiting the 
height of freestanding signs within its boundaries. The use of such signs 
for advertising purposes is often done with little regard for their natural or 
man-made environment. Their garishness often intrudes on a citizen's 
visual senses. Property owners do have the right to put their property to 
profitable use. But, we do not think that the right to advertise a business is 
such that a businessman may appropriate common airspace and destroy 
common vistas. Nor do we believe that the right to advertise a business 
means the right to interfere with the landscape and the views along public 
thoroughfares."15 
The concurring judge warned, however, that "[w]e will all live to rue the 
day that public officials are permitted to meddle in private affairs on 
aesthetic considerations since . .. each person has his own yardstick for  
the evaluation of matters aesthetic."'16 Of course, the law struggled with 
aesthetic concerns long before the term visual pollution was coined. 

																																																								
14 Pure Oil Div. of Union Oil Co. of Cal. v. City of Northville, 183 N.W.2d 303, 304 (Mich. Ct. App. 
1970). The suburb's website now boasts of the "charming and relaxed setting of downtown Northville." 
Northville Downtown!, http://downtown northville.org/.  

	

15 Sun Oil Co. v. City of Madison Heights, 199 N.W.2d 525, 529 (Mich. Ct. App. 1972).  

16 Id. at 530 (Targonski, J., concurring in the result).  
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Traditionally, aesthetic complaints were insufficient to establish a 
nuisance. As Horace Wood's treatise explained over a century ago, "[T]he 
law will not declare a thing a nuisance because it is unpleasant to the 
eye.'"17 The courts repeatedly rejected assertions that aesthetic objections 
to junk yards, fences, and other things as unsightly rendered those objects 
a nuisance.18 The basis for those decisions was the reluctance of courts to 
find that offenses to one's sense of aesthetics constituted an injury that 
could be remedied by the courts.19  
"The cases rejecting aesthetic nuisances are now in tension with other 
areas of the law. Aesthetic concerns were once held insufficient to support 
zoning laws, but the modern trend is to uphold zoning con- ducted for 
aesthetic purposes." 20  Other areas of the law now accept aesthetic 
concerns as a valid purpose, too. 21  Moreover, several academic 
commentators have favored the acceptance of aesthetic nuisance cases. 
Raymond Coletta has argued that "it seems somewhat incongruous to 
allow individuals redress for offenses to their senses of hearing and smell, 
but at the same time to deny them a remedy for offenses to their sense of 
sight."22 

																																																								
17 HORACE G. WOOD, A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAW OF NUISANCES IN THEIR 
VARIoUS FoRMs; INCLUDING REMEDIES THEREFOR AT LAW AND IN EQUITY 24 (3d ed. 1893); 
see also DAN B. DOBBS, THE LAW OF TORTS 1331 (2000) ("[B]ecause tastes differ and criteria for 
aesthetic judgment are deemed unreliable, courts have been reluctant to say that an inappropriate and ugly 
sight can be a nuisance."); W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER & KEETON ON THE LAw OF 
TORTS 626 & n.3 (5th ed. 1984) (indicating that "mere unsightliness" does not constitute a nuisance, but 
that "aesthetic considerations . . . play an important part in determining reasonable use"); John Cope- land 
Nagle, Moral Nuisances, 50 EMORY L.J. 265 (2001) (discussing the application of nuisance law to 
aesthetic harms).  

18 See, e.g., Bixby v. Cravens, 156 P. 1184, 1187 (Okla. 1917) (holding that an unsightly fence did not 
constitute a nuisance because landowners are "not compelled to consult the 'aesthetic taste' of their 
neighbors" when building a fence); Mathewson v. Primeau, 395 P.2d 183, 189 (Wash. 1964) (holding that 
the unsightliness of a pig farm did not create a nuisance); State Rd. Comm'n of W. Va. v. Oakes, 149 
S.E.2d 293, 300 (W. Va. 1966) (rejecting a nuisance claim against the storage of rubbish near a road).  

19 See generally Raymond Robert Coletta, The Case of Aesthetic Nuisance: Rethinking Traditional Judicial 
Alttitudes,48OHIOST.L.J.141,145-48(1987)(explaining that courts refused to find a nuisance based on 
mere unsightliness because of the belief that aesthetic harms are subjective and de minimis).  

20 Nagle, supra note 13, at 286.  

21 See, e.g., Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26, 36 (1954) (holding that aesthetic concerns can justify a use of 
the government's eminent domain power). See generally Coletta, supra note 15, at 159 & n. 111 (citing 
cases illustrating that "many federal and state courts have upheld a wide variety of aesthetically oriented 
regulations" since Berman).  

22 Coletta, supra note 15, at 165-66. Coletta adds that "there is no physiological reason for treating visual 
perceptions any differently from noise or smell." Id. at 166.  
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 Also cited by Appellant as proof of Aesthetic Impact being given court precedent 
in previous rulings are the following 5 cases (findings are bolded): 
 
 

1. Voice Stream PCS I, LLC v. City of Hillsboro 

301 F. Supp. 2d 1251 (D. Or. 2004)  

See St. Croix County. 342 F.3d at 831; Troup County. 296 F.3d at 1219; 
Todd. 244 F.3d at 61; Pine Grove Township. 181 F.3d at 408; ATT 
Wireless PCS. Inc. v. City Council of the City of Virginia Beach. 155 
F.3d 423, 430-31 n. 6 (4th Cir. 1999);  see also H.R. Conf. Rep. 104-458, 
at 208, reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 124, at 222 (contemplating that 
localities properly can base decision on aesthetic impact). Plaintiff does 
not cite, and the court could not find, any authority holding that the 
TCA renders aesthetic concerns an invalid basis upon which to base 
a permit denial. 

 
2. Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 

244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001)     

Holding that the TCA does not prevent “municipalities from 
exercising their traditional prerogative to restrict and control 
development based on aesthetic considerations” 

Town of Amherst, 173 F.3d at 14. But see AT T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. 
City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428 (4th Cir. 
1998)  (holding that the "prohibits" clause applies to general blanket 
bans on services and not to individual zoning decisions). Nonetheless, 
Southwestern Bell does not seriously pursue an argument in its brief that 
the denial of its application was "an effective prohibition," and it 
specifically abandoned such a contention at oral argument. 

 
3.   Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 

244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001) 
 
Finding there was adequate evidentiary support for denial when the 
tower was of a different magnitude than anything else in the vicinity" 
and was "out of keeping with the residential uses in close proximity 
to it" 
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Although some of the evidence before the Board did consist of general 
statements that the tower was an eyesore, these statements did not 
dominate the debate. The majority of the objections to the visual impact 
of the tower specifically addressed whether this 150-foot tower was 
appropriate for this particular location, on the top of a fifty-foot hill in the 
middle of a cleared field. The location has no trees, was in the geographic 
center of town, would be visible at all seasons of the year, and would be 
seen daily by approximately 25% of the Town's population. It was also 
located in close proximity to three schools and two residential 
subdivisions. The closest of these two subdivisions, the Carey Hill 
Estates, had houses that were located only 200 feet away. Indeed, this 
subdivision was in such close proximity to the tower that Southwestern 
Bell used Carey Hill Estates construction plans as a reference map when 
drawing up the proposed plans for the tower. Purchasers who had placed 
deposits on houses that were to be built in this subdivision indicated that 
the tower would be plainly visible from their land.  Finally, we note that 
the Board also based its minimal visual impact conclusion upon the fact 
that the tower would be painted in alternating red and white sections and 
would have a night beacon. The tower would only have these features 
because the FAA requires them. Though the Leicester Wireless Bylaw 
prohibits bright coloration and night lighting, it allows deviations from 
that prohibition when required by the FAA. To the extent that the Board's 
objection was based upon the failure to paint the tower a neutral color, 
the Board improperly relied upon this evidence to justify its decision. 
Because we conclude that there was substantial evidence to support the 
denial without the inclusion of this factor, it does not affect the outcome 
of this case.  

	

4. Southeast Towers, LLC v. Pickens County 

625 F. Supp. 2d 1293 (N.D. Ga. 2008)  

Finding that the local government's denial "was not based merely 
upon general objections to the aesthetic appeal of a 
telecommunications tower; rather, photographs and specific 
supporting testimony demonstrated that the proposed tower would 
have a specific and material impact" 

Substantial evidence means "`such relevant evidence which a reasonable 
mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.'" American Tower 
LP v. City of Huntsville, 295 F.3d 1203, 1207 (11th Cir. 2002) (quoting AT 
T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 
(4th Cir. 1998)).  "`It requires more than a mere scintilla but less than a 
preponderance.'" 
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5.  Sprint Spectrum v. Charter Tp. of West Bloomfield 
141 F. Supp. 2d 795 (E.D. Mich. 2001)    

Distinguishing other cases on the ground that the tower in that case was 
opposed by a "significant number of community residents" 

In ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423 (4th 
Cir. 1998),  the court held that the denial of a permit, based upon aesthetic 
concerns, was supported by substantial evidence in the record. 

 
Argument #4: 

 

      Permit Should Be Revoked Because Circulating Site Plans and Photos Do        
Not Adequately Show the Close Proximity to the 1,000 Homes Within the  
 100 ft. - ½ mile Radius of Tower and are Misleading (see Exhibit H). 

 Appellants submit new photographic representations of the close proximity of the 

tower to the affected homes.  The circulating photos do not adequately reveal the 

surrounding 1,000 homes and are therefore, misleading. Skeleton site maps are 

inadequate and aerial views (if too-high up) are insufficient to bring life to the 

neighboring homes affected. Please see Exhibit H for photos of maps. 

Argument #5 

Permit Should Be Revoked Because the Tower Could be Later Increased in 
Height Without Community Consent Under The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job 

Creation Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat. 156) and Appellants 
Submit Evidence of These Premeditated Intentions (See Exhibit I). 

 Due to the U.S. ordinance called the MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job 

Creation act of 201223, towers can be modified without restraint or further approval 

according to §6409A. This would cause even more adverse negative impact.   The Middle 

																																																								
23 MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 
“http://www.naco.org/sites/default/files/Model-Ord-NACo.pdf 
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Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Pub.L. 112–96, H.R. 3630, 126 Stat. 156, 

enacted February 22, 2012), also known as the "payroll tax cut", was an Act of the United 

States Congress. Section 6409(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 

2012 mandates that a State or local government approve certain wireless broadband 

facilities siting requests for modifications and collocations of wireless transmission 

equipment on an existing tower or base station that does not result in a substantial change 

to the physical dimensions of such tower or base station.  Appellant submits that this 

flings wide open the door to future tower additions that would be out of their control with 

no way to appeal it. 

 In fact, research already shows this is being planned. According to 

AntennaSearch.com, this tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd in Old Hickory is already 

appearing on such tower-search sites and on those listings it documents the tower as 

being 172.9 feet tall (see Exhibit I). This surely is the ultimate intent of SCI Towers or 

whoever down the road will seek to grow the tower. And in a Statement of Compliance 

letter from Attorney Joel Hargis dated October 14, 2019, it does state: 
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 It is obvious that SCI Towers has no intent on keeping this tower at 140’. Upon 

first learning of the tower, Appellants were told it was 150’ tall but that The Hermitage 

(as a Historic Property) had requested it be reduced to 140’ since it is abutting to their 

property and would be an eyesore. Furthermore, the site drawings show an unusually 

wide foundation for a tall, thin monopole, and so by all appearances it seems that SCI 

Towers is premeditating to plant and then quickly grow this tower. Between the 

AntennaSearch.com measurement of 172.9’, the Metro Ordinance which allows them to 

add up to 50% of an increase due to the fact that a tornado siren will be attached, and the 

MIDDLE CLASS TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 which would write the 

owners a blank check on increasing height, the residents strongly object to this, as would 

The Hermitage, Historic Home of President Andrew Jackson, had they been told about 

this prior to their Section 106 letter. And perhaps they should be. 

     Argument #6 

 Permit Should Be Revoked Because Burden Of Proof by SCI to Prove        
Coverage Gaps Has Not Been Properly Met, Per Cited Court Precedent(s) 

 

 Appellant argues that the burden of proof is upon Appellee to prove legitimate 

gaps in cell coverage in this vicinity.  They understand that under Tennessee Code §13-

24-305, Appellee is not required to provide justification of “radio frequency need.” That 

is not necessarily what is requested. But, in a Statement of Compliance letter from 

Attorney Joel Hargis dated October 14, 2019 multiple inaccurate statements were found: 
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 Appellate notes that above in paragraph one it states, “There are no existing 

wireless telecommunication towers within the search area which would meet its network 

objectives,” and it says in paragraph 3, “There are no existing towers within a one-mile 

radius of the proposed site...” but these statements are not true. According to 

AntennaSearch.com, there are 36 towers or cellular antennas within a TWO mile radius 

of proposed site at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd in Old Hickory (see Exhibit I). With this in 

mind, colocation is surely a better option that can be explored, and Appellants requested 

this on August 8, 2019. Appellants request further information be provided to prove that 

there is indeed a legitimate gap in this specific locale, since	statements	about	achieving	

Verizon’s	“network	goals”	or	network	objectives”	is	not	in	the	best	interest	of	those	

petitioning,	which	 is	 the	 community	majority.	 They	 cite these 5 court cases that set 

precedent when using the “gaps” and “coverage” argument in such a preceding (finding 

are bolded): 
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1. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Fairfax County Board of Supervisors 

672 F.3d 259 (4th Cir. 2012)     

Affirming the denial of plaintiff's application where its “several 
declarations, along with some exhibits” simply presented “very 
general conclusions regarding the feasibility of alternative locations, 
including repeated assertions that the locations ‘would not allow T–
Mobile to meet its coverage objectives' ” 

Our previous opinions addressing subsection (B)(i)(II) have established 
certain principles, which guide the review of challenges brought under 
that subsection. In our decision in AT&T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City 
Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir.1998)  (Virginia 
Beach), we considered a local governing body's denial of an application 
submitted jointly by four telecommunication companies, which sought 
approval to construct two communications towers in a residential area. 

 

2. T-Mobile Central, LLC v. Charter Township of West Bloomfield 

 691 F.3d 794 (6th Cir. 2012)     

Holding that T-Mobile's consideration and rejection of suggest 
alternative sites was "sufficient to make the requisite 'showing as to the 
intrusiveness or necessity of its proposed means of closing that gap'" 

As a threshold matter, we must first determine whether the denial of a 
single application from T–Mobile can constitute an effective prohibition. 
The Township places great stock in precedents from the Fourth Circuit, 
which has held that only a general, blanket ban on the construction of all 
new wireless facilities would constitute an “impermissible prohibition of 
wireless services under the TCA.” MetroPCS, 400 F.3d at 730 (citing AT & 
T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428 (4th 
Cir.1998)  (holding that only “blanket prohibitions” and “general bans or 
policies” affecting all wireless providers count as effective prohibition of 
wireless services under the TCA)). However, the large majority of circuits 
have rejected this approach. 

3. APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Lower Yoder Township 

111 F. Supp. 2d 664 (W.D. Pa. 2000)   
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Holding that Defendant was entitled to summary judgment where Plaintiff 
failed to demonstrate that it was treated differently with respect to the 
erection of a telecommunications tower in a specific zoning district 

Nonetheless, it is dicta that finds support in other cases. See Town of Amherst, 
173 F.3d at 16 n. 7; AT&T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 
155 F.3d 423, 426-28 (4th Cir. 1998)  (Luttig J.). I will exercise my discretion 
and consider Mr. Tuttle's affidavit to the extent that it contains admissible 
evidence. Even when the facts adduced in Tuttle's affidavit are added to the 
mix, APT still cannot show that the defendants violated the TCA. First, APT 
has not tendered any evidence to demonstrate that there is a "significant gap in 
the ability of remote users to access the national telephone network." 

4 & 5. (Metropcs Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco No. C-02-3442 PJH      
(N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2003)  and ATT	Wireless	PCS	v.	City	Council	of	Virginia		 				
Beach,	155	F.3d	423,	429	(4th	Cir.	1998).		 

Distinguishing between a "gap" in coverage and a "dead spot" 

See, e.g., New Par v. City of Saginaw, 301 F.3d 390, 395 (6th Cir. 2002) 
(explaining the range of requirements adopted); Southwestern Bell Mobile 
Syst. v. Todd, 244 F.3d 51, 59 (1st Cir. 2001) (same). Some courts have 
held that the governing local body must issue full findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, see. e.g., Omnipoint Communications. Inc. v. 
Planning Zoning Comm'n, 83 F. Supp.2d 306, 309 (D. Conn. 2000), while 
others state that merely stamping the word "DENIED" on an 
application is sufficient, ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia 
Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th Cir. 1998).  In Todd, the First Circuit 
reviewed these precedents, and noted that "[b]oth of these approaches 
seem flawed." 

PCS marketing materials claiming coverage throughout the Bay Area with 
Nahmanson Decl. ¶ 19 (describing "significant gap" in Richmond 
coverage); Schwartz Decl. ¶ 7 (describing degrading of  network based 
on "seemingly small coverage holes and weak spots"); Tr. 163:1-7 
(MetroPCS claiming it "can't service this neighborhood" without 5200 
Geary installation). Summary judgment on this issue for both parties is 
thus denied. 

Service Gap MetroPCS claims next that while it offers some service in 
the Bay Area, the City's refusal to permit it to install the antenna at 
the 5200 Geary site creates a gap in its service that is sufficiently wide 
to constitute a denial of service. To prevail on a claim under § 
332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) based on a service gap, MetroPCS must show first 
that "its facility will fill an existing significant gap in the ability of 
remote users to access the national telephone network," and next, that 
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"the manner in which it proposes to fill the significant gap in service 
is the least intrusive on the values that the denial sought to serve." 
APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Penn Township Butler County of 
Pennsylvania, 196 F.3d 469, 480 (3rd Cir. 1999); see also Cellular 
Telephone Co. v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the Borough of Ho-Ho-
Kus, 197 F.3d 64, 69 (3rd Cir. 1999).  

a. "Significant Gap" There is a circuit split as to what constitutes a 
"significant gap" in services. The Third Circuit has held that a "significant 
gap" is a gap in coverage that no provider has been able to fill — so if any 
provider has provided coverage for the area, no significant gap exists. 
APT Pittsburgh, 196 F.3d at 480. The First Circuit has held, on policy 
grounds, that a "significant gap" exists if any provider cannot provide 
general service in a certain area, even if other providers can. Second 
Generation, 313 F.3d at 634 (reviewing case law of other circuits, 
legislative history, and policies behind Telecommunications Act). In 
other words, APT Pittsburgh holds that a "significant gap" in services 
is a gap as perceived by all the users of a network, and Second 
Generation holds that a "significant gap" in services is a gap as 
perceived by a service provider, or an individual user subscribed to a 
specific service provider, in the network.  

The court finds the First Circuit position more 
persuasive. Second Generation argues that the policy considerations 
behind the Telecommunications Act were to encourage competition in the 
wireless telecommunications marketplace, and that the Third Circuit's 
position does not adequately do so.  

To use an example from this case, it is of little comfort to the 
customer who uses ATT Wireless . . . who cannot get service along the 
significant geographic gap which may exist along Route 128 that a 
Cingular Wireless customer does get some service in that gap. of course, 
that ATT Wireless customer could switch to Cingular Wireless. 

 
In addition, even if MetroPCS prevails on the "significant gap" 

issue, MetroPCS must next demonstrate that its proposed installation at 
5200 Geary is the only acceptable option to provide coverage for the 
Richmond district.  

Thus, the court finds that a "significant gap" is a gap in any 
individual service provider's coverage in a specific area. This gap, 
however, must be a significant gap and not merely individual "dead 
spots" within a greater service area. Therefore, once a provider has 
some general coverage in an area, even if certain "dead zone" holes 
exist in certain specific locations, no "significant gap" 
exists. Willoth, 176 F.3d at 643-44.   
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                                 Argument #7 

       Permit Should Be Revoked Because Appellees Never Disclosed Alternate Tower  
Sites That Was Requested on 8/8/19 & 8/22/19. Proof is Submitted Herein of 36 

Towers/Antennas Found in a 2 Mile Radius (see Exhibit J) 

 Appellant argues that Appellees never disclosed the alternative sites they were 

required to disclose in Metro ORDINANCE NO. BL2016-415 4.e.(v). Attorney Joel 

Hargis, was asked for this information at the August 8th Berryville Baptist Meeting and 

Attorney Emily Lamb was asked for it at the August 22nd meeting at Eastgate Creative 

Christian Fellowship. Herein are cited 5 court cases where precedent was set concerning 

this requirement: 

1. Airtouch Cellular v. City of El Cajon 

83 F. Supp. 2d 1158 (S.D. Cal. 2000) 

Holding that the denial of Airtouch's tower did not have the effect of 
denying services because Airtouch could have explored alternative sites. 

There is a split in authority, and no Ninth Circuit authority, on whether a 
telecommunications zoning decision can be based on constituent testimony 
alone. Compare ATT Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 
423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998)  (holding that it is proper for a legislature and its 
members to consider constituent testimony as "particularly compelling forms 
of evidence"); with Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town of Oyster Bay, 166 F.3d at 
496 (2nd Cir. 1999) (finding that a "few generalized expressions of concern 
with `aesthetics' cannot serve as substantial evidence"); Hearing Zone Rd. of 
Pine Grove Tp., 181 F.3d at 409 (3rd Cir. 1999) (same). The Court agrees that 
a decision must be based on more than just residents' concern about 
neighborhood aesthetics.  

 
2. Omnipoint Communications v. White Plains 

430 F.3d 529 (2d Cir. 2005)     
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Holding that Omnipoint did not meet its burden of showing that the 
proposed facility was “more feasible than other options”, where there was 
an option for co-location available that surfaced during the damages trial 
in the district court, and, although the “more feasible” alternative was 
“not in the Board's administrative record, it was an available inference 
from the facts presented to the Board.” 

Third, we reject Omnipoint's argument that the Board gave improper 
deference to community opposition. In Town of Oyster Bay, 166 F.3d at 495-
96, we declined to rule whether constituent comments amount to substantial 
evidence, and noted tension between Omnipoint Corp. v. Zoning Hearing Bd., 
20 F.Supp.2d 875, 880 (E.D.Pa. 1998) (holding that "unsubstantiated personal 
opinions" expressing "[g]eneralized concerns . . . about the aesthetic and 
visual impacts on the neighborhood do not amount to substantial evidence"), 
and AT&T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Va. Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 
(4th Cir. 1998) (holding that neighbors' aesthetic concerns could constitute 
"compelling" evidence for a city council). In this case, some of the residents' 
comments may amount to no more than generalized hostility, such as the 
objection that the tower was being dumped on them rather than on their more 
affluent neighbors in Scarsdale. 

 
3. New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC v. Town of Fenton 

  
 843 F. Supp. 2d 236 (N.D.N.Y. 2012)     
 
 Finding it relevant that unlike the plaintiff in White Plains, the plaintiff 
 “provide[d] a photo  simulation of the site from which the cell 
 tower  would  be most visible ... when the deciduous trees were bare.” 

 See, e.g., R. 253 (Chairman suggesting the service gap might be better 
handled by another tower in neighboring Chenango County or elsewhere), 369 
(Chairman joking that there are more cows than people in Chenango County, 
and both species might not care about a cell tower there), 375 (Chairman 
speculating that alternative, less intrusive sites might be available elsewhere), 
379 (Chairman suggesting several alternative sites in other towns), 383 
(Chairman proposing that ATT get “creative” in considering alternatives, 
e.g., in a neighboring town). 

 
4. Michael Linet, Inc. v. Village of Wellington 

  
          408 F.3d 757 (11th Cir. 2005)     
	

 In Michael Linet, Inc. v. Village of Wellington, Fla., 408 F.3d 757 (11th 
Cir. 2005), the court acknowledged that one relevant factor in determining 
if a provider had met its burden under § 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) was "whether 
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the company can reasonably place a cell site in an alternative location and 
eliminate the residents' concerns." 

 The phrase "unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally 
equivalent services" was intended to provide localities with the flexibility to 
treat facilities that create different visual, aesthetic, or safety concerns 
differently to the extent permitted under generally applicable zoning 
requirements even if those facilities provide functionally equivalent services. 
H.R. Conf. No. 104-458, at 208 (1996), reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 124, 
222. Linet has not shown that he was precluded from proposing an alternative 
cell site and did not present any evidence that an alternative site  would 
adversely effect Metro PCS' cellular coverage. Moreover the alternative 
site utilized by the other provider may have had less of an impact or no impact 
on property values or otherwise not raised the same concerns as the golf 
course site  proposed by Linet. As the district court noted, the 
Telecommunications Act does not prevent the Village from treating two 
applicants different, it just prevents it doing so unreasonably. 

  
 The Village met this standard. It heard objections from residents and a realtor 

concerning the cell site’s negative impact on real estate values. The Village 
also heard testimony that the proposed site was unnecessarily close to a local 
middle school. Under our case law this testimony was sufficient to support the 
board's determination. Linet's expert testimony contradicting the adverse 
property value impact concerns was provided by a telecommunications 
executive who placed a tower in a different part of the community and a realtor 
who based his knowledge on condominium sales in a different county. This 
does not change our conclusion. The residents were worried about the impact 
of this tower on the golf course within their community, not a different tower, 
different location, or different community. Linet also failed to show that 
an alternative location was unavailable or unfeasible. 

 
 5·  Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. v. Todd 
  
      244 F.3d 51 (1st Cir. 2001  
 Holding that carrier, in bringing substantial evidence claim under the 

TCA, had the burden to establish that no feasible alternative site existed. 

 Southwestern Bell raises two objections to the Board's visual impact 
conclusion, arguing that there was no competent evidence in the record to 
support it, and that the Board could not deny the permit based upon the visual 
impact of the tower when there was no evidence of "available alternative 
site with a lesser visual impact." We deal with each of these arguments in 
turn. 

  
 Although some of the evidence before the Board did consist of general 

statements that the tower was an eyesore, these statements did not dominate 
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the debate. The majority of the objections to the visual impact of 
the tower specifically addressed whether this 150-foot tower was appropriate 
for this particular location, on the top of a fifty-foot hill in the middle of a 
cleared field. The location has no trees, was in the geographic center of town, 
would be visible at all seasons of the year, and would be seen daily by 
approximately 25% of the Town's population. It was also located in close 
proximity to three schools and two residential subdivisions. The closest of 
these two subdivisions, the Carey Hill Estates, had houses that were located 
only 200 feet away. Indeed, this subdivision was in such close proximity to 
the tower that Southwestern Bell used Carey Hill Estates construction plans as 
a reference map when drawing up the proposed plans for the tower. 
Purchasers who had placed deposits on houses that were to be built in this 
subdivision indicated that the tower would be plainly visible from their land.   

 
 Appellants request here for SCI Towers (or any other builder) to not build within 

a 2 mile radius of proposed site at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, but to 

choose some place that is further away from such a densely populated area. 

Argument #8 

     Permit Should Be Revoked or at Least “Stayed/Delayed” As Appellants   
    Are Requesting an EIA based on Multiple Allowable Reasons In NEPA’s   
    Own Requirements Per The FCC’s Title 47 CFR § 1.1307 (See Ex. K, L) 

 47 CFR §1.1307 states the following reasons that a tower site must be required to 

have an Environmental Impact Assessments, and the Appellant cites six as being 

pertinent to the proposed tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory: 

“An EA must be submitted if the antenna structure may have a significant environmental 
impact as defined by the FCC’s 47 CFR §1.1307 of the Commission’s rules. An 
Environmental Assessment (EA) is required:  
 

§ If the facilities may affect listed threatened or endangered species or 
designated critical habitats; or are likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of any proposed endangered or threatened species or likely to result 
in the destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitats. 
(Exhibit L shows the deer that freely roam this area. While they are not 
“endangered,” the language says “or likely to result I the destruction or 
adverse modification of proposed critical habitats,” which this would. These 
deer have been pushed out and have nowhere else to go and so they literally 
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dwell on this patch of land and on the streets inside the Hampton Park 
Neighborhood. Please see Exhibit L). 

 
§ If the facilities may physically or visually affect a property significant in 

American history that is listed, or is eligible for listing, in the National 
Register of Historic Places, as determined in accordance with the 
Nationwide Programmatic Agreement or the Collocation Programmatic 
Agreement. (See Argument #5, which states that The Hermitage, historic 
home of President Andrew Jackson, approved a 140’ tower, but 
AntennaSearch.com already measures this tower at 172.9’. Plus, the Metro 
Ordinance which allows a builder to add up to 50% of an increase due to the 
fact that a tornado siren will be attached, coupled with the MIDDLE CLASS 
TAX RELIEF and Job Creation act of 2012 which would write the owners a 
blank check on increasing height, Appellants see premeditation that this tower 
will one day seek to be an eyesore towering over the skies by The Hermitage. 
Residents strongly object to this, as would The Hermitage, had they been told 
about this prior to their Section 106 letter. And perhaps they should be.) 

 
Please see exhibit K for Appellant’s official request for a NEPA EIA. 
 

Argument #9 

           Permit Should Be Revoked Because Property is not In a Right of Way           
             (ROW) and Owner (LEVOG) James Levin has offered to Negotiate An  

    Equitable  Contract Exit for SCI Towers in Light of Overwhelming                     
Evidence of Community Opposition (letter available upon request). 

On October 19th, NO-TOWER Commission member, Laura Smith, reached out to 

LEVOG owner, James Levin, in NY by letter, introducing herself to him as his “neighbor 

of 30 years” since he has owned his property there for 31 years and she has owned her 

adjacent property for 30 years. She petitioned Levin to please consider the majority 

neighborhood uprising and organized efforts to oppose this tower, and sent a full 13-page 

report with all data, research and proof of the 900+ signature petition. Levin responded 

very compassionately to Smith the next week by stating two three very important facts:  

1) no one had told him about the NO-TOWER Commission or their months of organized 

efforts and appearances on local media which involved his name (LEVOG), 2) he 
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reasoned that an Environmental Impact Assessment would surely need to be done before 

issuing the permit (which there is no public record of such), and 3) he states, “Let me 

assure you that LEVOG would be willing to negotiate an equitable exit strategy with 

them (SCI Towers).” 

 Appellant strongly suggests that SCI Towers communicate with LEVOG to 

discuss this equitable exit. 

Argument #10 

 

 Permit Should Be Revoked Because Land is on Sacred Indian Site (Ex.M) 

 

 As it pertains to the FCC’s 47 CFR §1.1307 and the aforementioned reasons that 

a site must be required to have an Environmental Impact Assessment, the Appellant cited 

two reasons (in Argument #8) to request the EIA. Now, they submit herein evidence that 

the property is also on a sacred Indian site.  

“An Environmental Assessment (EA) is required”: 

“If the facilities may affect Indian religious sites.”24 
 

 Simply put, 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. is State Route 45, which is the Trail of 

Tears. On this very property has been found countess arrowheads by residents, and even 

reports of an American Indian burial ground approximately ¼ mile down on same side of 

LEVOG property. Those grounds were excavated circa 1995 with exhumed bones 
																																																								
24 https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/support/antenna-structure-registration-asr-resources/filing-
environmental-assessment 
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according to testimony of neighbors and top committee members of the NO-TOWER 

Committee. This land is undoubtedly a sacred Indian site and needs to not be further 

disturbed more than it already has. Please see Exhibit M  for proof of proximity.25 

 

 Argument #11 

 

             Permit Should Be Revoked Because Local Officials Failed to Act  

 Appellants also have proof that they have contacted all of their local elected 

representatives including all Council people, the Mayor, State Representatives, Senators 

and Congressmen, and yet not heard back. The letter writing campaign began on October 

16th from the NO-TOWER Committee, but then on November 1st, all elected official’s 

email addresses were published to Appellant’s 900+ email data base and residents were 

encouraged to reach out to them (and many did so). No residents have reported hearing 

back from any elected official.  One member of the Committee heard back from one 

councilman who said that was nothing he could do. Due to this, Appellant cites directly 

from the Telecommunication Act of 1996 which states,  

 “Any person adversely affected by any final action or failure to act by a 
 State or local government or any instrumentality thereof that is 
 inconsistent with this  subparagraph may, within 30 days after such action or 
 failure to act, commence  an action in any court of competent 
 jurisdiction. The court shall hear and decide  such action on an expedited 
 basis.” 

 These citizens deserve to be heard. They are speaking loudly and require action 

“on an expedited basis.”  

																																																								
25 https://www.nps.gov/trte/planyourvisit/tennessee.htm 
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Argument #12 

                  Permit Should Be Revoked WITHOUT Fear that Metro Will Be        
 Penalized By The FCC Since Precedent Has Been Set in Multiple         

Court Rulings Protecting the Authority of Local Zoning Boards. 

 Appellant wishes to encourage the Board of Zoning Appeals that although the 

TCA of 1996 and the FCC pre-approves many telecommunication towers, the Zoning 

Board must approve the dirt upon which such towers are placed. Appellants ask the BZA 

to consider the following 5 court cases in which precedent is set when a court rules in 

favor of a local Zoning Board or Code’s decision to deny or revoke a permit.   

1. Uscoc of Vir. v. Montgomery Cty. Bd. Sup'rs 

343 F.3d 262 (4th Cir. 2003  

Finding that the denial of an application to build a telecommunications tower 
found “ample support” in the form of “evidence regarding the proposed 
tower's inconsistencies” with “zoning ordinances and guidelines” 

To be entitled to relief under a(B)(i)(II) prohibition of service claim, the 
plaintiff's burden is substantial. In AT T Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of 
Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 428-29 (4th Cir. 1998), we held that a 
telecommunications provider could not prevail in a challenge to an 
individual zoning decision absent a general ban or policy to reject all 
applications. See also 360°o Communications Co. v. Board of Supervisors of 
Albemarle County, 211 F.3d 79, 88 (4th Cir. 2000) ("The burden for the carrier 
invoking this provision is a heavy one: to show from language or 
circumstances not just that this application has been rejected, but that 
further reasonable efforts are so likely to be fruitless that it is a waste of time 
to try."). 

2. Omnipoint Corporation v. Zoning Hearing Board 

181 F.3d 403 (3d Cir. 1999)     

Holding that a zoning board acted in a quasi-judicial capacity when it 
denied a conditional use permit. 

See Aegerter v. City of Delafied, 174 F.3d 886, ___, 1999 WL 225310, at 
*2- *4 (7th Cir. 1999); Cellular Telephone, 166 F.3d at 494-97 (both 
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applying the substantial evidence requirement of § 332(c)(7)(B)(iii) 
without regard to state law evidentiary burdens). The Board relies heavily 
on ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council, 155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998),  
where the court affirmed the city council's denial of a conditional use 
permit to build two 135-foot wireless telephone transmission towers 
based on considerable community opposition. The Court of Appeals 
for the Fourth Circuit stressed the legislative nature of the city council. 

3. A&TT Wireless PCS v. Winston-Salem Zoning 

172 F.3d 307 (4th Cir. 1999)     

Holding that the writing requirement was satisfied by the zoning board's 
notice to the applicant that consisted of a copy of the first page of the 
application with the word “denied” written on it when considered along 
with a transcript and minutes of the zoning board's hearing. 

[A]ny decision by a State or local government or instrumentality thereof 
to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal wireless service 
facilities shall be in writing and supported by substantial evidence 
contained in a written record. As this court recently stated in ATT Wireless 
PCS v. City Council of the City of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 429 (4th 
Cir. 1998),  "[w]e treat separately the two requirements of section (B)(iii)."  

4. Sprint Spectrum L.P. v. Willoth 
 

996 F. Supp. 253 (W.D.N.Y. 1998)     
 

Upholding a city's decision to deny a variance and stating that a carrier 
cannot unilaterally dictate the level of service it wishes to provide, nor 
does it have the right to construct any and all towers it deems necessary 
because that would nullify a local government's right to deny 
construction of WCFs 

The Town Planning Board did not exceed its authority in considering 
whether adequate service could be provided with fewer than three 
towers. Although considerations for the "level of service" as such is not a 
specific factor listed in N.Y. Town Law § 274-a or in the Ontario Zoning 
Ordinance, the Town was nonetheless authorized to consider 
whether alternative sites are available for a public utility's facility which 
could provide safe and adequate service. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. v. 
Fulton, 8 A.D.2d 523, 188 N.Y.S.2d 717 (4th Dept. 1959) ["In determining 
the reasonable necessity of a particular site, consideration must be given to 
the availability of other sites and to the degree of detriment that might be 
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caused by the various sites..."]; Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile, Inc. v. 
Lonergan, 172 Misc.2d 317, 659 N.Y.S.2d 402 (Sup.Ct. West. Cty. 1997)  
 

5. City of Medina v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. 
 

95 P.3d 377 (Wash. Ct. App. 2004)    
 
Stating "the entity seeking a variance bears the burden of proof" 

Second, the cases the City cites in support of its argument that T-Mobile 
cannot justify its variance requests with its desire to provide adequate 
coverage are distinguishable. Each of those cases involves analyzing 
whether a land use authority improperly refused to grant a variance in 
violation of the FTA. While these cases hold that local zoning authorities are 
not required by the FTA to grant variances unless denying the application 
would effectively constitute a ban on wireless services, they do not prohibit 
a zoning board from considering desired coverage for its citizens. Those 
cases reinforce the FTA's purpose of preserving local zoning authority 
within the statutory limits. Accordingly, when a cellular company bases 
its variance requests in part on coverage, as in this case, the 
local zoning authority is free to consider those issues according to local 
law. This conclusion is evident in the cases the City itself relies on where 
land use authorities considered service issues. For example in Sprint 
Spectrum L.P. v. Willoth, the Town of Ontario Planning Board denied 
Sprint's application to build three cell towers. In reaching…  

  Finally, Appellants encourage the BZA to not fear being accused by the FCC of 

“Prohibition of Service.”  Here are 5 such court cases where precedent was set ruling in a 

Zoning Board’s favor. 

1. 360° Communications Co. v. Board of Supervisors 

211 F.3d 79 (4th Cir. 2000)     

Holding that provider has burden of demonstrating that "denial of 
its application for the one particular site is tantamount to a 
prohibition of service" and that "further reasonable efforts are so 
likely to be fruitless that it is a waste of time even to try" 

We have interpreted the term "substantial evidence" to mean "such 
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to 
support a conclusion." ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of the 
City of Virginia Beach, 155 F.3d 423, 430 (4th Cir. 1998)  (quoting 
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Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 477 (1951)). It 
requires more than a mere scintilla but less than a preponderance. 
See NLRB v. Grand Canyon Mining Co., 116 F.3d 1039, 1044 (4th Cir. 
1997). 

2. APT Pittsburgh Ltd. Partnership v. Penn Township 

196 F.3d 469 (3d Cir. 1999)     

Summary judgment in favor of the City on this issue is 
warranted. Finding an "effect of prohibiting" claim requires 
"evidence that the area the new facility will serve is not already 
served by another provider" 

It is unclear at this point whether the requirement of a "decision ... 
in writing" is satisfied by a writing that simply memorializes the 
ultimate conclusion or requires findings of fact supporting the 
denial. Compare ATT Wireless PCS, Inc. v. City Council of Va. Beach, 
155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998)  (when Congress has intended to require a 
written decision with factual findings, it has expressly done so; it did not 
in § 322(7)(B)(iii)) with Smart SMR of N.Y., Inc. v. Zoning 
Commission of the Town of Stratford, 995 F. Supp. 52, 56 (D. Conn. 
1998) (findings of fact required); Illinois RSA No. 3, Inc. v. County of 
Peoria, 963 F. Supp. 732, 743 (C.D. Ill. 1997) (same); Western PCS II v. 
Extraterritorial Zoning Auth., 957 F. Supp. 1230, 1236 (D.N.M. 1997) 
(same). We find it unnecessary to resolve in this case whether 
memorialization of the denial will suffice. 

MetroPCS claims that the City has imposed a general ban on any new 
entrants into the San Francisco wireless communications market. The 
City has demonstrated that MetroPCS has been permitted to install 30 
antennas within San Francisco, and has been granted 18 CUPs as well. 
Ionin Decl. ¶¶ 4-5; Exh. A. MetroPCS in fact has already entered, and 
offers service, in the Bay Area market. McCoy Decl. Exh. C. MetroPCS 
thus cannot show that it has been denied entry into the San 
Francisco telecommunications market. 

3. T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Howard Cnty. Board of Appeals 
 
Civil Action No. RDB-11-729 (D. Md. Mar. 30, 2012 ) 
 
Denying T–Mobile's motion for summary judgment on its 
effective prohibition claim where T–Mobile showed that it “had unreliable 
coverage in the area” but “coverage was not completely lacking.” 
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T-Mobile's Proposed Facility was met with community opposition. The 
President of the Glenwood Estates Homeowner's Association testified that 
the community opposed the construction of the Proposed Facility in the 
area. Bd. of Appeals Decision and Order, j 15, at 7. Sharon Keeny, a real 
estate agent, testified that cell towers lowered the property values of nearby 
properties and also extend the time during which a property was on the 
market. Id. ¶16. The testimony presented by James Brent, a software 
engineer, indicated that T-Mobile could increase coverage in the area "by 
placing directional antennae on existing towers within the search range 
area." Id. ¶17. Additionally, a nearby resident testified that T-Mobile's 
"revised landscape plan . . . [would] negatively impact sight distance at an 
already troubled intersection of Hobbs and Burntwoods Road." Id. ¶ 18. 
Finally, two individuals respectively testified that (a) the Proposed Facility 
was "not in harmony with the land uses and policies" of the Howard County 
General Plan and (b) T-Mobile "did not make a legitimate effort to locate 
the proposed communication facility on an existing structure. 
 
4. ATT WIRELESS PCS v. CITY COUN.   
 
155 F.3d 423 (4th Cir. 1998)     
 
Concluding that the TCA's anti-prohibition clause applies only to 
"blanket prohibition" and "general bans or policies," not to 
individual zoning decisions. 

The City Council's vote concluded a months-long effort by appellees to 
secure a location for tower in Little Neck. ATT and PrimeCo both offer 
digital wireless personal communications services in the Virginia Beach 
area. Digital service is considered an advance over analog service. Like 
analog service, it relies on overlapping “cells," each centered on a 
communications tower. However, because digital signals are weaker than 
analog signals, and because of the thick tree cover in Little Neck, ATT and 
Prime Co found that their Virginia Beach service had a "hole" in portions of 
Little Neck. Aided by City staff, they investigated several possible tower 
sites in Little Neck and concluded that the Church's property was the most 
desirable. They therefore entered into leases with the Church allowing them, 
in exchange for approximately $60,000 annual rent, to construct, maintain, 
and operate two 135-foot communications towers on the Church's property. 
Besides carrying digital signals, the towers were also to provide analog 
signals for GTE Mobile Net and 360o Communications (not parties to this 
case), who also sought to enhance their… Metropcs	Inc.	v.	City	and	County	
of	San	Francisco,	No.	C-02-3442	PJH,	at	*1	(N.D.	Cal.	Apr.	24,	2003)	
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Closing Statements: 

Appellant (900+ residents comprising the Old Hickory NO-TOWER Commission) is 

seeking revocation of Permit #CATC 2019044881, issued by Nashville Metro Codes 

Dept. to Empire Construction and SCI Towers, Inc. on November 6, 2019 for a telecom-

munications tower at 4321 Old Hickory Blvd. in Old Hickory, TN. In addition to this, 

Appellants request here for neither SCI Towers nor any other party to not build within a 2 

mile radius of this proposed site, but to choose another location that is further away from 

such a densely populated area. This motion is supported by 12 arguments, one of which is 

that property owner, James Levin, (LEVOG), has learned that of the 1,000 homes within 

100 ft.-½ mile of the tower, more than 900 people have signed a petition opposing it for 

serious property setback and safety issues, and he has offered in writing to “negotiate an 

equitable exit strategy” for SCI Towers (Levin’s words). The other 11 arguments focus 

on said setback safety issues, breakpoint technology failure concerns, negative aesthetic 

impact, the devaluing of property values, unproven coverage gaps, undisclosed 

alternative sites, and other such arguments, none of which violate the 1996 

Telecommunications Act but half of which do violate Metro Ordinances cited herein. 

Others violate FCC allowances made for sacred Indian sites, seeing as how said property 

rests on The Trail of Tears (State Route 45); and disturbing this property would also 

affect hundreds of deer and their “designated critical habitats; or likely to result in the 

destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitats” (47 CFR §1.1307). 

Missing from this brief are arguments and claims of human health hazards, which the 

Appellant acknowledges compromise the TCA of 1996. Exhibit N is of Resident’s 

Negative Impact Statements, some of which do cite very personal health grievances, but 
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those citizens do so under their 1st Amendment “right to petition the Government for a 

redress of grievances.” and not as part of this overall appeal. Accumulatively, these 12 

arguments represent the genuine concerns and fears of the 900+ petition signors, 

hundreds of which say they must move if the tower is built. These individuals are not 

anti-cell tower or pro-community tower prohibition, but merely petition Metro Codes to 

advise SCI Towers to pursue one of their other considered sites for this tower, preferably 

one not steps away from such a densely populated residential area. ). As previously 

stated, precedent has been set in many cell-tower court cases cited herein, and a recurring 

phrase in many of them was that of “substantial evidence.” The Telecommunications Act 

of 1996, §704 (B) (iii) says: 

“Any decision by a State or local government or instrumentality 
thereof to deny a request to place, construct, or modify personal 
wireless service facilities  shall be in writing and supported by 
substantial evidence contained in a written record.” 

 According to the precedent of T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Board 

of Supervisors 903 F. Supp. 2d 385 (E.D. Va. 2012), substantial evidence “is more than a 

scintilla” but “less than a preponderance,” and that is exactly what the Appellant has 

sought to provide through the “written record” of this brief’s and its 12 arguments. 

 Appellant respectfully files this memorandum of law in support of its motion for 

Revocation of Issued Building Permit, pursuant to the local ordinances of this jurisdiction 

and the rights of the citizens herein. 
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From: rsbutler3@aol.com
To: Hagar, Larry (Council Member)
Cc: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes)
Subject: Cell tower construction noise
Date: Monday, November 18, 2019 6:48:31 PM

Councilman Hagar:
It is one thing for the zoning appeals board to allow construction of said cell tower
while completely ignoring the residential impact, but it is another when construction of
heavy impact equipment continues to work into the night in such a tight pocket of
dense residences!  The noise is horrendous even at this hour, while children are
probably trying to either study, have dinner, or just play in our neighborhoods
surrounding this construction!  Many of our residents are war veterans with PTSD. 
Can you imagine what this noise is having on them, or does the Zoning Appeals
Board even care?  Surely, the quality of life in Nashville is suffering severely due to
this issue.  As my elected official, whatever happened to representing residents
instead of corporate interest? If we can't stop the construction of this tower, do we
have to put up with after hours impact construction?  

I believe that the Board of Zoning Appeals should really be renamed the Board of
Zoning Appeasement for Business. Our community reps on this board have no
backbone, worthless to Nashville residents!

If you can't help us, please direct us to who can?
Sincerely,
Randall Butler
629Hardin SHire Drive
Old Hickory 
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From: Gregory, Christopher (Public Works)
To: Lifsey, Debbie (Codes)
Cc: Shepherd, Jessica (Codes); Ammarell, Beverly (Public Works)
Subject: RE: Emailing: 2020-028 application on our docket for 2/6/20
Date: Tuesday, January 21, 2020 1:55:50 PM

2020-028       2618 Buchanan St       Use Existing Building as Religious Institution Facility
Variance: 17.16.170 E.3
Response:  Public Works takes no exception on condition that adequate parking is provided on site per code.  Align
access to the site with Delk Ave. if feasible.

This does not imply approval of the submitted site plan as access and design issues will be addressed and
coordinated during the permitting process.

-----Original Message-----
From: Lifsey, Debbie (Codes) <Debbie.Lifsey@nashville.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Gregory, Christopher (Public Works) <Christopher.Gregory@nashville.gov>
Subject: Emailing: 2020-028 application on our docket for 2/6/20

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:

2020-028 Special exception

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments.  Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.

Case # 2020-028
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Memo 
To: Metropolitan Nashville Board of Zoning Appeals 

From: Metropolitan Nashville Planning Department 

CC: Emily Lamb  

Date: January 22, 2020 

BZA Hearing Date:    February 6, 2020 

Re: Planning Department Recommendation for a Special Exception Case 2020-028 

Pursuant to Section 17.40.300 of the Metro Zoning Code, the Metropolitan Planning 

Department is providing a recommendation on the following Special Exception case: 

1. Case 2020-028 (2618 Buchanan Street) – Religious Institution

Request: A special exception to allow a religious institution use in an existing 2,000 

square-foot building.     

Zoning: Single-Family Residential (RS5) requires a minimum 5,000 square foot lot 

and is intended for single-family dwellings at a density of 7.41 dwelling units per 

acre. 

Land Use Policy: T3 Suburban Neighborhood Maintenance (T3 NM) is intended to 

maintain the general character of developed suburban residential neighborhoods. T3 NM 

areas will experience some change over time, primarily when buildings are expanded or 

replaced. When this occurs, efforts should be made to retain the existing character of the 

neighborhood. T3 NM areas have an established development pattern consisting of low- 

to moderate-density residential development and institutional land uses. Enhancements 

may be made to improve pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular connectivity. 

Planning Department Analysis: The site contains 0.39 acres of land located in the North 

Nashville planning area. The site is located at 2618 Buchanan Street, east of Ed Temple 

Boulevard. Existing site conditions include an approximately 2,000 square foot building 

previously used for a day care use and an associated parking lot. The site plan includes a 

METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

Planning Department 

Metro Office Building 

800 Second Avenue South 

Nashville, Tennessee  37201 

615.862.7150 

615.862.7209 
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proposed building to the north of the parking lot. The applicant has stated that the proposed 

building north of the parking lot will not be constructed.  
 

Access for the religious institution is proposed from Buchanan Street.  The sanctuary is to 

hold 75 seats, which requires a minimum of 13 parking spaces, which are provided. A 

Standard type B landscape buffer is required along the eastern, western, and northern 

property lines to buffer the use from the surrounding residential properties.  

 

Religious institutions are allowed within residential zoning districts with the approval of a 

Special Exception. The existing building is currently used as a daycare non-residential 

building which will unlikely be used for residential use in the future. The building is 

existing, and the applicant is not proposing to expand it for their operation. This site is 

located on a collector street and less than 700 feet from Ed Temple Boulevard, a busy 

corridor. The T3 Neighborhood Maintenance policy lists institutional uses as an example 

of an appropriate land use for this policy. The T3 Suburban Neighborhood Maintenance 

policy does support Civic and Public Benefit uses, such as religious institutions. The 

proposal is consistent with the Suburban Neighborhood Maintenance policy.  

 

Planning Recommendation: Approve 
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Metropolitan Board of Zoning Appeals 

Metro Howard Building 

800 Second Avenue South 

Nashville, Tennessee 37210 

�I,�1·noroLJT,\N c;1>vt�H�.,u· 

Appellant : _?.l..lei=l,U;_j,.l_..;'B:...::l)v\,.;..;,..._u_··_b_'-_g.._ 

Property Owner: ________ _ 

Representative::..: ________ _ 

Date: 
r J 

Case#: 2020" _0_,;3 ...... i, ___ � 

Map & Parcel: 07 )-01,.DOb 9OO

Council District tll 
The undersigned hereby appeals from the decision of the Zoning Administrator, 
wherein a Zoning Permit/Certificate of Zoning Compliance was refused: 

Purpose: 
Jv il\l U- rsk,;r 

Activity Type: ___ A_N_·W\...--u\ ___ 12;_0 __ (;1.._1., r,A.,_1 W_)c __ (-it\_l,_�-�--�---
Location: __ q.....,;02_ [,h...a..\;_t,-'--f· _L_�_V\_e,'--_____ _ 
This property is in the j � Zone District, in accordance with plans, application 
and all data heretofore filed with the Zoning Administrator, all of which are attached 
and made a part of this appeal. Said Zoning Permit/Certificate of Zoning Compliance 
was denied for the reason: 

Reason: Vtvvltyl/\Cb h-oV!A J.,slc..,nl-e. vytU1VuVl:')�tvY5

Section(s): 11 • i � , t>J O � :1--
Based on powers and jurisdiction of the Board of Zoning Appeals as set out in Section 
17.40.180 Subsection ___ Of the Metropolitan Zoning Ordinance, a Variance, 
Special Exception, or Modification to Non-Conforming uses or structures is here by 
requested in the above requirement as applied to this property. 

Appellant Name (Please Print) 

All dress 

City, State, Zip Colle 

Phone Numher 

Email 

Represenfafive Name (Please Prinf) 

n:i.z.. E'A�T OAt. lC" ft,\/' • 
Address 

tJ "s M V U,4, "· :(N I iZ, � 
Cily, State, Zip Code 

Phone Number 

Email 

Appeal Fee: ________ _ 



Metropolitan Government I IIIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIII IIIIIIII 
of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee 3742843 

Department of Codes and Building Safety 
800 Second Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37210 

ZONING BOARD APPEAL/ CAAZ - 20190077569 

Inspection Checklist for Use and Occupancy 

This is not a Use and Occupancy Notification 
-��--��-�--�

APPLICATION DATE: 12/19/2019 PARCEL: 07202006900 

SITE ADDRESS: 

902 HART LN NASHVILLE, TN 37216 

LOTS 13,14,15 PT 16 CROCKETT SUB MAPLEWOOD 

PARCEL OWNER: BLUE HERON HOLDINGS, LLC 

APPLICANT: 

PURPOSE: 

CONTRACTOR: 

to renovate an existing space for a 3246 sq.ft. animal boarding facility. permitted with conditions. 

Before a Use and Occupancy Letter can be issued for this project, the following approvals are required. 

Inspections Foundation = before concrete poured, Framinq = before coverina wall and after rouqh-in inspections. 

There are currently no required inspections 

Inspection requirements may change due to changes during construction. 
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209 10th Ave. South Suite 425 
Nashville, TN 37203 
p: 615.739.5555  f: 615.739.5582 .  .  .  connecting the dots  .  .  .  
www.smithgeestudio.com 

Wednesday, January 29, 2020 

Metropolitan Board of Zoning Appeals 
800 Second Avenue South 
Nashville, TN  37210 

RE: Request for Zoning Variance – 3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike 

This letter is submitted to indicate the purpose to request two (2) variances for the 
proposed development at 3928, 3930, & 3932 Gallatin Pike. 

The proposed development consolidates three parcels located along Gallatin Pike.  The 
subject property is currently zoned MUL-A, located outside of the UZO, and is part of the 
Gallatin Pike Urban Design Overlay.  The development proposes 4 stories of Office Condo 
with covered and surface parking.  The applicant requests the following variances for the 
proposed development: 

Request 1 - A 25% reduction to the required parking for general office land use 
recommended by the attached Parking Study.  Current Site Plan would reduce required 
parking from 96 spaces to 72 spaces. 

• The proposed use is office condos.  Office condos are a unique office subset that
specifically targets small business owners and start-ups who operate with minimal
staff.  The parking study demonstrates that the current market demand for office
condo parking is much lower than the minimum requirement by zoning code for
general office use as demonstrated in the attached Parking Study.

• A reduction in parking spaces will provide more horizontal development area to
expand the building footprint along Gallatin Pike that better engages the public
realm.

• The proposed development enhances the existing character of the Gallatin Pike
corridor and meets existing Policy (T4CM) intent.  The proposed building is
prioritized to front Gallatin Pike and to screen parking internal to the development.
This promotes a more active and pedestrian-friendly streetscape.

Request 2 – Request to eliminate the 15ft. building height stepback for up to 60 lineal feet 
along both street front elevations to allow flexibility for an architectural corner feature.  
Request to encroach up to 12ft. within the 15ft. building height stepback along the Gallatin 
Pike building elevation to allow for an architectural canopy. 

• The subject property is irregular in shape and narrow in depth.  A combination of
the following factors further constrains the site and its development potential:

o Overhead power lines exist along Gallatin Pike.  OSHA requires a minimum
safe distance of 10 ft. between the building and the power lines.  The
distance could increase based on the line’s voltage.

o An extensive 8.5 ft. R.O.W. dedication is required along Gallatin Pike to
provide for future transit.

o The subject property is zoned MUL-A and abuts a residential
neighborhood zoned RS5.  A 20 ft. transitional landscape buffer is required
along the rear property line.
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Request for Zoning Variance  January 29, 2020 
3928 Gallatin Pike   Page 2 of 2 
 

 

SMITH GEE STUDIO, LLC 
209 10th Ave. South Suite 425 
Nashville, TN 37203  .  .  .  connecting the dots  .  .  .  
p: 615.739.5555  f: 615.739.5582    

o The subject property is a corner parcel.  Per zoning code, the front façade 
of the building shall extend across at least 45% of the parcel’s frontage 
along both public streets. 

• The proposed building is shallow in depth (40 ft.) to provide smaller office space at 
a more affordable price point to an underserved office market in this area.  A 
continuous 15 ft. stepback on floor 4 would create a 25 ft. building depth that 
greatly restricts the potential use of this space. 

• A reduction in building stepback at floor 4 promotes greater design flexibility to 
articulate the scale, massing, and architectural character of the building. 

• Gallatin Pike is a major arterial boulevard that links East Nashville to Downtown 
and is served by active transit, MTA Bus route #26/56.  The proposed project meets 
existing Policy intent, with specific focus to concentrating higher intensity 
development along major corridors or existing transit lines. 

 
The applicant appreciates the Board of Zoning Appeals thoughtful consideration of the 
variance requests and looks forward to meeting with you. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Scott Morton 
Smith Gee Studio 
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REQUEST FOR ZONING VARIANCE

3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike
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A 25% reduction to the required 

parking for general office use. 

Eliminate 15ft. building height 
stepback for up to 60 lineal ft. 
along both street front elevations.  
Encroach up to 12ft. within height 
stepback along Gallatin Pike 
elevation to allow for an 
architectural canopy.  

Request 1

Request 2

3928, 3930, 3932 GALLATIN PIKE 
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SITESITE

Site Location Map with Surrounding Context
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Proposed Floor Plan - Level 1
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Proposed Floor Plan - Levels 2 & 3 Proposed Floor Plan - Level 4
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Variance Request #1
Reduction to Offi ce Parking Requirement

Excerpt from Parking Study.  Please see full Parking Study attached.

3928, 3930, 3932 GALLATIN PIKE 
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Variance Request #2
Reduction to Building Stepback Required for 4th Story

Gallatin Pike Elevation

3928, 3930, 3932 GALLATIN PIKE 
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Variance Request #2
Reduction to Building Stepback Required for 4th Story

Sunnymeade Drive Elevation

3928, 3930, 3932 GALLATIN PIKE 
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Variance Request #2
Reduction to Building Stepback Required for 4th Story

Architectural Character Imagery

3928, 3930, 3932 GALLATIN PIKE 
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901 Woodland Street 
Nashville, TN 37206 
Phone: (615) 258-8551 

 

January 28, 2020 

Mr. Scott Morton 
Smith Gee Studio 
209 10th Avenue S, Suite 425 
Nashville, TN  37203 
smorton@smithgeestudio.com 

Re:  3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike – Parking Study 

Scott, 

I am writing this letter to provide parking information regarding the proposed development of the three 
consolidated properties located at 3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike.  It is my understanding that the consolidated 
properties are planned to be developed into an office building, which specifically would be office 
condominiums each sold after construction.  The development is a unique office product that is not expected 
to require parking spaces like a traditional office building.  Therefore, an alternative parking demand rate may 
be appropriate.  The purpose of this letter is to present local data and industry standards, which are then used 
to make recommendation for an appropriate parking demand that can be expected for the proposed office 
development. 

Development Details 
According to the information provided, the Gallatin Offices development will have characteristics as listed 
below.  These project details were utilized to estimate parking demand. 

• Approximately 28,950 NSF
• Approximately 31,350 GSF
• 4-Story Building
• Consisting of Office Suites/Condominiums For Sale/Ownership
• Each unit will have its own restroom and kitchenette, which reduces efficiency and increases the office

space square-footage per person as compared to traditional general office buildings.
• The building will have some shared amenity space with a rooftop terrace.
• The site plan includes approximately 72 parking spaces (a combination of surface lot and covered

spaces).
• The site is located on the southeast corner of Gallatin Pike and Sunnymeade Drive with vehicular

access on Sunnymeade Drive.

Parking Demand Analysis 
The Metro Zoning Code identifies minimum parking requirements by land use.  The zoning code also identifies 
reduced parking requirements for the Urban Zoning Overlay district (UZO).  It is important to note that the 
proposed project is not located within the current UZO boundaries, but the UZO ends proximately one mile 
south of the site.  The project site is located within the Gallatin Pike Urban Design Overlay district (UDO).   

Initially, a parking calculation was conducted for the project site and proposed land use to determine the 
minimum number of parking spaces that will be required to accommodate the development based on Metro’s 
Zoning Code.  The base parking rates were utilized to calculate the minimum required parking spaces for the 
development since the site is not located within the current UZO district.  The calculations and results are 
presented in the table below.  As shown, the minimum number of parking spaces required for the development 
is 96 spaces using Metro’s base parking rates.   
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3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike – Parking Study 
1/28/2020 
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Parking Requirement Analysis Per Base Metro Rates 

Land Use Size* Unit 
GFA 

Parking Rate Per Metro 
Zoning Code Section 

17.20.030 

Required Parking 
(spaces) 

General Office 28,950 SF 3.33 spaces per 1,000 SF 
(1 space per 300 GSF) 96 

*Parking required based on floor area, defined as the total of the gross horizontal areas of all floors excluding 
vertical penetrations through the building. 

 
 
As previously mentioned, the UZO district boundary is located approximately one mile to the south of the 
project site, and a new UZO district is being contemplated for areas along Gallatin Pike to the north in Madison.  
If the project site were located in a UZO district, approximately 54 parking spaces would be required without 
taking the allowable 10% reduction for access to transit.  That is nearly half of the parking requirement per the 
base rates for properties not within the UZO.   
 
The proposed office development is unique and is not characterized as a typical general office building.  
Instead, the building is made up of condominium offices, which will be sold likely to small business owners.  
The unit sizes will vary; however, each unit will have its own restroom and kitchenette as well as space for 
desks and collaborative space such as conference/meeting rooms or tables.  These characteristics lead to 
higher square feet per person rates than a traditional office building, which typically have shared restroom 
facilities and larger office floor plans that allow for higher density of people per square foot.  The number of 
people per square-foot is directly related to the parking demand for an office building.  Therefore, it is 
appropriate to consider an alternative parking demand rate for this proposed office development.   
 
In order to support a reduced parking requirement for the proposed office development, national data and 
industry standards were reviewed.  According to Parking Generation, 5th Edition, an Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE) publication, a General Office Building has an average peak parking demand rate of 2.39 
occupied spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area.  This demand rate is considerably less than Metro’s 
parking requirement.  ITE data also identifies average parking supply for office uses (not within ½ mile of rail 
transit) is approximately 3.3 spaces per 1,000 square feet, which is the same as Metro’s parking requirement.  
This data set indicates that parking supply sometimes exceeds the parking demand for office uses by nearly 
one (1) space per 1,000 square feet. 
 
Burch Transportation collected local data for existing office developments that share some characteristics with 
the proposed office development at 3928, 3930, and 3932 Gallatin Pike.  While office condominiums are not a 
new type of office product, there are few known office condo developments in Nashville.  There are some 
relatively new live/work developments, but that product is not considered similar to the proposed project.  
Business parks are typically under one owner or management company and leased; however, this type of office 
land use may be similar to the office condo concept since business parks typically have separate suites and 
entrances; and therefore each suite has its own restroom and breakroom facilities on a smaller floor plan per 
individual office.  Parking occupancy was collected at five (5) office buildings during mid-morning between 
10:30 – 11:30 AM on Wednesday, January 15, 2020.  ITE data indicates that peak parking demand for office 
land uses occurs on a weekday between 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM.  The table below presents the parking 
occupancy data that was collected at five (5) local sites.   
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3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike – Parking Study 
1/28/2020 
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Local Parking Occupancy Data 

Location Address Size (sf)* 
Peak Parking 

Demand 
(spaces) 

Parking Demand Rate 
(spaces/1,000 sf) 

Grassmere Park Building I 618 Grassmere Park 78,331 201 2.57 
Grassmere Park Building II 624 Grassmere Park 132,801 326 2.45 
Grassmere Park Building III 601 Grassmere Park 90,771 186 2.05 
Two Grassmere Place 655 Grassmere Park 52,805 141 2.67 
Armory Hill Oaks 3001 Armory Drive 36,460 105 2.88 
Average -- 78,234 192 2.52 
*Total building square footage obtained from Metro Property Assessor website.  Vacant suites subtracted from total 
square footage per broker website where available. 

 
 
As shown above, the parking demand at each of the sites were lower than the Metro Zoning Code rate.  The 
average peak parking demand for these sites was determined to be 2.52 spaces per 1,000 square feet.  The 
parking demand rate at these similar sites ranged from 2.05 – 2.88 spaces per 1,000 square feet.  It is also 
worth noting that none of the sites surveyed are located within the UZO, similar to the proposed office site.  
The Grassmere Business Park is served by WeGo Route #72 Grassmere/Edmondson, similar to the proposed 
office site, which is served by WeGo Route #56 Gallatin and #4 Shelby.  The data presented above supports a 
reduced parking demand and parking requirement for similar types of office developments.  The average 
parking demand rate for the local data set is 2.52 spaces per 1,000 square feet, which is nearly a 25% reduction 
from the Metro Zoning Code parking requirement rate.   
 
The current site plan includes a total of 72 parking spaces to serve the office land use, which reflects a 25% 
reduction to the required parking.  The average parking demand rate for the local office sites that were 
observed is 2.52 spaces per 1,000 square feet, which is approximately 25% less than Metro’s base parking 
requirement rate of 3.33 spaces per 1,000 square feet for general office uses.  The concept design of the 
proposed office development is expected to generate less traffic and parking demand than a typical office 
building since the development will be comprised of owned condominium office suites with greater square-
footage per person than a traditional general office building.  Therefore, these characteristics and the local 
data presented above provide justification for a parking requirement reduction of approximately 25%. 
 
Conclusions & Recommendations 
The information and analysis presented in this letter addresses the parking demand expected for the proposed 
office development.  Based on my review of the site plan and understanding of the proposed land use as well 
as local and national parking demand data, I have the following recommendation: 
 

• A maximum 25% reduction to the required parking per Metro Zoning Code for general office land use 
is recommended for the proposed site at 3928, 3930, 3932 Gallatin Pike. 

 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 
Burch Transportation, LLC 

 

Amy Burch, P.E. 
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From: Michael, Jon (Codes)
To: Lifsey, Debbie (Codes); Shepherd, Jessica (Codes)
Subject: FW: Application letter for BZA hearing, Thursday, February 6, 2020
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:32:48 PM
Attachments: 2020-037 application.pdf

Please add this email to the file for Case 2020-037

From: Benedict, Emily (Council Member) <Emily.Benedict@nashville.gov> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes) <bza@nashville.gov>; Lamb, Emily (Codes)
<Emily.Lamb@nashville.gov>
Cc: Michael, Jon (Codes) <Jon.Michael@nashville.gov>
Subject: Fw: Application letter for BZA hearing, Thursday, February 6, 2020

The appellant has been forthcoming, transparent, and communicative with the
neighbors and community, and the plans fit the neighborhood. CM VanReece (across
the street from this property) and I are working to extend the UZO north on Gallatin
Pike, hopefully by the end of the year. The plans fit the UZO requirements that should
be in place by the time they start construction. 

I support this appeal and ask for your approval.

Emily Benedict
District 7 Councilwoman
emily.benedict@nashville.gov
she/her/hers/councilwoman

Check out hub.nashville.gov for assistance!

From: Fuqua, Barbara (Council Office) <barbara.fuqua@nashville.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Benedict, Emily (Council Member) <Emily.Benedict@nashville.gov>
Subject: Application letter for BZA hearing, Thursday, February 6, 2020

Barbara Fuqua
Metro Council Office
204 Metro Courthouse
615-862-6780
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A PRIVATE RESIDENCE FOR
Amanda Villalobos, David Soriano & Yelu Villalobos

3804 FAIRVIEW DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37218
TAX MAP-PARCEL 069040-00300

SUBDIVISION NO.: LOT 22 BLOCK DD
FAIRVIEW SUBDIVISION PB 1130 PG 54

Project
Location

APPLICABLE CODE(S): (NASHVILLE, TN)
 BUILDING CODE: 2012 International Building Code
 PLUMBING CODE: 2012 International Plumbing Code
 MECHANCIAL CODE: 2012 International Mechanical Code
 ELECTRICAL CODE: 2011 National Electric Code
 FIRE CODE: 2012 International Fire Code
 ACCESSIBILITY CODE: 2009 ICC/ANSI A-117.1 Accessible And

Usable Buildings And Facilities
 LIFE SAFETY CODE: 2012 Life Safety Code (NFPA 101) with local

amendments

NORTH
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December 12, 2019 3804 Fairview Drive
Nashville, Tn

Exhibit A - Existing Conditions

Existing drainage ditch
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December 12, 2019 3804 Fairview Drive
Nashville, Tn

Exhibit B - Existing Sidewalks
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT SIDEWALK VARIANCE RECOMMENDATION 

BZA Case 2020-039 (3804 Fairview Drive) 

Metro Standard:  4’ grass strip, 5’ sidewalk, as defined by the Local Street Standard 

Requested Variance:  Not construct sidewalks 

Community Plan Policy: T3 NM (Suburban Neighborhood Maintenance) 

MCSP Street Designation: Local Street 

Transit:  500’ from #22 - Bordeaux 

Bikeway:  None existing; none planned 

Planning Staff Recommendation: Disapprove 

Analysis: The applicant is proposing to construct a single-family residence and requests not to construct sidewalks 

due to a lack of existing sidewalks along the block face. A previous request for relief from sidewalk construction or 

contribution in-lieu of construction was denied by the Board of Zoning Appeals at its August 2, 2018 public hearing 

(Case number 2018-385). Per the Zoning Ordinance, the applicant is eligible to contribute in-lieu of construction. 

Electing to make the contribution in-lieu of construction supplements Metro’s annual sidewalk capital program by 

increasing sidewalk construction funds for areas surrounding this property, within one of Metro’s sixteen pedestrian 

benefit zones. Staff finds no unique hardship for the property.  

Given the factors above, staff recommends disapproval as the applicant has the option to contribute in-lieu of 

construction. The applicant shall also dedicate right-of-way for future sidewalk construction. 
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From: James Bristol
To: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes)
Subject: Zoning Appeal 2020-043, 905 Wilson Boulevard
Date: Friday, January 17, 2020 12:17:29 PM

Dear Board of Zoning Appeals,

I write to express my support in favor of the variance requested by Jameson Norton, 905
Wilson Blvd, in Case No. 2020-043. I have reviewed the design for the structure that Mr.
Norton wants to build and understand the variance requested from the ten foot setback
requirement.  

Mr. Norton's property at 905 Wilson Blvd. is adjacent to Woodmont Park. I am the Treasurer
of Friends of Woodmont Park, a non-profit supporting organization that has raised funds and
volunteer efforts for improvements to Woodmont Park. The variance to the setback
requirement that has been requested makes sense and in my opinion will not detract from
Woodmont Park in any way. The planned improvements to Mr. Norton's property will only
enhance the view from Woodmont Park. I ask that you act to approve the variance request. 

James Bristol
500 Oaklawn Avenue

(615) 243-2422

Case # 2020-043
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From: Jeff Carr
To: Board of Zoning Appeals (Codes)
Subject: 2020-043 Support
Date: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 8:25:23 PM

I support the appeal. This property borders the public park and special consideration should be provide to my
neighbor, Jameson Norton, given the impact of the public use directly adjacent to his property.

I fully support the appeal to construct an attached garage.

Pamela & Jeff Carr
715 Cantrell Ave
Nashville, TN
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Chronology of Appeal Case 2020-029 for Glenn and Patricia Smith 
Submitted by Glenn Smith 

Nov. 15, 2019 – Realizing our STRP Permit was overdue, I contacted Robert 
Osborn (codes).  I thought I had submitted the payment for renewal in July 2019.  
When Mr. Osborn answered, he said he had no record of receiving the payment.  
Going back, I discovered he was right and my record showed July 2018 (not 2019). 
I immediately (that day, 11/15/19) sent a renewal check for $313.00. 

Dec. 5, 2019 – After hearing nothing from Mr. Osborn and seeing that the check 
had not cleared, I contacted Mr. Osborn by email to see if the check had been 
received.  My email was answered with an out-of-office reply, stating Mr. Osborn 
will be out of town until 1/2/19 (I know he meant 1/2/20) directing me to Bonnell 
Mc Broom with any questions.  I then directed my same questions to Bonnell 
McBroom (same date 12/5/19).  I received no response. 

Dec. 9, 2019 – After no response from Bonnell McBroom, I then directed my 
questions to David Frabutt.  Mr. Frabutt responded the next day. 

Dec. 10, 2019 – Mr. Frabutt stated that our permit had expired June 3, 2019 and 
that all STRP activity should cease.  I responded apologetically, saying it was an 
oversight on my part.  I headed to the codes office that day.  I was told when I 
arrived and stated my purpose, that I should return the next day to see Mr. 
Frabutt.  

Dec. 11, 2019 – My wife and I were at the Codes Office when the doors opened 
and waited most of the day to see Mr. Frabutt.  He was straightforward and 
thorough in explaining the steps needed to appeal our case for possible 
reinstatement.  He told us we would soon hear from Jessica Shepherd for further 
steps needed to start this process.  Upon arriving back home that afternoon, we 
immediately contacted AirBnB and shut down our rental.   

Dec. 20, 2019 – I sent an email to Jessica Shepherd for clarification of our 
responsibilities in this process.  She replied that she would send all information to 
us on Dec. 27, 2019. 

Case # 2020-029



Dec. 27, 2019 – Jessica sent detailed instructions to us, outlining the steps we 
were to take in the Board of Zoning Appeals process. 
 
Dec. 30, 2019 – We purchased Zoning Board Appeals signage and mailing list 
labels at Office Depot.   
 
Jan. 9, 2020 – I delivered all letters (including letter to Council Member Zach 
Young) to Jessica Shepherd.  Fee payment of $100 was also paid. 
 
Jan. 15, 2020 – I sent a letter to Council Member Zach Young, outlining our 
request for possible reinstatement (see attached) 
 
Jan. 16, 2020 – BZA sign placed in front yard of our residence (208 Northside 
Drive, Madison, TN  37115) 
 
Jan. 17, 2020 – Received email reply from Council Member Zach Young (see 
attached) 
 
We recognize our failure to obtain our STRP renewal permit in a timely manner.  
Please know, it was an honest oversight.  We have been faithful and unassuming 
AirBnB hosts for over 3 years.  We live on site and have conducted our business 
with little fanfare or disruption to our quiet neighborhood.  We are current with 
our Hotel Occupancy Privilege Tax (Account #501932).  We respectfully ask to 
have our STRP permit reinstated.  Thank you very much. 
 
Glenn (I go by Dale) and Patricia Smith 
208 Northside Drive 
Madison, TN  37115 
 
Dale – 615-260-2430 
Patricia – 615-294-0182 
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Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting 2/6/2020; Appeal Case Number 2020-029 

January 15, 2020 

Councilman Young, 

We are Glenn (Dale) and Patricia Smith of 208 Northside Drive, Madison, Tn. 37115. 

We have been faithful and unassuming Airbnb owners for over 3 years. We live on site and have 

conducted our business with little fanfare or disruption to our quiet neighborhood. Our place 

sleeps only 4, and we have prided ourselves on being selective hosts who cater to couples and 

families with children. We have always maintained 'Superhost' ratings and have been faithful to 

pay our fair share on a monthly basis in Hotel Occupancy Privilege Tax (Account #501932).  

After realizing that I had failed to receive a notice concerning renewal of the STRP yearly 

permit, I made contact with the Department of Codes & Building Safety in November, 2019. 

Concurrent with the contact, I sent the required permit fee ($313.00) along with the required 

affadavits to renew the permit. I was later contacted by Mr. David Frabutt, Zoning Examiner, 

telling us that our permit had expired on June 3, 2019 and that we would be required to appeal to 

the Board of Zoning Appeals. That process is now underway. You should have received 

the ZONING APPEAL: NOTICE TO NEIGHBORING OWNERS letter. Our case (2020-

029) comes before the Board on Thursday, February 6, 2020.

We will install the required Zoning Appeals Signage in our yard tomorrow, January 16, 2020, 3 

weeks prior to our hearing date. 

We take full responsibility for the oversight on our part and hope to be able to resume hosting, 

following our appeal. 

We understand that the process for (re-)application has changed a bit since our initial application 

in 2016. 

We are a retired couple and DO depend on this income. 

You are invited to attend the meeting, and/or we would be happy to meet with you, if you need 

more information. 

Do you have any suggestions or comments that would be helpful for us when meeting the Board? 

Thank you in advance for any assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn (I go by 'Dale') and Patricia Smith 

208 Northside Drive 

Madison, TN. 37115 

Dale - (615) 260-2430 

Patricia - (615) 294-0182 
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Jan. 17, 2020 

Mr. and Mrs. Smith, 

I apologize for the delay in responding to your email. This week has been extra busy for some reason. 

I appreciate your explanation as this helps me understand what the situation truly is. I’ll be honest and 
share that I’ve not had a short term rental case come up yet during my term so this is new to me. I truly 
believe that, if you go before the BZA and explain how you’ve explained to me and that you take full 
responsibility for it, they will allow you to continue operating without a permit revocation. 

I wish I had a better suggestion but like I said, this is the first issue of this kind to come up in my district 
since taking office in September. 

Zach Young 
he/him/his 
Metro Councilmember 
District 10 
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